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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Merit pay is defined as a system in which individuals are paid more for doing better work, 
not more work or different work. That is, they get paid, whole or in part, on the quality of their 
performance (English, 1992; Manatt & Daniels, 1990). 
The promotion of merit pay for educators dates back at least as early as 1867 when Aaron 
Sheeley, superintendent of Adams County, Pennsylvania stated "As a pure matter of justice, there 
is nothing more unfair than paying unequals equally" (English, 1992, p. 6; Erase, 1992). The 
first recorded attempt at implementing merit pay m U.S. schools was in 1908 in Newton, 
Massachusetts (English, 1992). Consequently, monetary compensation based on performance has 
been around for abnost a century in United States education. During that time, thousands of 
school districts have ventured into incentive pay in one form or another for teachers and/or 
administrators (Prase, 1992). 
There is empirical evidence supporting the assumption that merit pay plans in the past were 
frequently unworkable. More schools have tried incentive pay plans and discontinued them than 
there were successful programs in operation. The "apparent" failures might be partially the result 
of poor design of implementation (Bhaerman, 1973; English, 1992; Prase, 1992; Schneider, 
1983). 
Although most school districts attempting merit pay have discontinued those plans after a 
few years, there are a few districts that seem to be highly successful and thriving (Alexander & 
Manatt, 1992; Burkett & McElrath, 1992; Prase, 1992; Klingenberg, 1992; Littleford, 1992; 
Rivera, 1992). As a result of the report, A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational 
Reform (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983), the Reagan Administration 
renewed national mterest in merit pay for educators (English, 1992; Prase, 1992). 
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The major reason school districts cited for setting up merit pay was to attain and retain 
outstanding educators. School board members and the general public seem to "understand" merit 
pay as a reward based on competition. They see it as logical and following what is occurring in 
the business world (English, 1992). Besides being viewed as economical, many believe merit pay 
attracts competitive people and promotes good personnel administration. Merit pay also satisfies 
those who object to the inequity of automatic salary increases based on service or college credits 
(Alexander & Manatt, 1992; Brandt & Gansneder, 1992; Downey & Parish, 1992; Famsworth, 
Debenham, & Smith, 1991; Hart, 1992). 
Merit pay should not be a substitute for competitive, entry-level salary. A significant 
amoimt of money should be available to compensate those meeting the established criteria and the 
additional compensation must be enough to make a difference. Any merit pay plan must be tied 
to a sound evaluation system and supporting procedures (Brandt & Gansneder, 1992; Castetter & 
Heisler, 1992; Hart, 1992; Rivera, 1992; Spillane, 1992). 
Opponents of merit pay for educators argue that incentive pay plans have not worked in 
education. They believe that evaluations are too inaccurate and the results are unfair. Many 
argue that discriminative rewards produce undesirable relations in the schools and that intrinsic 
rewards are more suitable in education (Bhaerman, 1973; English, 1992; Poston & Frase, 1991; 
Uzzell, 1983). 
Merit pay for principals is thought to be easier to implement than is teacher merit pay. 
Those school districts that have developed and implemented successfiil merit pay systems for 
principals agree that it is not an easy task. However, if a school district is contemplating merit 
pay for principals, there are some basic conditions that must be met. To enhance the possibility 
of the success of merit pay plans for principals, the district must involve principals in all levels of 
the planning and implementation. Principals, as stakeholders, must be involved in the acmal 
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construction of the plan (Brandt & Gansneder, 1992; Burkett & McElrath, 1992; English, 1992; 
Manatt, 1993; Schwab & Iwanicki, 1992; Timar, 1992). Sufficient and ongoing funding to 
support the plan must be available as well as a comprehensive principal evaluation systc-n that 
discriminates levels of performance (Castetter & Heisler 1992; Frase & Poston, 1992; Rhodes & 
Ogawa 1992; Toll, 1983). 
Statement of the Problem 
The current interest in merit pay was primarily directed at teachers with many states and 
school districts establishing pay-for-performance plans. That interest has broad;:i^^ed to include 
administrators, specifically principals. 
There is an abundance of literature on incentive pay plans in education with the 
predominance focused on teachers. Literature on merit pay plans for principals is very limited in 
comparison. Little is known about successful merit pay plans for principals or the specific 
components of such a plan. There appears to be urgent need to identify such plans and to 
determine what criteria make them successful. 
Because of the nature of this case study, the statement of the problem and, thus, questions 
posed are not intended to generate a hypothesis to be tested statistically. The intent of this study 
is to 1) provide the rationale and justification for the development of a model merit pay plan for 
principals, 2) develop the model, and 3) (using a judgement panel) analyze the feasibility and 
design of the model. 
Questions that serve the purpose of the study include: 1) What is the basis for establishing a 
merit pay plan for administrators? 2) What are the objections to merit pay and what components 
of the plan would overcome those objections? 3) Should a merit pay program be optional or 
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required? 4) What components should be included in a merit pay plan for principals? 5) Can a 
model merit pay plan for principals be developed that represents cunent effective research? 
6) What procedural, legal, and motivational factors should be included in a model merit pay plan 
for principals? Answers to these questions will be sought in the literamre as well as from the case 
smdy. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to design a merit pay plan for principals that will improve 
principal effectiveness in school leadership while ultimately increasing student performance. The 
plan should have wide principal acceptance by including elements of merit pay desired by 
principals while avoiding elements principals find least acceptable. Not only will the model merit 
pay plan for principals have wide principal acceptance, it will also have the endorsement of 
upper-level administrators and school boards. Since merit pay for administrators is a dream of 
many school boards, the results of this study will provide school boards with a viable way to 
reward principals for exceptional performance. 
This study was designed to create a model by answering the following questions: 1) Should 
the plan include a professional development program? 2) Should the amoimt of merit pay for 
individual principals be made public? 3) Should the evaluation of the merit pay plan be done at 
the local or the state level? 4) Is rigorous training required of the evaluator? 5) Should the 
performance evaluation of the principal be conducted by an individual or by a team? 6) Who 
should be involved in the development of a merit pay plan for principals? 7) Are there criteria 
for such a plan that are widely accepted by principals, upper-level administrators, and school 
boards? 8) What will be the criteria for deciding who gets merit pay and how much will they get? 
9) How frequendy should performance evaluations be conducted? 10) What should be the length 
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of the evaluation cycle? 11) Should a salaiy increase for principals be tied to prevailing increases 
in the area or to a cost-of-living index? 12) Should merit pay be hooked to a salary index? 
13) Should the amount of the merit pay be a percentage of the salary index or a specific dollar 
amount? 14) Should student achievement be a determining factor in merit pay for the principal? 
15) Should school climate be a factor for merit pay for principals? 
Objectives of the Study 
The objectives of this study are to; 1) conduct a review of literature on such related areas 
as merit pay, career ladders, pay-for-performance, incentive pay, student achievement, student 
performance, school climate, professional development, and principal evaluation; 2) design a set 
of administrator interview questions addressing the issues of merit pay; 3) identify school districts 
that have successful and continuing merit pay for administrators; 4) identify administrators to 
interview that are in school districts currently involved in or contemplating involvement in merit 
pay for principals; 5) obtain human subject approval; 6) generate and analyze data obtained 
through interviews and written documents to answer specific questions regarding the development 
and implementation of a merit pay plan for principals; 7) generate a list of widely-accepted 
criteria for a merit pay plan for principals; 8) generate a list of widely-accepted objections to a 
merit pay plan for principals; 9) create a merit pay plan for principals that will be acceptable to 
principals, upper-level administrators, and school boards. The proposed model will contain the 
most desired elements for principal acceptance and avoid those elements that are most distastefiil 
to principals; 10) compare the proposed model merit pay plan for principals with an existing 
school board approved merit plan; 11) determine if the model merit pay plan for principals meets 
The Joint Committee on Personnel Evaluation Standards: Propriety, Utility, Feasibility, and 
Accuracy. 
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Assumptions 
This study is predicated on the following basic assumptions: 
1. The value of this study lies in the concept of the development of the merit pay model 
and that variations are dependent on the individual principal performance evaluation 
system and the needs of the school district. 
2. The focus of the model is on the individual principal, within the context of the 
established performance appraisal system. 
3. All individuals interviewed gave honest/accurate responses to the interviewer. 
4. The interviewee responses were representative of most other school administrators. 
5. Adequate dollars will be available to provide the incentive for the merit pay plan to 
work. 
Delimitations 
The quantity of information on successful merit pay plans for principals is meager along 
with the number of school districts having such plans still in existence. Perception of merit pay 
for principals by administrators in two school districts was the focus of this study. Two quite 
different districts were selected for the study; one attempting to launch a merit pay system and 
one with a well-established system. The original administrators in this study were from Saydel 
Community School District (SCSD), Saydel, Iowa. The school district was attempting merit pay 
for principals while involved in the School Improvement Model (SIM) at Iowa State University. 
The superintendent and administrators of SCSD consented to participate in this study and they 
were interviewed in school year 1990-91. Following the change of superintendents at the end of 
school year 1991-92, the district dropped its interest in merit pay for principals and withdrew 
firom this study. 
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Apache Junction Unified School District (AJUSD) in Apache Junction, Arizona completed 
its eleventh year of merit pay for principals at the end of the 1992-93 school year. That district 
was also involved in a SIM project at Iowa State University and agreed to participate in this 
study. Apache Junction had maintained a career ladder incentive pay plan for teachers since 
1985. The administrators of AJUSD were interviewed in the summer of 1993. 
The scope of this study was limited to the administrators of one school district consisting of 
one high school, one middle school, one evening alternative school, and four elementary schools. 
Data were obtained via personal interview of administrators and review of relevant data provided 
by the school. This study did not include interviews of teachers, parents, students, school board 
members, or any others. No attempt was made to assess the validity of this plan regarding its 
influence on student achievement, principal performance, teacher performance, or improved 
classroom instruction. 
Definition of Terms 
Accountability: Responsible for specific performance, cost, or outcome. 
Evaluator: Person responsible for conducting formal, mandatory evaluation. 
Extrinsic Reward: Reward in the form of wages and/or fringe benefits. 
Group Incentive Pay: A group of teachers may earn incentive pay for a joint project found to 
have significantly contributed to goals or outcomes designated as important to the school. 
Incentive Pav: A system of pay in which individuals or groups are paid more for better work 
and/or more work. Merit pay is one form of incentive pay. 
Intrinsic Reward: The self-satisfaction the employee receives from doing the job itself. 
Judgment Panel: A group of individuals who are recognized by the professional community as 
highly knowledgeable and experienced in their field and who agree to provide evaluation or 
consultation for the purposes of research. 
Merit Pav: A form of incentive pay in which individuals get paid more for doing better work, not 
more work or different work. That is, they get paid, whole or in part, on the quality of 
their performance (English, 1992; Manatt, 1990). This increase in pay is granted on actual 
performance with the hope of motivating fiitare performance. It is generally based on an 
overall assessment of long-term performance rather than an assessment of performance at 
one point in time (Heneman, 1992). 
Pav-for-performance: This term is used interchangeably with merit pay and incentive pay (see 
Merit Pay). 
Stakeholder: Someone who has a vested interest in the outcome of any new innovation and in the 
outcomes of the organization. Strategic management thought indicates that groups affected 
by change, internal and external, ought to be involved as a matter of principle (English, 
1992). 
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CHAPTER n. REVIEW OF LITERATURE . 
Introduction 
More than any other factor, income determines the relative strength of any 
occupational group to attract and hold competent persons. Financial rewards are 
taking on new meaning as an increasing number of able students forgo teaching 
careers and elect employment in business and industry. (Schneider, 1983, p. 2) 
In recent years there has been much national attention on the state of the educational system 
in our country. Of major concern is how to optimize the performance of professional educators 
(National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). Alternative compensation in die form 
of merit pay is advocated by many as a partial answer to this issue (Comett, 1992; English, 1992; 
Erase & Poston, 1992; Hart, 1992; Hetzel, 1992; Klingenberg, 1992; Payzant, 1992). Although 
teachers have been the primary recipients of merit pay plans, some school districts are promoting 
merit pay for school administrators, specifically principals (Comett & Gaines, 1994). This 
review of literature will focus primarily on school principals and the many factors associated with 
merit pay plans while examining similar plans for teachers. 
A review of the literature revealed the bulk of the research on merit pay in education 
pertained to teachers, with very little devoted to principals. Since the role of the school 
administrator tends to be similar in many aspects to the role of managers in public and private 
sectors, it may be possible to draw parallels from research from merit pay in public and private 
(Prase, 1992). Therefore, research on merit pay in public and private sectors has been included 
in this study. 
Any just merit pay system must be based on a sound personnel evaluation system that is 
ongoing (Coniey & Bacharach, 1992; Comett, 1992). Although no evaluation model is 
appropriate for all educational systems, common standards need to be adhered to (Rebore, 1991). 
There are nationally and intemationally agreed on standards on what a good personnel evaluation 
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system will be (The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, 1988). This study 
compared the Saydel Community School District and the Apache Jimction Unified School District 
principal evaluation systems to these standards. 
The Personnel Evaluation Standards 
The Personnel Evaluation Standards were established by The Joint Committee on Standards 
for Educational Evaluation to present educational institutions with criteria and guidelines for 
assessing and improving their systems for evaluating the qualifications and performances of 
educators (The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, 1988). The Joint 
Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, chaired by D. J. Stufflebeam, was 
comprised of representatives from all the national professional organizations, i.e., National 
Education Association (NEA), American Federation of Teachers (AFT), American Association of 
School Administrators (AASA), Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development 
(ASCD), National Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP), and National 
Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP). In a series of meetings they developed The 
Persoimel Evaluation Standards. These 21 standards are a guide for assessing or developing 
systems for evaluating teachers, administrators, and other educators. They were designed for and 
intended to be used by board members and educators in school districts, state education 
departments, accrediting agencies, and other educational instimtions. The basic premise for the 
development and use of the standards are that evaluations be proper, usefiil, feasible, and 
accurate. 
Propriety standards 
The five propriety standards respond to the assumption that personnel evaluations may 
violate or fail to address certain ethical and legal principles. These standards are based on the 
principle that "schools exist to serve students; therefore, personnel evaluations should concentrate 
on determining whether educators are effectively meeting the needs of students. In general, the 
propriety standards are aimed at protecting the rights of persons affected by an evaluation, 
including students, instructors, coimselors, administrators, and evaluators" (The Joint Committee 
on Standards for Educational Evaluation, 1988, p. 11). The areas addressed are service 
orientation, formal evaluation guidelines, conflict of interest, access to personnel evaluation 
reports, and interaction with evaluatees. "Overall, the propriety standards require that 
evaluations be conducted legally, ethically, and with due regard for the welfare of smdents, other 
clients, and educators" (The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, 1988, 
p. 11). 
Utilitv standards 
The five utility standards propose to "guide evaluations so that they will be informative, 
timely, and influential" (The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, 1988, 
pp. 11, 13). These standards command that evaluations provide useful information to individuals 
and groups of educators in improving their performance. The utility standards require that 
evaluation be directed toward "predetermined uses, such as informing selection and tenure 
decisions or providing direction for staff development, and that they be conducted by persons 
with appropriate expertise and credibility" (The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational 
Evaluation, 1988, p. 13). The areas the utility standards address are constructive orientation, 
defined uses, evaluator credibility, functional reporting, and follow-up and impact. "In general, 
these standards view personnel evaluation as an integral part of an instimtion's ongoing effort to 
recruit outstanding staff members, and, through timely and relevant evaluative feedback, to 
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encourage and guide them to deliver high quality service" (The Joint Committee on Standards for 
Educational Evaluation, 1988, p. 13). 
Feasibility standards 
The three feasibility standards encourage evaluations that are "efficient, easy to use, viable 
in the face of social, political, and governmental forces and constraints, and that will be 
adequately funded" (The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, 1988, p. 13). 
The areas the feasibility standards address are practical procedures, political viability, and fiscal 
viability. 
Accuracy standards 
The eight accuracy standards are directed at determining whether an evaluation has 
prouaced sound information about an educator's performance or qualifications. The areas the 
accuracy standards address are defined role, work environment, documentation of procedures, 
valid measurement, reliable measurement, systematic data control, bias control, and monitoring 
evaluation systems. "The overall rating of a persoimel evaluation against the accuracy standards 
gives a good assessment of the evaluation's validity" (The Joint Committee on Standards for 
Educational Evaluation, 1988, p. 13). 
Purposes of Merit Pay 
The main purpose for establishing a rewards policy is to attract and retain qualified 
employees who will provide the type of services expected by the public. (Rebore, 
1991, p. 243) 
President Reagan stated that the United States has not received its money's worth from 
public schools and that the best way to improve schools is to reward excellence in teaching and 
school performance (Schneider, 1983). A Nation at Risk, the original report calling for reform in 
education, recommended that educators' salaries be performance based (National Commission on 
Excellence in Education, 1983, p. 30). The commission also suggested that salary should be tied 
to effective evaluation systems so that superior educators can be rewarded. The belief that 
superior educators should receive a larger salary than those who are less effective is shared by 
many (Adams, 1987; Educational Research Service, Inc., 1985; Castetter & Heisler, 1992). 
It is difficult to justify paying poor performers the same rate as superior performers. This 
point was emphasized in Adams County, Pennsylvania, Superintendent Aaron Sheeley's annual 
report to the state in 1867; 
I cannot but condemn the practice, prevailing to some extent, of paying all teachers 
the same wages; the merest tyro in the art as much as the well qualified, experienced 
teacher. It seems to me that by this course directors actually offer a premium to 
mediocrity, if not to positive ignorance and incompetency. Inducements should 
always be held out to teachers to duly qualify themselves for their work; and it seems 
to me that this can best be done by means of salaries increasing progressively in 
proportion to the amount and value of the services performed. This would excite the 
emulation of teachers, and thus could be established a system of promotion 
advantageous to the schools. (English, p. 6) 
It is not beyond reason to arrive at a more contemporary understanding of Superintendent 
Sheeley's report by replacing "teachers" with "principals." 
The common position of schools has been to emphasize intrinsic rewards. Principals, 
teachers, and other school district employees are expected to perform to the best of their abilities 
because of the importance of educating children and the self-satisfaction attained. With 
government officials and taxpayers demanding better education through increased student 
performance and the number of teacher strikes for higher wages and benefits, it is quite obvious 
that money can be a motivator if an individual is seeking to maintain or improve his/her standard 
of living (Rebore, 1991). Following basic behavior principles, behavior that is rewarded will be 
repeated, and the behavior that is not rewarded will not be repeated. For money to motivate an 
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individual to greater performance, it must be clearly understood that such performance will be 
rewarded with more money. 
Merit pay for administrators not only improves performance but sets an example for other 
employees such as teachers (Schneider, 1983). In addition, merit pay for administrators 
strengthens the rationale of merit pay for teachers (Toll, 1983). Merit pay can not only serve to 
strengthen the teaching profession but also responds to the public's demand for excellent schools 
(SpiUane, 1992). 
Career ladders where teachers are recognized and compensated based on teaching 
competencies, student achievement, student feedback, and professional growth is not unlike merit 
pay (Alexander & Manatt, 1992). A career ladder system is intended to attract, retain, motivate, 
and reward effective teachers. Like career ladder programs, merit pay programs should not be 
designed solely to increase salaries. 
Merit pay offers a logical procedure to align educators' salaries with salaries in the private 
sector (Educational Research Service, Inc., 1994). School boards may be more willing to 
increase the salaries of principals if they were assured that superior principals would receive the 
major portion of the increases over the less than average principals. Not only should merit pay be 
used to discriminate between excellent and less than average principals, but to also give direction 
for improvement (Fahmy, 1990; Garland, 1989). 
Assumptions 
It can be assumed that salary issues are a major consideration when selecting a career 
course. Many perceive the field of education to be severely lacking in fair compensation 
(Amstine & McDowell, 1993; Matyskiel, 1989; Ziemak, 1988). Incentive pay allows schools to 
compensate employees according to the effectiveness of their performance which grants more 
motivation for improvement (Educational Research Service, Inc., 1994; Rhodes & Ogawa, 1992). 
Motivated administrators will work harder toward improving their schools and incorporating 
interventions to improve student achievement (Educational Research Service, Inc., 1994; Rebore, 
1991; MaxweU, 1990). 
Other assumption are: 1) merit pay plans can substantially increase salaries of educators 
much higher than cost-of-living increases; 2) it is possible for outstanding educators to obtain 
even higher salaries than those on the significantly higher scale; 3) merit pay could provide a 
performance evaluation system that will identify those with outstanding performance and help 
terminate the employment of those who should not be in education (Spillane, 1992; Chomey, 
1991); 4) merit pay must be linked to behaviors the school system classifies as desirable; 5) the 
importance of using performance as a basis for rewarding employees is critical to all effective 
merit pay systems; and 6) a reward program must be flexible enough to meet the needs of each 
employee because all individuals do not value the same type of rewards (Rebore, 1991; Ziemak, 
1988). 
History of Merit Pay 
As early as 1867, United States education has been experimenting with various forms of 
merit pay for teachers and administrators (English, 1992). The first recorded attempt to establish 
merit pay in a United States school system was in 1908, and mterest has waxed and waned 
numerous times since then. During the 1920s, of the U.S. cities with populations over 25,000, 
99 percent had a merit pay system in their schools (Erase, 1992). In the early 1980s, then 
President Reagan initiated national interest in merit pay for educators by declaring his support of 
using business and industry management as a model for school reform. His National Commission 
on Excellence in Education 1983 report, A Nation At Risk, promoted merit pay as an integral 
component of school reform. The resurgence of interest in incentive pay in education started in 
1983. For the next ten years it was the center of attention of school districts, school boards, 
teacher unions, state legislatures, private education institutions, government agencies, and many 
other special interest groups. -
Two high quality studies providing empirical data were conducted by Educational Research 
Services (ERS), Evaluating Administrative Performance. 1985, and Restructurin|g Monetary 
Incentives. 1994. The 1985 report was based on an ERS survey conducted in 1978 of 2,848 
school districts in the United States enrolling 300 or more students. This report found that 23.4% 
of the responding school districts that had formal administrative evaluation used it to determine 
merit or incentive pay, and 15.3% had merit or incentive pay plans for administrators. 
The 1994 ERS study involved 3,380 high schools in the United States. This report revealed 
that 40.2% of the high schools had some form of career ladder plan, 10.6% had some form of 
incentive pay for administrators, 10.1 % had some form of teacher incentive pay, and 6.1 % had 
some form of group incentive pay. 
Trends in merit pav 
Merit pay was a major issue in education when this study was initiated in 1992. Two years 
later it appeared that merit pay for teachers had peaked (Comett & Gaines, 1994). Although one 
state doubled its funding for teacher incentive programs for 1993, and another state added a 
teacher incentive program starting in school year 1994, shortfalls in state budgets prevented two 
states from implementing new teacher incentive programs and two states decreased funding. 
Of 3,380 high schools surveyed in the 1994 ERS study planning to initiate some type of 
incentive program for the 1994-95 school year, 0.8% were teacher incentive pay, 0.7% were a 
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career ladder plan, 0.8% were group incentive pay, and 1.0% were administrative incentive pay 
(Educational Research Service, Inc., 1994). 
Problems with Merit Pay for Principals 
Hardly anyone argues with the concept of merit pay; it makes too much sense. 
However, the major criticism of merit pay systems is that school administrative 
performance is extremely difficult to assess accurately and therefore, salary increases 
based on an inaccurate, invalid assessment process would not acmally be based on 
merit. (Educational Research Service, Inc., 1985, p.18) 
The results of recent stodies seem to indicate that administrators and school boards realize 
the serious difficulty frequently faced with merit pay (Comett & Gaines, 1994; Educational 
Research Service, Inc., 1994; Rutkoskey, 1990). Problems cited are: finding a fair and reliable 
way of identifying who will receive merit pay; preserving a team concept along with a merit pay 
system that identifies winners and losers; periods of severe budgets cuts tend to reduce or 
eliminate monetary incentives; and the number of individuals identified to receive merit pay may 
be determined by artificial cutoffs. 
Administrators who evaluate others make decisions that have a significant impact on the 
lives of those people they evaluate. Problems occur when errors are made when evaluating 
others. Although the errors are not deliberate, they can be frequent. Accurate or not, 
performance appraisals affect self-image, self-esteem, employment status, compensations, and 
opportunities for promotion (Tracy, Muir, & Pray, 1992; Hartzell, 1995.) 
Evaluation system 
School systems experimenting with merit pay for principals are having much difficulty 
developing a workable evaluation plan (Burkett & McElrath, 1992; Ginsberg, 1989). Particular 
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obstacles faced are deciding what should be evaluated, and what devices to use to assess the 
performance of principals (Frase, 1992.) 
The principal's work day is fragmented and varied, which complicates determining what 
should be evaluated. It is common for the principal's work day to be characterized by constant 
interruptions, engaging in noninstructional needs of staff, and dealing with smdent discipline 
(Ginsberg, 1989). Qualities of successful principals, such as parent involvement, student 
achievement, professionalism, communication, leadership, school climate, high expectations, 
coordination, stress tolerance, problem analysis, decisiveness, sensitivity, ranges of interest, 
personal motivation, and organizational management, have been identified in school effectiveness 
literature (Larsen, 1987; Thomas & Vomberg, 1991; Manatt, 1993; Herman & Herman, 1995). 
These are theoretical beliefs and not easy to observe and measure (Ginsberg, 1989.) 
Equity 
Concern about the amount of money individuals are paid is also a problem with merit pay 
along with the relationship of that dollar amount to what others are paid (Rebore, 1991). 
Employees are motivated not only by the amount of pay they receive but also by the equity of the 
pay. If inequity is perceived to exist, the quality of performance may decrease, resignations 
might even increase, and absenteeism may rise. 
There is evidence that many targeted to receive monetary benefits oppose merit pay 
programs (Sims, 1989). Also, supervisors in merit pay programs for principals have a more 
positive perception of merit pay than the principals (Uhles, 1992; Palk, 1989; Schroeder, 1989). 
Many school districts attempt to hook financial rewards to percentage increases in student 
achievement. While this condition may be best for students, many principals object to this 
F" 
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criterion (Comett, 1992). Another study found that educators who received merit pay were 
evaluated significantly higher than educators not receiving merit pay (Stone, 1991). 
Smdent achievement 
Improving student achievement has been identified as one of the primary goals of any merit 
pay plan in education. However, a merit pay program does not guarantee an improvement in 
student achievement (Hogan, 1990; Winegar, 1990; Norman, 1988; Clifford, 1987). Although 
smdent achievement levels have increased significantly in some classes in schools with a merit 
pay program, control groups have also reported significant improvement in achievement in 
classes and schools not in a merit pay program (Tulli, 1991). 
Total Oualitv Management 
A philosophy of management currently being promoted is called Total Quality Management 
(TQM) and was developed by W. Edwards Deming (Aguayo, 1990; BonstingI, 1992; Rappaport, 
1993). TQM principles were embraced by the Japanese following World War II and were the 
catalyst of Japan's incredible economic recovery. Total Quality Management promotes teamwork 
and cooperation while being opposed to evaluation by performance, merit pay, and annual review 
of performance. "The effects of these are devastating—teamwork is destroyed, rivalry is 
nurtured. Performance ratings build fear, and leave people bitter, despondent, and beaten" 
(Walton, 1986, p. 36.) 
Components of a Merit Pay System for Principals 
Conditions that appear to enhance the chances for a merit pay system for administrators to 
be successfiil include: 1) a process for making decisions that is district-wide and encourages input 
r 
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from the whole staff; 2) a salary schedule that accurately places administrative positions in a 
rational relationship to each other and indicates financially the duties and responsibilities of all 
administrative positions; 3) an evaluation system that correctly defines the characteristics and 
activities of an excellent administrator and accurately discriminates between a superior and below 
average administrator; 4) a conversion formula that financially rewards excellent administrative 
performance by converting assessment scores into salary increases; 5) a review process designed 
to improve the assessment, salary, and merit system on a frequent basis; 6) training programs for 
management and supervisory personnel who will implement the plan; 7) school board and 
management commitment to the plan in time and resources; 8) employee acceptance and 
satisfaction; 9) adequate fmancing; 10) rewards for all who meet the criteria; 11) objectivity and 
consistency in applying assessment measures; and 12) mcreased student learning promoted 
(Educational Research Service, Inc., 1994; Rebore, 1991; Height, 1989). 
Related Research 
You've got to gauge—and then reward—the performance of an entire group as 
opposed to one employee's contribution. (Psychology Today, 1993, p. 28) 
A major concern expressed by many recipients of merit pay is that competition for 
monetary awards has a negative effect on peer relationships (Uhles, 1992). Educators generally 
are not attracted to competitive reward systems and prefer instead a cooperative environment 
(Cooper, 1991). 
The potential for disunity in individual incentive pay might be avoided by the use of group 
incentive pay, which is designed to encourage cooperation and teamwork among teachers. 
However, group incentive pay plans were reported to be in general use by 2.5% of responding 
schools, and in partial use by 3.6%. Even fewer schools, 0.8%, were planning to implement 
such plans in the next year (Educational Research Service, Inc., 1994). 
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Evaluation studies of merit pay in the public and private sectors are ahnost as limited as 
similar studies in the field of education. However, studies that have been done in the public and 
private sectors report varying interest in merit pay. Where 37 of the 50 state governments were 
reported to have merit pay plans in 1989, 48 percent of local governments had merit pay plans in 
1975 and three different studies in the 1980s reported over 80 percent of private-sector employers 
had merit pay for at least some of their em.ployees (Henem.an, 1992). 
Yet another study of a noneducation organization suggested that a large number of 
employees are not likely to believe that merit pay should be tied to performance, and that there is 
doubt of the ability of merit pay to cause improved job performance (Vest, 1988). 
A swdy of merit pay in federal agencies revealed that the level of manager readiness for 
merit pay was influenced by their perception of the merit pay plan. The key variable identified 
for influencing a positive perception of the pay plan was trust in the organization. Of particular 
relevance to merit pay for principals was the finding that organizational trust may play an even 
more important role in organizations where managers do not work in close physical proximity to 
one another but are still included in the same merit pay pool. Another finding was that the design 
and features of the merit pay plan was more important in influencing manager perception of 
behavior changes than the initial readiness to be included in such a plan (Condrey, 1990). 
Summary 
In summary, merit pay in education has been around for about a hundred years. During 
that time merit pay has gained and lost popularity several times. In the 1920s, 99 percent of cities 
with populatioiis exceeding 25,000 had some form of merit pay in their schools. In 1978 about 
13 percent of the schools with enrollment over 300 had merit pay for administrators. By 1994 the 
percentage of schools with merit pay for administrators had dwindled to about 6 percent. 
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Although more schools attempting merit pay have discontinued those plans after a few years, 
there are a few districts that seem to be highly successfiil and thriving. A historical summary of 
merit pay in American schools can be found in Table I. 
Major reasons school districts cite for implementing merit pay is to attain and retain 
outstanding educators. Schools boards and the general public see merit pay as a reward based on 
competition. They share the belief that educators v/ho are more effective should receive a larger 
salary than those who are less effective. As a result of this belief, school boards may be more 
willing to increase the salaries of superior principals. 
Difficulties frequently faced with merit pay are: finding a fair and reliable way of 
identifying who will receive merit pay; preserving a team concept along with a merit pay system 
that identifies winners and losers; and periods of severe budgets cuts tend to reduce or eliminate 
monetary incentives. There is also a concern on the amount of pay received and the equity of the 
pay. If inequity is perceived to exist, the quality of performance may decrease, resignations 
might even increase, and absenteeism may rise. 
Conditions that appear to enhance the chances for a merit pay system for administrators to 
be successfiil have been identified. They include: 1) a process for making decisions that is 
district-wide and encourages input from the whole staff; 2) a salary schedule that accurately 
places administrative positions in a rational relationship to each other and indicates financially the 
duties and responsibilities of all administrative positions; 3) an evaluation system that correctly 
defines the characteristics and activities of an excellent administrator and accurately discriminates 
between a superior and below average administrator; 4) a conversion formula that financially 
rewards excellent administrative performance by converting assessment scores into salary 
increases; 5) a review process designed to improve the assessment, salary, and merit system on a 
firequent basis; 6) training programs for management and supervisory personnel who will 
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implement the plan; 7) school board and management commitment to the plan in time and 
resources; 8) employee acceptance and satisfaction; 9) adequate financing; 10) rewards for all 
who meet the criteria; 11) objectivity and consistency in applying assessment measures; and 
12) increased student learning promoted. A summary of smdies related to merit/mcentive pay 
be found m Table 2. 
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Table 1. Historical summary of merit pay in American schools 
Date Simimary 
1867 Pay teachers based on the amount and value of the services performed was 
promoted in Pennsylvania. 
1908 First merit pay plan for teachers was established in Massachusetts. 
1920s Merit pay plans for teachers were common. Base salary determined by training, 
sex, and school assignment. 
1930s Number of merit pay plans peaked. Financial crisis in the schools triggered by the 
Great Depression depleted budgets and merit pay quickly disappeared. Single 
salary schedule mcreased in popularity. 
1940s Evidence that merit pay plans were unreliable measures of effective teaching. 
Efforts to return to merit pay systems were terminated with the onset of World War 
n. Single salary schedule most popular teacher compensation plan primarily due to 
the efforts of teachers' unions. Single salary schedules were promoted as the means 
for ending inequity in salaries by gender and race and between elementary and 
secondary teachers. 
1950s Merit pay task forces were established in Kentucky, North Carolina, Tennessee, 
and Utah. 
1968 Merit pay plans stabilized and began to decline. Of merit pay plans reported in 
1958, one-third still in effect. 
1973 Of school systems with enrollment of 6,000+, 5.5% had merit pay plans compared 
to I968's high of 11.3%. 
1975 Legislated merit pay plans for teachers were abandoned in Delaware, Florida, and 
New York. 
1978 Study by Educational Research Service, Inc. of 11,502 school systems indicated: 
• 4% had plan in effect 
• 4.7% were considering plans 
• 6.4% had programs not operating 
• 31.7% of plans discontinued lasted one to two years 
• 21.6% of programs discontinued lasted three or four years 
• 15.1% had a plan for more than ten years when discontinued 
• Average of 6 year plans were functional 
• Reasons for failure: administrative problems (40.2%); personnel problems 
(16.7%); collective bargaining (18.0%); financial problems (16.7%). 
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Table 1. Continued 
Date Summary 
1979 Survey of school systems with enrollment of 30,000+ indicated 170 with merit pay 
plans in 1959; there were 33 in 1979. 
1980 Revival of interest m merit pay by larger school systems and state legislatures. 
Concept of career ladders blended with merit pay introduced. 
1983 President Reagan introduces support for incentive pay for teachers. A Nation at 
Risk, a report by the National Commission on Educational Excellence, recommends 
that teachers' salaries be "performance based." The commission also recommended 
that salary be used to reward superior teachers. 
1989 Twenty-five states have state fimding or monetary assistance for career ladders or 
merit pay programs; five states expand or increase funding for merit pay or career 
ladder programs; two states initiate merit pay programs and two states propose new 
programs; two states repeal legislation for career ladders; one state repeals 
legislation mandating a date to start a career ladder program; one state withdraws 
fimding for incentive programs; although the public strongly supports the concept of 
merit pay, teachers continue to question rewarding outstanding teaching; teachers 
are more in favor of job enlargement than pay-for-performance; four states have 
merit pay for principals. 
1992 More than eight of ten Americans favor increased pay for capable teachers; 
teachers question fairness of evaluation and rewarding exemplary teaching; some 
states mandate student achievement be included in making decisions about career 
ladder advancement or focus on teacher performance and student achievement; 
Georgia rewards entire school and central office staff for student achievement. 
1994 Interest in merit pay in education peaks and starts to decline. Of 3,380 high schools 
planning to initiate some type of incentive program for the 1994-95 school year, 
0.8% were teacher incentive pay, 0.7% were a career ladder plan, 0.8% were 
group incentive pay, and 1.0% were administrative pay. 
1995 Form of merit pay advocated for superintendency through performance contracting, 
where a financial incentive may be included as part of the performance contract, 
and as one of the consequences of success or failure in delivering the contracted 
outcomes. 
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Table 2. Studies related to merit/incentive pay 
Study Date Major findings 
Schneider 1983 
Adams 1987 
Clifford 1987 
Norman 1988 
Vest 1988 
Height 1989 
Schroeder 1989 
Sims 1989 
Condrey 1990 
Hogan 1990 
Palk 1990 
Rutkoskey 1990 
Advocates merit pay: good teaching is difficult to evaluate as objectively 
as merit pay systems may require; merit pay may foster competition, 
rather than cooperation. 
Advocates merit pay: will keep quality educators in the profession; 
salary increases should be based on a combination of performance and 
senior ity/academic credits. 
Concluded that the effect of merit pay on smdent learning is negative and 
small. 
Found instances of merit pay resulting in increase in student achievement, 
but no significant increase in job satisfaction. 
Study in a noneducation organization suggested that a large number of 
employees do not believe pay is tied to performance, and cast doubt about 
the ability of merit pay to cause improved job performance. 
Study indicates principals prefer money over additional time off, yet they 
have no strong interest in merit pay. 
Found that supervisors have a more positive perception of merit pay than 
the principals they are evaluating, and money is a motivator. Does not 
support tying student test scores to the principal's evaluation. 
Concluded that merit pay has not improved teaching methods or 
procedures, merit pay is not an efifective incentive to attract or retain 
educators, and merit pay causes dissension. 
Found managers in federal agencies were more receptive to merit pay 
plans if they had trust in the organization, and organizational trust was 
important to managers not working in close physical proximity to one 
another but in the same merit pay pool. 
Finding suggests that merit pay has little positive effect on student 
achievement. 
Concluded that administrators are more in favor of merit pay dian 
teachers. 
Found that merit pay may cause dissension among recipients; rewards 
should be based on individual performance, not student test scores. 
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Table 2. Continued 
Study Date Major findings 
Winegar 1990 
Fahmy 1991 
Tulli 1991 
Alexander 1992 
& Manatt 
Bonstingl 1992 
Brandt & 1992 
Gansn6der 
Comett 1992 
English 1992 
Frase & 1992 
Poston 
Hart 1992 
Schwab & 1992 
Iwanicki 
Study showed low relationship between teacher performance rating and 
student achievement in reading. 
Concluded that merit pay is viewed as a motivator for better performance. 
Concluded that merit pay does not guarantee a significant increase in the 
level of student achievement. 
Study found that the success of a pay-for-performance plan is largely 
dependent on the evaluation system. 
Rejects appraisal of individual performance. A system of individual 
appraisal increases variability in the desired performance. Merit pay 
destroys teamwork. 
Study found merit pay plans resulted in improvement in evaluation, more 
motivation, and problems in equity. 
Study found that more than eight of ten Americans favor increased pay 
for capable teachers; teachers question fairness of evaluation and 
rewarding exemplary teaching; some states mandate student achievement 
be included in making decisions about career ladder advancement or 
focus on teacher performance and student achievement; Georgia rewards 
entire school and central office staff for student achievement; survey in 
North Carolina reports improvement in student performance. 
Believes a compensation system must reward outstanding performance but 
not at the expense of equity for all. 
Study found merit pay: increased motivation; rewards were considered 
special recognition and recognition was valued; additional rewards were 
believed to be accessible; did not create dissension. 
Cited problems in performance pay in schools, federal government and 
private companies that include worker jealousy, indecisive or poorly 
trained administrators, and widespread perception that everyone is 
excellent or superior. 
Study identified what teachers expect firom a merit pay system: clear 
criteria for achieving merit recognition, involvement in total design of the 
plan, competent evaluators, and significant amount of money to make a 
r 
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Table 2. Continued 
Study Date Major findings 
Timar 1992 
Uhles 1992 
Comett & 1994 
Gaines 
HartzeU 1995 
Heck & 1996 
Maracoulides 
difference. Study also revealed some improvement in instruction, some 
increase in motivation, and no increase in stress. 
Supports merit pay over salary increases based on uniform cost-of-living 
adjustments, longevity, and earned credits. 
Study showed that peer relationships are jeopardized by competitive 
rewards; merit pay is rejected by those targeted to benefit. 
Favors merit pay. Believes merit pay in education will be more important 
in the future as schools place focus on student results; the major problems 
are inadequate evaluation systems, not including principals in the 
development of the plan, not enough money, not allowing enough time to 
work out problems before discontinuing program. 
Study showed that performance appraisals affect self-image, self-esteem, 
employment status, compensation, and opportunities for promotion. 
Study promotes that principal performance evaluations reflect critical 
perspectives on the role, be flexible enough to allow for variation in how 
the role is perceived, multidimensional to adequately cover central 
aspects, and include multiple data sources. 
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CHAPTER in. METHODOLOGY/PROCEDURES 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to design a merit pay plan for principals intended to improve 
principal effectiveness in school leadership while ultimately increasing student performance. The 
methodology used differs from that of a hypothesis-based research study. Qualitative research 
and case study methods were used to conduct the study. 
Rationale 
The rationale for a merit pay plan for principals is to: 1) improve principal effectiveness in 
school leadership; 2) encourage principals to support interventions to improve student 
achievement; 3) set an example for other employees such as teachers; 4) attract and retain 
qualified principals; 5) reward excellent performance. 
Plan Development 
The development of a merit pay model for principals requires clear articulation of the goals 
and objectives of the plan. It must withstand the scrutiny of those principals, upper-level 
administrators, and school boards considering merit pay. Additionally, to be effective, merit pay 
plans for principals must: 
• have sufficient money available to compensate those principals meeting the established 
criteria, and the additional compensation must be enough to make a difference; 
® be tied to a sound evaluation system and supporting procedures; 
• not negate or interfere with positive relations in the school (Educational Research 
Services, 1984; Height, 1989; Rebore, 1992). 
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These are the guidelines used to provide the structure for the development of the model 
merit pay plan for principals. 
Methods 
To generate a merit pay model that reflects the principles stated above, interviews were 
planned to gather important insights from administrators on related topics. 
Borg and Gall (1989) contend that the interview, as a research method, is adaptable and 
allows follow-up questions. The interview can thus yield more data, encourage greater claiity 
and permit greater depth than other methods of collecting research. Interviewing also is likely to 
yield more information when asking open-ended questions concerning negative aspects of oneself. 
The major steps in conducting this study were: 1) Conduct a review of literature on such 
related areas as merit pay, career ladders, pay-for-performance, incentive pay, student 
achievement, student performance, school climate, professional development, and principal 
evaluation; 2) obtain human subject approval; 3) design a set of administrator interview questions 
addressing the issues of merit pay; 4) identify a school district that had successful and continuing 
merit pay for administrators; 5) identify administrators to interview who are in a school district 
currently involved in or contemplating involvement in merit pay for principals; 6) generate and 
analyze data obtained through interviews and written documents to answer specific questions 
regarding the development and implementation of a merit pay plan for principals; 7) generate a 
list of widely accepted criteria for a merit pay plan for principals; 8) generate a list of widely 
accepted objections to a merit pay plan for principals; 9) create a merit pay model for principals 
that will be acceptable to principals, upper-level administrators, and school boards (the proposed 
model must contain the most desired elements for principal acceptance and avoid those elements 
that are most distasteful to principals); 10) compare the proposed model merit pay plan for 
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principals with an existmg school board approved merit plan; and 11) determine if the model 
merit pay plan for principals meets The Joint Committee on Personnel Evaluation Standards; 
Propriety, Utility, Feasibility, and Accuracy. 
The problem 
Data were collected by interviewing administrators in two school districts deeply involved 
in merit pay plans for principals in Iowa and Arizona. The data were used to answer the research 
questions identified by the researcher: 
1. Should the plan include a professional development program? 
2. Should the amount of merit pay for individual principals be made public? 
3. Should the evaluation of the merit pay plan be done at the local or the state level? 
4. Is rigorous training required of the evaluator? 
5. Should the performance evaluation of the principal be conducted by an individual or by 
a team? 
6. Who should be involved in the development of a merit pay plan for principals? 
7. Are there criteria for such a plan that are widely accepted by principals, upper-level 
administrators, and school boards? 
8. What will be the criteria for deciding who gets merit pay and how much they will get? 
9. How frequently should performance evaluations be conducted? 
10. What should be the length of the evaluation cycle? 
11. Should salary increases for principals be tied to prevailing increases in the area or to a 
cost-of-living index? 
12. Should merit pay be hooked to a salary index? 
13. Should the amount of the merit pay be a percentage of the salary index or a specific 
dollar amount? 
14. Should student achievement be a determining factor in merit pay for the principal? 
15. Should school climate be a factor for merit pay for principals? 
Development of the assessment instrument 
The development of the interview instrument began with a review of the literature 
pertaining to principal evaluation and merit pay. The review of relevant literature provided the 
conceptual framework for developing the interview instrument. It was determined that the 
instrument would collect data reflecting administrators' perceptions of merit pay for principals, 
and basic demographic data of the administrator, the school, and the district. It was also 
determined that the instrument would be used to gather data on the district's principal 
performance evaluation, and to reflect upon the administrator perceptions of principal 
performance evaluation. 
After several drafts, discussions with Major Professor Richard Manatt, and revisions, a 
model of the instrument was developed. The model included items that requested: 1) personal 
data information, 2) demographic information on the school and/or the district, 3) perceptions on 
the development and implementation of the principal evaluation system, 4) perceptions on the 
development and implementation of the merit pay plan for principals, and 5) perceptions on the 
effect of the merit pay plan for principals. The assessment instrument was divided into two 
sections including yes or no responses, and short answer or open-ended responses (Appendix A). 
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Securing participation in the study 
The School Improvement Model, Iowa State University, was contracted by Saydel 
Community School District (SCSD), Iowa, for assistance in developing a merit pay plan for 
administrators. After meeting with the superintendent of the SCSD in May 1991, it was agreed 
that all principals in that district would participate in this study. The "before merit pay" 
assessment would be administered as a "face-to-face" interview by the researcher. 
Procedure for collecting the data 
In June 1991 the survey instrument was completed. Appointments were made to interview 
the two elementary school principals, the middle school principal, and the high school principal in 
the SCSD central administration office. The interview instrument was administered to the middle 
school principal on June 12, 1991. The instrument was administered to the high school principal 
and one of the elementary school principals on July 15, 1991. Due to an emergency, the other 
elementary school principal was not able to keep the appointment so the instrument was 
administered over the telephone on July 23, 1991. 
Description of Savdel Communitv School District 
Saydel Community School District is in a suburb of Des Moines, Iowa. The district 
consists of three elementary schools with grades K-6 and a junior/senior high school with grades 
7-12. 
All principals were male and they reported their level of education as master's degree plus 
seven hours, master's degree plus eight hours, master's degree plus 20 hours, and master's 
degree plus 33 hours. Their years of administrative experience were reported to be 10, 12, 13, 
and 13. 
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Interruption of study 
Before the analysis of the data was completed, the superintendent of the Saydel schools 
resigned. The new superintendent discontinued Saydel's involvement with Iowa State's School 
Improvement Model (SIM) and with this study. Comparing a proposed model merit pay for 
principals with the Saydel Community Schools' merit pay plan for principals was not possible. 
The new superintendent of SCSD v.^as under considerable community presstire in the spring 
of 1996. A petition from 250 parents demanded his resignation. Later that spring he did resign 
to accept what is considered to be a much better superintendency in Iowa. 
Revision of the assessment instrument 
Continuing review of the literature resulted in a revision of the interview instrument in June 
1993. Another survey instrument, Survev of Principal Performance Evaluation. Iowa State 
University, SIM Projects Office, was used as a source for the revision. Two similar interview 
instruments were the result of the review. One instrument was designed for principals, and the 
second instrument was designed for superintendents and assistant superintendents {Appendix A). 
Securing participation in the studv 
The School Improvement Model, Iowa State University, was contracted by Apache Junction 
Unified School District (AJUSD) Number 43, Arizona, for assistance in developing a school 
improvement project. Permission was obtained from the associate superintendent of the AJUSD 
to participate in this smdy (Appendix B). 
Description of Apache Junction Unified School District 
Apache Junction Unified School District is in the rural community of Apache Jvmction, 
Arizona, and is about thirty miles east of Phoenix, Arizona. In School Year 1992-93 AJUSD 
reported approximately 4,465 students in four K-6 schools, a 7-8 junior high school, a 7-12 
alternative school, and a 9-12 high school. The reported enrollments of individual schools were: 
elementary schools had 490, 600, 600, and 825 students; the junior iiigh school had 700 students; 
the high school 1,100 students; and the alternative school 150 smdents. 
All seven principals were male and they reported their age at last birthday to be 33, 40, 41, 
45, 46, 46, and 50. They reported their level of education as master's degree, master's degree 
plus 15 hours, master's degree plus 30 hours, and four with doctorates. Their years of 
experience as principal were reported to be 1, 4, 6, 9,10, 11, and 16. Their years as principal in 
their current building were reported to be 1, 3, 4, 4, 6, 8, and 9. 
Six of the seven principals estimated the number of stodents attending their school and 
receiving a free or reduced lunch to be from 37 percent to 51 percent. This equates to 47.9% of 
the students in those six schools. One principal estimated 70 percent of the students in his school 
were receiving either a free or a reduced lunch. 
Obtain human subject approval 
Permission for human subject research was obtained from Iowa State University in July 
1993. A description of the "Informed Consent" given to each subject prior to the interview is 
provided in Appendix B. 
Procedure for collecting the data 
On July 1, 1993, the revised interview instrument was administered to the associate 
superintendent, two elementary school principals, the high school principal, and the alternative 
school principal of Apache Junction Unified School District. The superintendent was interviewed 
two weeks later using this strucmred set of questions. Two elementary school principals and the 
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junior high school principal were not available until September 1993 when they were 
administered the instrument. All interviews were conducted face to face and occurred in the 
district's central office or the principal's office. 
The superintendent retired at the end of school year 1994-95. The associate superintendent 
was promoted to superintendent starting school year 1995-96. A reorganization of the 
administrative hierarchy resulted in the elimmation of the associate superintendent position. A 
second interview of the new superintendent was conducted July 13, 1995, and is summarized in 
Chapter IV of this study (Appendix A). 
Interview of expert in the field of merit pay in education 
Previously developed survey instruments were used to develop another survey to be 
administered to a recognized authority on merit pay in education. On August 12, 1994, a 
telephonic interview was conducted with Lynn M. Comett. Ms. Comett is the editor of the 
Southern Regional Education Board Career Ladder Clearinghouse and she has been the leading 
expert in career ladders and merit pay in education since its resurgence in the early 1980s 
(Appendix A). 
Respondents 
All respondents were male, except for Lynn Comett and one member of the judgment 
panel. 
Overviews of interviews 
All of the interviews were summarized and are presented in Chapter IV. 
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Analysis of data 
The data resulting from the interview instruments admmistered to the Saydel Community 
School District principals, the Apache Junction Unified School District administrators involved in 
the merit pay for principals, and Ms. Comett were analyzed and used with concepts gleaned from 
the literature review to: 1) generate a list of widely accepted criteria for a merit pay plan for 
principals; and 2) generate a list of widely accepted objections to a merit pay plan for principals. 
A criterion was determined to have wide acceptance and included on the list if 75 percent or more 
of the subjects interviewed agreed on its inclusion. For example, 93 percent of the subjects 
favored including the criterion requiring principals to share ideas, projects, information, etc. with 
other principals. Other examples of items included on the list of widely accepted criterions were: 
quality of work with 86 percent support; goal completion with 79 percent support; and additional 
responsibility had 79 percent support of the respondents. Criteria were included on the list that 
were not presented to all of the subjects. If a criterion had unanimous support of those 
respondents asked, and strong support from the literature, that criterion was included on the list. 
Examples of criteria that were not presented to the principals, but were strongly supported in the 
literature, and had the unanimous support of the supervisor of principals and Ms. Comett were 
teacher performance and evaluation of teachers and staff, school climate, and community relations 
(Appendix C). 
Prepare a model merit pav plan for principals 
The generated lists of widely accepted criteria for a merit pay plan for principals and widely 
accepted objections to a merit pay plan for principals were used to create a model merit pay plan 
for principals. The proposed model was designed to be acceptable to principals, superintendents, 
and school boards. The model contains the most desired elements for principal acceptance 
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generated from the analysis of the data, and avoids those elements generated from the data 
determined most distasteful to principals (Appendix D). 
Develop a validation questionnaire 
A validation questionnaire for the model merit pay plan was designed to determine if the 
key items have been identified that need to be either included or excluded from the model to make 
it work. The judgment panel will be asked specific questions hooked to those items to see if the 
new plan will overcome the shortcomings found in other plans (Appendix E). The judgment 
panel was comprised of nine practicing superintendents who had developed a merit pay plan and 
who were presently operating such a plan. 
Validation questionnaire submitted to iud^ent panel members 
The validation questiormaire and the model merit pay plan were submitted to members of 
the judgement panel who have developed and operated a merit pay system in education. Results 
of the questionnaire were analyzed to identify components of the model merit pay plan to be 
retained, eliminated, revised, or added. A description of questionnaire analysis can be found in 
Chapter IV. 
Revise model merit pav plan for principals 
Results of the judgement panel questionnaire were compared with the data resulting from 
the interview instruments administered to the Saydel Community Schools District principals, the 
Apache Junction Unified School District administrators, and Ms. Comett. A revised model merit 
pay plan for principals was designed based on these results. 
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Comparison of model to The Personnel Evaluation Standards: Propriety. Utility. Feasibility, and 
Accuracy 
The model merit pay plan for principals was compared with The Personnel Evaluation 
Standards: Propriety, Utility, Feasibility, and Accuracy to determine compliance with the 
standards. Items not in compliance were identified and changes required to produce compliance 
were made. A summarization of the comparison can be foimd in Chapter IV. 
Model compared with a board approved merit pay program 
The proposed model merit pay plan for principals was compared with the school board 
approved Apache Junction Unified School District's merit pay plan for principals. Common and 
uncommon components were identified. Based on the information gained in the study, data and 
recommendations were provided to the Apache Junction Unified School District Number 43. 
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CHAPTER IV. ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 
Introduction 
The major problem of this investigation was the development of a model merit pay plan for 
principals that would improve principal effectiveness in school leadership while indirectly 
increasing student performance. To accomplish this task, several interview instruments were used 
to collect data from principals, supervisors, and a recognized authority on merit pay in education. 
AH supervisors were members of one of the two school districts involved m merit pay for 
principals. This chapter reports an analysis of the data collected from die interviews. 
Interviews of Principals of Saydel (Iowa) Community School District 
The four principals from Saydel Community School District were separately administered 
the principal interview instrument. Three of the interviews' instruments were administered face-
to-face in the SCSD central office conference room. The foiuth interview instrument was 
administered over the telephone. 
Interview of Principal A of SCSD 
Prmcipal A was not involved in the development of SCSD's administrator evaluation 
system, "however, my school was the test site this school year for the new evaluation system." 
This principal believed there were no xmiform and fair methods of appraising an individual's 
performance or a suitable personnel records system to maintain performance evaluations. "It is a 
new system and not yet fully developed." Although the old evaluation was considered to be 
subjective, "the new system is more objective." This principal believed that there is no 
consistency in applying assessment measures and providing merit awards. 
The major strength of the new evaluation system is that it focuses the evaluator's attention 
on specific areas. The major problems of the plan are: "Incentives are not built in," and 
"responsibilities, education, projects, experience, etc. are not built into the plan." What can be 
done to make the plan more workable? "Build into the system considerations and incentives for 
responsibilities, education, projects, experience, etc." 
The criteria of the new evaluation system requires frequent visits by the principal's 
supervisor. "If the criteria are followed, the superintendent should have an adequate perception 
of the principal's performance to make a fair and objective judgment." 
The new evaluation plan does not serve as a motivator for better performance "because the 
incentives are not built in." Principal A thinks hooking compensation to performance (i.e., merit 
pay) "would be okay if the incentives were built in for responsibilities, education, projects, 
experiences, etc." 
There is a sense of competition among the administrators to obtain additional compensation 
"that can be healthy." Under the old system there was stronger team spirit than they now have 
with the new system. There is a belief that one of the criteria should be the requirement for 
principals to share ideas, projects, information, etc. with each other. 
Principal A "heard" there is a specified pot of money available for pay-for-performance 
that "will be distributed by the superintendent as he sees fit, based on the evaluation." More 
money in the pot "makes pay-for-performance more appealing to all who meet the criteria to 
receive merit pay." 
There is no criterion for determining the amount of merit pay. "... how much they get is 
decided by what's available. It's subjective." This principal prefers to have merit pay incentives 
in addition to a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA). "Might depend on what the COLA was." 
There is an opinion that pay-for-performance is motivating. However, it is not thought pay-
for-performance will result in more productivity. "I feel that I'm self motivated. I'll always get 
the job done. If I get rewarded, that's wonderful." For these same reasons there was no belief 
by Principal A that pay-for-performance will result in a higher quality product or will produce a 
higher quality of work. Prmcipal A believed quality and quantity of work, number of hours 
worked, additional responsibility, type of responsibility, seniority, education level/training, and 
goal completion should determine or influence salary. 
"Principals' fringe benefits are greater than the teachers' benefits." Principals' benefits 
include a family health plan paid by the district, a Tax Sheltered Annuity (TSA), opportunity for 
paid extra duty, e.g., "one principal is the athletic director," and some medical benefits. It was 
thought that having a comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the surrounding 
districts would be useful. 
Principal A claimed some principals received merit pay because children are learning 
better. There was no opinion on the need for this to be a criterion. There was also a neutral 
belief that knowing SCSD's compensation plan would dissuade or persuade this principal to come 
there. "Probably in the middle. We have TSA's, benefits, good vacation, and salary is 
average." There has been "much" dialogue among the prmcipals about the present pay system. 
There was an expressed desire for the involvement of the principals in the development of a 
merit pay plan and a belief their involvement would result in an effective system. "Yes, I would 
like to have merit pay on top of a regular schedule. Merit pay in this district is inevitable. We 
must jump on the band wagon and have input on the direction it goes." 
Individual salaries are public information and are published. Principal A had neutral 
feelings on individual salaries, including merit pay, being disclosed to the public. 
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Interview of Principal B of SCSD 
The teachers in the SCSD Schools are on a merit pay system, called "pay-for-performance" 
in Iowa. The major strengths of the merit pay plan are: "The school board likes it"; "The old 
evaluation instrument ranked on many items and was all encompassing." The major problems of 
the plan are: "Didn't know what caused the individual ratings/rankings"; "Principals are no 
longer involved in negotiations for benefits. We did in the past. Now there is very little 
dialogue. Either take it or leave it." This principal was not able to offer suggestions on what 
could be done to make the plan more workable. 
Principal B did not believe the superintendent had an adequate perception of principals' 
performance to make a fair and objective judgment. The superintendent is "ftequendy" in this 
principal's building and was perceived to be "concerned that rankings don't come out the same in 
order to please the board. It's very political." 
The merit pay plan was not considered by Principal B to be a motivator for better 
performance. There was a "strong sense of competition" among the administrators to obtain 
additional compensation. "We are too fragmented in our projects, not united, no sharing, 
everyone does their own thing. A principal may have a project he wants to do and will present it 
to the board without any of the other principals knowing about it beforehand. Sometimes 
principals were reluctant to do something because another principal was already doing it. We 
should be working together and sharing what we're doing." 
It was not known by Principal B if there was a specified pot of money available for merit 
pay. This principal had no opinion if having more money available made pay-for-performance 
more appealing. There was a preference by Principal B to have merit pay incentives in addition 
to a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA.) Having a comparison of salaries and benefits of the 
surrounding districts "would be helpful." Principals' fringe benefits are "superior to the teachers 
and include a tax shelter, an annuity, and fully paid family health benefits." 
No one now is receiving an allotment because children are learning, but "it did happen 
earlier. I didn't have a very good feeling this year on how our kids did." Principal B did not 
initially think the SCSD merit pay system would persuade a principal to come to this school 
district, "but after talking to the board members individually I am comfortable." 
There has been "some dialogue" and "concern among the principals" about the present pay 
system. This principal had no opinion on the issues: is pay-for-performance motivating? Will 
pay-for-performance result in more productivity (i.e., work harder?) or will pay-for-performance 
result in a higher quality product (i.e., work better)? There was also no opinion expressed on that 
concept that the quality and quantity of work should determine or influence salary. 
Interview of Principal C of SCSD 
Principal C was not involved in the development of SCSD's administrator evaluation 
system, but principals "may have an opportunity" to give input at a later time. "It's still in the 
development stages." There was not a belief that there was a uniform and fair method of 
appraising an individual's performance or a suitable personnel records system to maintain 
performance evaluations. 
The previous evaluation system was considered to have been subjective. It was not known 
if the new evaluation system was objective or subjective. This principal claimed to have no 
knowledge of the consistency of the new system to applymg assessment measures and providing 
merit awards. "I haven't been told how it's going to work, how the money will be divided up, or 
what the criteria will be." 
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This principal did not know the major strengths or problems of the plan. It was also not 
known what could be done to make the plan more workable. It was thought that the 
superintendent did have an adequate perception of the principal's performance to make a fair and 
objective judgment. 
Principal C thought it was possible for the plan to serve as a motivator for better 
performance. Hov/ever, this principal professed to have little knowledge of merit pay in 
education. "It's hard to know since we haven't been dealing with pay-for-performance much in 
education." Views for hooking compensation to performance (i.e., merit pay) were also limited 
due to lack of knowledge in this area. "It's hard to do pay-for-performance in education. 
Dealing with kids is different than building cars or tires. Kids are different. Enrollments are 
different. They vary year to year. I don't see how it can be fair without a lot of work and will it 
be worth it?" 
Principal C felt that there was a sense of competition among the administrators to obtain 
additional compensation, and this could result in conflicts. It was believed that one of the criteria 
should be the requirement to share ideas, projects, information, etc. with the other principals. 
"The one with the original idea should get the credit for it." 
It was thought there was a specified pot of money available for pay-for-performance (merit 
pay). Principal C believed more money in the pot would make pay-for-performance more 
appealing. "Theoretically it should. In reality I don't know." There are no predetermined 
criteria for determining who will receive merit pay or what the pay would be. However, "all 
administrators got a raise this year." 
A preference was expressed to have merit pay incentives in addition to COLA. It was the 
opinion of this principal that pay-for-performance can, "in time," be motivating. Pay-for-
performance could result in more productivity or harder work. "If I had the time I might. Right 
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now I'm working 70 hours a week and don't have time for anything else. I don't know if putting 
in any more time would be worth the extra money. I need to have time to do things outside of 
school." This belief also applied to pay-for-performance resulting in a higher quality product or a 
higher quality of work. Principal C believed that quality and quantity of work, number of hours 
worked, additional and type of responsibility, seniority, education level/training, and goal 
completion should determine or influence salary. 
Family health benefits "fully paid by the district" and a "tax sheltered annuity" are 
principals' fringe benefits that exceed those of the teachers. "Early retirement is a teacher benefit 
not available to principals." (The 1996 Iowa General Assembly extended this benefit to school 
administrators.) Having a comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the siurounding 
districts was thought to be useful and would help "to stay competitive." 
No one has received merit pay because children are learning better. This principal does not 
think this should be a criterion. "... you will start teaching toward the test. There are many 
instances elsewhere of cheating on tests." 
Knowing SCSD's compensation plan would not be a factor to persuade this principal to go 
there. There had been, "some, but not a whole lot" of dialogue among the principals about the 
present pay system. 
"There would have to be a lot of input by the administrative team" in the development of a 
merit pay plan for it to result in an effective system. Principal C thinks a stakeholders' group, 
including teachers and people from the community, could have valuable input. However, this 
principal did not think they should say how principals should be evaluated. "Principals should 
have a lot of input." 
Individual salaries are public uiformation and are published. "It's state law." Although 
"that's the way it's done," this principal personally did not like it. 
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Interview of Principal D of SCSD 
Principal D was not involved in the development of SCSD's administrator evaluation 
system. It is "not known at this time" if the new principal evaluation system is a uniform and fair 
method of appraising an individual's performance. The personnel records system for maintaining 
performance evaluations "is in the development stage." The new system is thought to be 
subjective. 
There is a "lack of consistency" in applying assessment measures and providing merit 
awards. The major strength of the plan is "the amount of time that the superintendent will be 
mvolved at the building level." The major problem of the plan is "the comfort level of the 
superintendent in completing the entire process." At this time it is not known what can be done 
to make the plan more workable. "I will be able to answer better after this school year." It is 
believed the superintendent does have an adequate perception of this principal's performance to 
make a fair and objective judgment. 
It is perceived that the plan does not necessarily serve as a motivator for better 
performance. However, Principal D believes it is feasible to tie it to performance pay. There is 
a sense of competition among the administrators to obtain additional compensation. Principal D 
thinks one of the criteria should be the requirement to share ideas, projects, information, etc. with 
the other principals. 
The district does not have a specified pot of money available for merit pay. It is thought 
more money in the pot might make pay-for-perfonnance more appealing. "In order to make a 
merit system effective and workable, there needs to be an opportunity for significant money." 
Principal D prefers to have merit pay incentives in addition to a cost-of-living adjustment. 
It is the belief of Principal D that pay-for-perfonnance may not be motivatmg. "Intrinsic 
motivation is more significant than monetary reward." Pay-for-performance would not 
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necessarily result in more productivity or in a higher quality product. Quality and quantity of 
work, number of hours worked, additional and type of responsibility, seniority, education 
level/training, and goal completion should determine or influence salary. 
The principal's fringe benefits were higher than the teachers. It would be "interesting and 
useful" to have a comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the surrounding districts. 
Since this is the first year of merit pay in this district, no one has received merit pay 
because children are learning better. This principal "would be interested in seeing the criteria." 
Principal D was uncertain about whether SCSD's compensation plan would dissuade or 
persuade principals to come there. There has there been "a great deal" of dialogue among the 
principals about the new pay system. The involvement of the principals in the development of a 
pay-for-performance plan would "definitely" result in an effective system. 
Individual salaries are public information and are published. This principal "does not have 
a problem" with having salary, mcluding merit pay, disclosed to the public. 
Savdel (lowat Communitv School District Principal Survey summary 
The Saydel Community School District Principal Survey is summarized in Table 3. This 
table shows that no principals were involved in the development of the district's evaluation 
system. Three of the principals did not believe there was a uniform and fair method for 
evaluating principal's performance or a suitable records method for maintaining the evaluations in 
this district. None of the principals saw consistency in the evaluation process or in distributing 
merit awards. However, three of the principals believed the superintendent did have an adequate 
perception of their performance to make a fair and objective decision. 
Three of the principals did not believe the district's merit pay plan was a motivator for 
better performance, but two did believe pay-for-performance was motivating. Three principals 
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Table 3. Saydel Community School District Survey responses summarized: Principal 
Question Response 
1. Gender 
2. What are the grade levels in your school? 
3. Were you involved in the development 
of Saydel's administrator evaluation 
system? 
4. Is there a uniform and fair method of 
appraising an individual's performance 
and a suitable personnel records system 
to maintain performance evaluations? 
• Is the present system objective or 
subjective? 
Is there consistency in applying 
assessment measures and providing 
merit awards? 
5. What are the major strengths of the 
plan? 
6. What are the major problems of the 
plan? 
7. What can be done to make the plan 
more workable? 
All four principals were male. 
Three K-6 elementary schools and a 7-12 
secondary school 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Subjective 
Objective 
Don't know 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
0 
4 
3 
0 
No response 1 
2 
0 
1 
No response 1 
0 
2 
1 
No response 1 
Don't know 1 
Don't know 1 
Don't know 2 
8. Does the superintendent have an 
adequate perception of your 
performance to make a fair and 
objective judgment? 
9. Does the plan serve as a motivator 
for better performance? 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
3 
0 
No response 1 
Table 3. Continued 
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Question Response 
10. What are your views for hooking 
compensation to performance (i.e., 
merit pay)? 
Positive response 1 
Negative response 3 
1 1 .  I s  t h e r e  a  s e n s e  o f  c o m p e t i t i o n  a m o n g  Y e s  
the administrators to obtain additional No 
compensation? 
« Should one of the criteria be the Yes 3 
requirement to share ideas, projects, No 1 
information, etc. with the o&er 
principals? 
12. Is there a specified "pot" of money Yes 1 
available for pay-for-performance No 1 
(merit pay)? Don't know 2 
1 3 .  Would more money in the "pot" make Yes 2 
pay-for-performance more appealing No 1 
(is there adequate fmancing)? No response 1 
14. Do all who meet the criteria receive Yes 0 
merit pay? No 0 
Don't know 1 
No criteria 3 
15. Would you prefer to have merit pay Yes 4 
incentives in addition to a cost-of- No 0 
living adjustment (COLA)? 
16. In your opinion is pay-for-performance Yes 2 
motivating? No 1 
No response 1 
• Will pay-for-performance result in Yes 0 
more productivity (i.e., will you No 3 
work harder)? No response 1 
• Will pay-for-performance result Yes 0 
in a higher quality product (i.e., No 3 
will you produce a higher quality No response 1 
of work)? 
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Table 3. Continued 
Question Response 
17. Do you believe that any of the follow­
ing should determine or influence 
your salary? 
a. Quality of your work Yes 
No 
No response 
b. Quantity of your work Yes 
No 
No response 
c. Number of hours you work Yes 
No 
No response 
d. Additional responsibility Yes 
No 
Don't know 
e. Type of responsibility Yes 
No 
Don't know 
f. Seniority Yes 
No 
Don't know 
I. Education level/training Yes 
No 
Don't know 
h. Goal completion Yes 
No 
Don't know 
18. Are the principals' fringe benefits 
equal to the teachers'? 
Better 
Equal 
Lower 
4 
0 
0 
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Table 3. Continued 
Question Response 
19. Do you think having a comparison 
of salaries and benefits of the 
principals in the surrounding 
districts would be useful? 
Yes 
No 
4 
0 
20. 
21. 
Has anyone received an allotment 
(merit pay) because children are 
learning better? 
• Should that be one of the criteria? 
Do you think that knowing Saydel's 
compensation plan would dissuade or 
persuade you to come here? 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
No response 
Dissuade 
Persuade 
Don't know 
No factor 
0 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
2 
22. Has there been very much dialogue 
among the principals about the 
present pay system? 
23. Would or could the involvement of 
the principals in the development of 
a pay-for-performance plan result in 
an effective system? 
24. Are individual salaries public 
information (open salaries)? 
Are salaries published? 
What are your feelings on having 
your salary, including merit pay, 
disclosed to the public? 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
3 
0 
No response 1 
Yes 3 
No 0 
No response 1 
Yes 3 
No 0 
No response 1 
Positive response 
Negative response 
Neutral response 
No response 
0 
1 
2 
1 
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had a negative view of hooking performance to merit pay. None of the principals believed pay-
for-performance would result in more productivity or in higher quality work. Three principals 
claimed the district did not have criteria for determining the distribution of merit pay. Three 
principals believed their involvement would or could result in an effective merit pay system. 
Three principals believed the following should determine or influence salary: quality and 
quantity of work, number of hours worked, additional responsibility, type of responsibility, 
seniority, education level, and goal completion. The four principals were evenly divided on 
knowledge of anyone receiving merit pay because children are learning better, and none of the 
principals thought that should be one of the criteria. None of the principals felt persuaded or 
dissuaded to come to this school district because of the merit pay plan. 
The principals agreed that principals' salaries were public information and were published. 
Only one principal had a negative feeling about this practice. 
Interviews of Supervisors of Apache Junction (Arizona) Unified School District 
The superintendent and assistant superintendent of AJUSD were administered the interview 
instrument for supervisors. Both interviews occurred face-to-face in the supervisors' offices in 
the district's central office building. 
Interview of Supervisor AA of AJUSD 
According to Supervisor AA, the key purpose of principal evaluation at AJUSD was for 
promotion, merit pay, professional growth, accountability, and termination. This supervisor felt 
that the district did not have a clear system for merit pay. The supervisor described the 
organization of the district as allowing some site-based decisions. Official site visits were made 
"as needed" and unofficial site visits for each principal were made two times per month. An 
annual suramative evaluation was conducted for each prmcipal which included conversations, 
scheduled conferences, formal observations, and shadowing. This supervisor described the 
conferences as summative only with input obtained from the supervisor, teachers, students, 
parents, and a productivity report. Supervisor AA noted that goal-setting in the evaluation 
process included personal and professional goals, and school and district goals. 
The supervisor described professional development for principals at the district level 
available through administrator inservice and a peer support group. Other types of professional 
development for principals, beyond the district level, were workshops, conferences, and 
university courses. 
This supervisor reported to have been in the present system of principal evaluation for two 
years, but the system had been in place for 12 years. The supervisor rated the training the 
principals received in the present evaluation system as "inadequate," and the training received by 
this supervisor as "adequate." The supervisor claimed the principal evaluation system was 
developed by the district. 
With "one" being ineffective and "five" being highly effective, Supervisor AA rated the 
district's evaluation system as a "three" for measuring actual principal performance; a "four" for 
identifying problems; a "four" for fostering professional growth; a "four" for fostering student 
achievement; a "four" as a valid reflection of daily responsibilities; a "five" for reflecting what 
the district expects of principals; a "four" for improving principal performance; a "three" for 
increasing principal/supervisor communication; and a "four" for monitoring principal 
accountability. According to Supervisor AA, "clearly specified role clarification" was seen as the 
greatest drawback to effective principal evaluation in the district. 
Supervisor AA claimed "slight" involvement in the administrators' evaluation system. The 
supervisor believed there was a uniform and fair method of appraising an individual's 
performance, but found the personnel record system for maintaining performance evaluations to 
be inadequate. This supervisor believed the present evaluation system to be both objective and 
subjective. Supervisor AA stated that "there is an attempt" to apply consistency in assessment 
measures and providing merit awards. 
This supervisor cited "the plan is based upon research and theory" as a major strength of 
the merit pay plan. Cited as a major problem of the same plan by this supervisor were, "there 
needs to be room for a 'commendable' rating." Supervisor AA suggested that more input from 
die administrative team would make the plan more workable. Supervisor AA believes that this 
year the superintendent did have an adequate perception of this supervisor's performance to make 
a fair and objective judgment, but this did not occur in the past. 
Supervisor AA believes the merit pay plan serves as a motivator for better performance 
"for some, but not all." When asked for an opinion on hooking compensation to performance, 
this supervisor said, "I think we should. We need to." This supervisor believes there is "some" 
sense of competition among the administrators to obtain additional compensation. The supervisor 
thinks one of the criteria of a merit pay plan should be the requirement of sharing ideas, projects, 
and information with other principals, and "we call it team work." 
This supervisor said the amount of money available for merit pay for principals "depended 
on the yearly budget." Supervisor AA claimed that "most years there is not adequate money 
available." When asked if all principals who met the criteria receive merit pay, the supervisor 
said, "In most cases, yes, there are exceptions. Those exceptions involve those coming in new 
and receiving a market-driven contract that is out of line with other salaries in the district. The 
goal is to give them some other type of compensation." 
Supervisor AA claimed preference to have merit pay incentives in addition to a cost-of-
living adjustment. It was this supervisor's opinion that merit pay is motivating. Supervisor AA 
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thought merit pay would result in more productivity for most; money is a satisfier and will result 
in a higher quality product or work. This supervisor believed that quality of work, quantity of 
work, number of hours worked, additional responsibility, type of responsibility, seniority, 
education level/training, and goal completion should determine or influence principals' salary. 
The supervisor claimed the principals' fringe benefits were higher than those of the teachers in 
this district. Supervisor AA thought having a comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals 
in the surrounding districts would be useful. 
This supervisor claimed "there is an influence, in combination with others," when 
determining merit pay "because children were leammg better." The supervisor believed that it 
should be one of the criteria. Supervisor AA also declared "career ladder" teachers in the district 
were rewarded because children in the district were learning better. (AJUSD has a teacher career 
ladder program established and fimded under Arizona statute.) Supervisor AA believes that 
knowing that the school district had a merit pay plan for principals would persuade principals to 
come to AJUSD. 
Supervisor AA stated that there was "not enough" dialogue among the principals about the 
present pay system. "Each principal negotiates own salary. The associate superintendent makes 
a recommendation to the superintendent for each principal, based on performance and the 
budget." The supervisor said, "The principals have had no input" in the development of a pay-
for-performance plan. This supervisor believes that the involvement of the principals would or 
could result in an effective system. The supervisor claimed that individual salaries were public 
information, but are not published. Supervisor AA claimed "no problem" with having personal 
salary disclosed to the public. 
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Interview of Supervisor BB of AJUSD 
Supervisor BB identified merit pay, professional growth, accountability, promotion, and 
termination as key purposes of principal evaluation at AJUSD. The supervisor described the 
organization of the district as allowing some site-based decisions through "quality control 
central." Official site visits conducted for each principal "is not done. . .probably not as much as 
they would like." Summative evaluations were conducted annually for each principal and 
informal evaluations were done "daily or weekly." These visits included "face-to-face" 
conversations where district goals and the principal's "plan for excellence" were discussed. At 
the end of the evaluation cycle each principal submitted to the supervisor a report on the district 
and school goals. Principals were allowed to "add specific target goals." 
Supervisor BB rated the training the principals received in the present evaluation system as 
"intensive." The training included "reviewing descriptors" and "seeking consensus." This 
supervisor rated the training received by the supervisors as "intensive and on-going." The 
supervisor claimed the principal evaluation system was "research based" and developed by the 
district with school board approval. The principal evaluation system had been in place in this 
district for ten years with "on-going, fine tuning." 
With "one" being ineffective and "five" being highly effective. Supervisor BB rated the 
district's evaluation system as a "five" for measuring actual principal performance; a "five" for 
identifying problems "in relation to growth and to releasing people"; a "five" as a valid reflection 
of daily responsibilities; a "four" for reflecting what the district expects of principals, "not clear 
enough yet"; a "five" for improving principal performance; a "five" for increasing 
priocipal/supervisor commimication; and a "five" for monitoring principal accountability. Other 
benefits of the principal evaluation system in the AJUSD identified by this supervisor were 
"fostering professional growth and fostering stodent achievement." According to Supervisor BB, 
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"constantly fighting the board not to change their role to evaluating principals" was seen as the 
greatest drawback to effective principal evaluation in the district. 
Supervisor BB claimed involvement in the principals' evaluation system with "advice and 
input of rest of administrators." The system was "formally in effect for seven years." The 
supervisor believed there was a uniform and fair method of appraising an individual's 
performance and there was an adequate personnel record system for maintaining performance 
evaluations. This supervisor believed the present evaluation system to be objective and "some 
parts" were subjective. Supervisor BB claimed there was consistency in applying assessment 
measures and providing merit awards. 
Supervisor BB said a major strength of the merit pay plan was "allowing for merit pay for 
high performance." However, this supervisor stated that pay was "frozen two of the last five 
years," and "they are given tax sheltered annuities." The supervisor claimed this to be due to a 
"short fall in state ftmding." Cited as a major problem of the plan was "lack of resources to do it 
effectively. Not regular enough to give people the raises they earned." When asked what could 
be done to make merit pay more workable. Supervisor BB suggested "better and more staff 
support," "sufficient resources to reward high performance," and "need to have a disparity 
greater than one." This supervisor believes "money is not a motivator for high performers . . . 
placement and recognition are very important when money can not be given," and "money is a 
short-term motivator and a long-term dissatisfier." 
Supervisor BB claimed the superintendent determines if the principals receive merit pay and 
how much each will receive. This supervisor beheves the superintendent has an adequate 
perception of principals' performance to make a fair and objective judgment through "pre-
conferences, school productivity plan, and Town Hall meeting." Written criteria are established 
for each principal that include "self-evaluation, productivity plan, and a budget." The criteria is 
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developed in "meet and confer" sessions with the administration, staff, and the superintendent. 
Supervisor BB believes the merit pay plan serves as a motivator for better performance, "for 
some the money and for some the recognition," and "principals get $2,000 for professional 
growth." 
When asked for an opinion on hooking compensation to performance. Supervisor BB said, 
"Can't separate the two. The public will only accept this in the future." This supervisor does not 
believe there is a sense of competition among the administrators, "or among the teachers," to 
obtain additional compensation. The supervisor thinks a criterion of a merit pay plan should be 
the requirement of sharing ideas, projects, and information with other principals, "assign people 
to work with people," "develop action plan with monitoring." 
This supervisor said the amount of money avaUable for merit pay for teachers came from 
"state fimds," but these funds were not available for principals. When asked if more money 
would make merit pay more appealing, this supervisor said, "It would make it more manageable. 
After a certain point it does not matter, but must have a minimum amount." Supervisor BB 
believes all principals who met the criteria received merit pay or "recognition." 
Supervisor BB claimed a personal preference to have merit pay incentives in addition to a 
cost-of-living adjustnaent. "If I had my way, yes. But would like to have option to freeze salary 
and not give COLA, rather than termination." Principals who continue failing to meet their 
performance standards "will be reassigned to the classroom." According to this supervisor, merit 
pay is motivating, will result in more productivity, principals will work harder and will produce a 
higher quality of work, "some need the money," and "encourages principals to model the 
behaviors they want teachers demonstrating." Supervisor BB believed that quality of work and 
quantity of work, additional responsibility, type of responsibility ("depends on responsibility"), 
education level/training, and goal completion, "school climate satisfaction toward school by 
teachers, parents and students," should determine or influence principals' salary. Factors 
identified by this supervisor that should not determine or influence principals' salary were: 
number of hours worked ("Some are more efficient than others"), seniority, and additional 
responsibility. "In small schools some wear many hats." Supervisor BB thought having a 
comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the surroimding districts would be useful. 
"Market sensitivity . . . You have to know what the competition is paying to stay competitive." 
This supervisor claimed some principals have received merit pay because children were 
learning better. "One of the factors we look at." The supervisor believed that "have freeze on 
salary because children didn't learn," should be a criterion for receiving merit pay. Supervisor 
BB also said "career ladder" teachers in the district were rewarded because children in the district 
were learning better. "One of the factors. Would like to look only at student achievement. 
Right now, teacher performance and student performance." This supervisor believes that 
knowing that the school district had a merit pay plan for principals would persuade principals to 
cometoAJUSD. "No question about it. It draws teachers and administrators. They seek us 
out." 
According to Supervisor BB, the involvement of principals in the development of a pay-for-
performance plan would or could result in an effective system. "They would understand . . . 
cannot have 100 percent. . . must be involved." This supervisor claimed that individual salaries 
were public information and are published. Supervisor BB does not favor having salaries 
disclosed to the public. "That would be negative, not positive. Parents would want to choose the 
school and the teacher." 
Supervisor BB claimed the associate superintendent and the assistant principals were in the 
merit pay program. When asked if the superintendent was eligible for merit pay, this supervisor 
said, "Yes, have always been." 
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When this supervisor was asked if complaints from students and parents should affect 
performance rating, the response was, "connects to management style." Final comments made 
by this supervisor were, "Must pay much more attention to personal issues under merit pay 
program. Merit pay is a magnifier. District is very effective in dismissing ineffective personnel. 
This district does not have a teachers' union." Table 4 summarizes the AJUSD supervisors' 
responses to the survey instrument. 
Interview Two of Supervisor A A of AJUSD 
A second interview of Supervisor AA was conducted July 13, 1995. The purpose of the 
interview was to determine the status of merit pay in this district by inquiring about changes in 
policy, attitudes, and beliefs. 
When asked if merit pay will continue at Apache Junction schools, the supervisor said, 
"Yes, most definitely. As a matter of fact we will take it to a new level. We will get more 
involved in it. While we have a program, it needs to be improved." The original goals of the 
plan have not changed. "Student success, not just student achievement." Supervisor AA claimed 
"the board and community still support the plan." 
It was not clear to Supervisor AA if the students were achieving better after merit pay for 
principals was introduced. This uncertainty was due to the state's change in assessments. The 
district now has its own criterion-referenced exams. "Our scores have gone up. But, it is not a 
normed test. Even though our tests are valid and reliable assessments, they are also very new. 
There is a Hawthorne effect in place there because it is a new test and it's going to automatically 
show gain generation because it's new and motivating to try it." Supervisor AA believes that 
"with time, we will see gains. It will prove out due to administrator merit pay and due to better 
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Table 4. Apache Junction Unified School District Survey responses summarized: Supervisor 
Question Response 
1. What is your present position/title? 
2. How many years have you been in 
this position in this district? 
• How many years of experience do 
you have as a principal or supervisor? 
3. What is your education level? 
4. What was your age at your last birthday? 
5. Gender 
6. What is the student enrollment of 
your district? 
7. Is this district: 
• Rural (pop. less than 25,000) 
• Urban (pop. more than 25,000) 
• Suburban (pop. less than 25,000 
but adjacent to urban community) 
8. What percentage of the smdents in your 
school receive free or reduced lunch? 
9. How many principals are in this district? 
• Elementary 
• Middle/junior high 
• High 
• Other 
10. How would you describe the organiza­
tion of your district: 
• Centralized 
• Some site-based decisions 
• All site-based decisions 
Superintendent, Associate Superintendent 
18, 8 
21, 15 
Ph.D., Ed.D. 
No response, 46 
Both supervisors were male 
4200 
2 
0 
0 
46 percent 
(7) 
4 
1 
1 
1 (alternative high school) 
0 
2 
0 
11. Is the key purpose of the principal 
evaluation in your district for: 
• Professional growth 2 
® Merit pay 2 
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Table 4. Continued 
Question Response 
• Promotion 2 
• Termination 2 
• Accountability 2 
12. How frequently do you conduct evalua- 2 (formal annually) 
tions for each principal you evaluate? I (daily/weekly) 
13. How frequently do you conduct official 0, as needed 
site visits for each principal you evaluate? 
14. How frequently do you conduct unofficial 1 (2 times per month) 
site visits for each principal you evaluate? 
15. Do these visits include: 
• Conversations 1 
• Scheduled conferences 1 
• Formal observations 1 
• Shadowing 1 
16. Do conferences occur: 
• Never Yes 0 No 1 
• Summative only Yes 1 No 0 
• Formative and summative Yes 0 No 1 
17. Summative input is obtained from: 
• Supervisor 1 
• Peers 0 
• Teachers 1 
• Smdents 1 
• Parents 1 
• Portfolio 0 
• Other 1 productivity report 
18. The feedback you provide can best be 
described as: 
• None 0 
«Seldom 0 
• Unclear 0 
• Helpful 0 
• Specific 1 
• Goal related 0 
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Table 4. Continued 
Question Response 
19. Goal-setting in the evaluation process is: 
• Never done 0 
• Set by you 0 
• Set by the principal 0 
» Set by both 1 
20. Goal-setting in the evaluation process: 
• Includes personal/professional goals 1 
• Refers to school goals 1 
• Refers to district goals 1 
21. Professional development for principals 
at the district level is; 
• Not available 0 
• Available via administrator mservice 1 
• Available via peer support group 1 
22. Other types of professional development 
for principals are: 
• University courses 1 
• Professional workshops 1 
• Conferences 1 
23. How many years have you been involved No response, 2 
in the present system of principal evaluation? 
24. How would you rate the training the 
principals received in the present 
evaluation system? 
• Inadequate 1 
• Adequate 0 
• Intensive 1 
25. How would you rate the training you 
received in the present evaluation system? 
• Inadequate 0 
• Adequate 1 
• Intensive 1 
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Table 4. Continued 
Question Response 
26. The principal evaluation system was 
developed: 
• By the state 
• By die district 
• With principal mput 
27. How many years has the principal 
evaluation system been in place in 
this district? 
0 
2 
0 
10. 12 
28. With "one" being ineffective and "five" 
being highly effective, how would you 
rate the following? 
• This system measures actual principal 
behavior. 
• This system identifies problems. 
• This system fosters professional growth. 
• This system fosters student achievement. 
• This system is a valid reflection of 
daily responsibilities. 
• This system reflects what the district 
expects of principals. 
• This system improves principal 
performance. 
• This system increases principal/supervisor 
communication. 
• This system monitors principal 
accountability. 
29. What do you see as the greatest drawback 
to effective principal evaluation in this 
district? 
30. Were you involved in the development of 
Apache Junction's administrator evaluation 
system? 
31. Is there a uniform and fair method of 
appraising an individual's performance? 
• Is there a suitable personnel records 
system to maintain performance 
evaluations? 
5 . 3  
5 . 4  
5 , 4  
5 , 4  
5 . 4  
4 . 5  
5 , 4  
5 . 3  
5 . 4  
Role clarification 
Yes 
Slightly 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
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Table 4. Continued 
Question Response 
• Is the present system objective or 
subjective? 
• Is there consistency in applying 
assessment measures and providing 
merit awards? 
Both 2 
Yes 1 
Somewhat 1 
31. What are the major strengths of the plan? 
32. What are die major problems of die plan? 
• Research based 
• Merit pay for high performance 
• Lack of funds 
• Need commendable rating 
• Need direct relationship between data 
collection and the instrument 
33. What can be done to make the plan more 
workable? 
34. Does the plan serve as a motivator for 
better performance? 
35. What are your views for hooking 
compensation to performance (i.e., 
merit pay)? 
36. Is there a sense of competition among the 
admmistrators to obtain additional 
compensation? 
• Should one of the criteria be the require­
ment to share ideas, projects, informa­
tion, etc. with the other principals? 
37. Is there a specified "pot" of money 
available for pay-for-performance 
(merit pay)? 
38. Would more money in the "pot" make 
pay-for-performance more appealing 
(is there adequate financing)? 
• More input from principals 
• More fimds 
• More staff support 
2 (for some but not for all) 
• Can't separate the two 
• We need to 
• Public will only accept this in the future 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 2 (must have a minimum 
amount) 
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Table 4. Continued 
Question Response 
39. Do all who meet the criteria receive 
merit pay? 
No 2 (some get recognition) 
40. Would you prefer to have merit pay Yes 
incentives in addition to a cost-of-
living allowance (COLA)? 
41. In your opinion is pay-for-performance Yes 
motivating? 
• Will pay-for-performance result in Yes 
more productivity (i.e., will principals 
work harder)? 
• Will pay-for-performance result in a Yes 
higher quality product (i.e., will 
principals produce a higher quality 
of work)? 
42. Do you believe that any of the following 
should determine or influence principals' 
salary? 
a. Quality of their work Yes 
b. Quantity of their work Yes 
c. Number of hours they work Yes 1 
d. Additional responsibility Yes 1 
e. Type of responsibility Yes 1 
f. Seniority Yes 1 
g. Education level/training Yes 2 
h. Goal completion Yes 2 
43. Are the principals'fringe benefits Better 
equal to the teachers'? 
2 (with option to freeze salary 
and not give COLA—rather 
than termination) 
2 
2 
No 1 
No 1 
Depends 1 
No 1 
44. Do you think having a comparison of 
salaries and benefits of the principals 
in the surrounding districts would be 
useful? 
Yes 
45. Has anyone received an allotment (merit Yes 2 
pay) because children are learning better? 
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Table 4. Continued 
Question Response 
• Should that be one of the criteria? 
• Are Career Ladder teachers rewarded 
because children are learning better 
in your district? 
46. Do you think that knowing Apache 
Junction's compensation plan would 
dissuade or persuade principals to come 
here? 
47. Has there been very much dialogue among 
the principals about the present pay system? 
48. Would or could the involvement of the 
principals in the development of a pay-
for-perfonnance plan result in an 
effective system? 
49. Are individual salaries (open salaries) 
public information? 
• Are salaries published? 
• What are your feelings on having 
your salary, including merit pay, 
disclosed to the public? 
Yes 2 
Yes 2 
Persuade 2 
Not enough 1 
Yes 2 
(Principals have had no input) 
Yes 2 
Yes 1 No 1 
No 1 Neutral 1 
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assessment. There again, we will have to wait a couple of more years before we can actually say, 
'there it is.'" 
Supervisor AA reported there are some schools in the district that have certain types of kids 
who would perform differently on exams. "There are two schools that have low socioeconomic 
populations and two schools that have higher affluence." The district uses a formula for taking 
into consideration the possibility of students in some schools performing differently. "Using your 
gain scores, that's factored out." "It takes out all of the variables, so therefore, we haven't had a 
complaint about fairness." To determine student gains, a pre- and post-test is done every year. 
"That's because we have a high transient population, so we get a new data base every year. But, 
it's also based upon the next grade level's expected area of learning. Because of the high 
turnover rate as well, if someone is not here for six months, then they don't count this score. 
There has to be some longevity so that it is fair." 
There are three criteria for determining principals' final evaluation rating: professional 
growth as determined by each principal's productivity plan, teacher evaluation, and stodent 
performance. The amount of each principal's merit pay is based upon the three criteria, with 
each criterion equally weighted. "If the district determines that 3 percent is what an 
administrator's raise will be, then each of the three components would have a 1 percent weighted 
amount." If the principal satisfied all three components, they would receive 3 percent of their 
current salary as merit pay. If they met only one aspect of it, they would receive a 1 percent 
raise. Principals who do not meet any of the components are not eligible for merit pay. "They 
are frozen. No automatics." The merit award is for the current year only and does not carry 
over to the next year. Should the principal disagree with the rating, the plan contains an appeal 
process. "They can appeal it to the superintendent." 
Although the principals are responsible for helping teachers improve, "some don't get 
there." in such situations principals are not penalized on their performance rating, as "they 
obviously have a weak teacher." However, if teachers with low student achievement are given 
high performance ratings by their principal, this could affect the principal's performance rating 
and merit pay. "If they are saying that all of their teachers are master teachers, and the scores 
are not reflective of the teachers being evaluated as master teachers, then it affects their merit 
pay." 
Supervisor AA believes the highest performing principals in this district receive the most 
merit pay and have higher student achievement. Using pre- and post-test scores, "our best 
principals, that did the best on their evaluations, had the best scores at their schools. There is no 
question about it." 
There is not a specified pot of money for merit pay in this district and the percentage and 
amount varies from year to year. The amoimt available each year is dependent on the money 
available for the district's budget. 
In the previous year the principal evaluation system was revised to coincide with the merit 
pay plan. There is still dissatisfaction with the evaluation system and it will be reviewed again 
this school year. Although there is nothing built into the plan for automatic review, there was an 
expressed desire by this supervisor to make it better. "We need to work on it this year." The 
review will be done with input from the administrators. "They give input to it. They give us the 
things that they wanted." 
When asked if being a superior administrator was considered an individual activity or a 
team effort. Supervisor AA said, "It is a team effort within the building. It is also being part of 
the district team as well. You can't be a superior administrator if you don't have teaming within 
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the building. And, you can't be a superior principal if you're not part of the district team as well. 
So, it's teaming from both sides." 
When this supervisor was asked if the administration and management of the merit pay plan 
required much additional time and effort on the part of the principals' evaluator, the response 
was, "Yes, much more." Supervisor AA believes this merit pay plan does attract and retain 
better principals. "I think we have an outstanding team of principals. Out of our principals, we 
have three, soon to be four, out of six principals have their doctor's degree." 
Supervisor AA believes the merit awards are more intrinsically than extrinsically satisfying. 
"It is not just for the monetary value. I think it is more for them wanting to be an outstanding 
administrator, knowing, 'I have reached it, I have done it.' So, I do not think it is monetary, I 
think it is more professional." 
This supervisor cited results of merit pay in this district. One principal, whose salary was 
"frozen" for two years, left the district. Also cited was that merit pay has not interfered with the 
administration team building. "It hasn't become a competitive thing between or amongst, it has 
become more supportive. Let's all get there. It's not competing for a larger portion of the pie. 
Let's help everyone to get there. There has been a lot of collegial bonding." 
Interviews of Principals of Apache Junction (Arizona) Unified School District 
Seven principals ft'om Apache Junction Unified School District were administered 
separately a revision of the principal interview instrument. Three of the interview instruments 
were administered face-to-face in the AJUSD central office or in their school office. 
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Interview of Principal AA of AJUSD 
According to Principal AA, the key purpose of principal evaluation at AJUSD was for merit 
pay, professional growth, and accountability. This principal felt that the district did not have a 
clear system for merit pay. The principal described the organization of the district as allowing 
some site-based decisions. Administrator evaluations were conducted annually and the supervisor 
conducted unofficial site visits monthly. Principal AA stated that these .visits included 
conversations, but not scheduled conferences, formal observations, or shadowing. This principal 
described the conferences as formative only. Principal AA noted that goal-setting in the 
evaluation process included personal and professional goals but did not include school or district 
goals. The principal described professional development for principals at the district level as only 
available via administrator inservice. Other types of professional development for principals were 
workshops, conferences, and university courses beyond the district level. 
This principal has been in the present system of principal evaluation for two years, and the 
system had changed three times in the previous five years. The principal rated the training his 
supervisor received in the present system as "adequate." This principal also rated the training 
received in the same system as "adequate." Principal AA claimed no knowledge of where the 
principal evaluation system was developed but thought it came from the district. 
With "one" being ineffective and "five" being highly effective. Principal AA rated the 
district's evaluation system as a "four" for measuring actual principal performance; a "fotir" for 
identifying problems; a "four" for fostering professional growth; a "two" for fostering student 
achievement; a "three" as a valid reflection of daily responsibilities; a "five" for reflecting what 
the district expects of principals; a "four" for improving principal performance; a "three" for 
increasing principal/supervisor communication; and a "three" for monitoring principal 
accountability. 
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"Time" was seen by Principal AA as the greatest drawback to effective principal evaluation 
in the district. This principal stated that people don't have the time to do it correctly and the 
supervisor has too many other responsibilities. 
Principal AA was not involved in the development of the admmistrators' evaluation plan 
because it was "done before" this principal arrived in the district. The principal believed there 
was a uniform and fair method of appraising an individual's performance but found the personnel 
record system for mauitaimng performance evaluations lacking. The pnncipdl believed the 
present evaluation system to be both objective and subjective. Principal AA stated that "there 
were only three principals involved in merit pay in the district over the past "five" years," and 
"this did not allow for consistency in applying assessment measures and providing merit awards." 
This principal cited "gains in student achievement resultmg in more money for principals" as a 
strength of the merit pay plan. Cited as one major problem of the same plan by this principal was 
the "lack of clear definition." Principal AA suggested that "writing out the plan and making it 
easier to understand would make the plan more workable." Principal AA believed that this year 
the supervisor did have an adequate perception of principals' performance to make a fair and 
objective judgment, but "this did not occur in the past." 
Principal AA "does not believe" the merit pay plan serves as a motivator for better 
performance. This principal claimed to be "intrinsically motivated" and, "if offered a choice, 
wouldn't participate." Principal AA thinks "merit pay creates an unnecessary animosity among 
teachers." In comparison, this principal does not believe there is a "sense of competition" among 
the administrators to obtain additional compensation, and stated that "one of the criteria of a merit 
pay plan should be the requirement of sharing ideas, projects, and information with other 
principals, and the principals are now doing that informally." 
This principal did not know if there was a specified amount of money available for merit 
pay for principals, but thought there was a "percentage of money available." Principal AA 
claimed that "more money available would not personally make merit pay more appealing." The 
principal did not think all principals met the criteria for receivmg merit pay and "had no way to 
tell." 
Principal AA claimed preference to have merit pay incentives in addition to a cost-of-living 
adjustment. KowcVcr, this principal "would prefer to have the inoncy shared wiili all of the 
school staff." It was this principal's opinion that "merit pay is minimally motivating." Principal 
AA thought merit pay would result in more productivity for most people, but not for this 
principal. This principal does not think money is a satisfier and will not result in a higher quality 
product or work. Principal AA thinks "recognition and pride" are the satisfiers. 
This principal did not know if anyone had received merit pay "because children were 
learning better," but believed fliat should be one of the criteria. However, the principal did 
believe "career ladder" teachers in the district were rewarded because children in the district 
were learning better. Knowing that the school district had a merit pay plan for principals did not 
dissuade or persuade Principal AA to come to AJUSD. The principal professed neutrality on the 
issue. 
Principal AA stated that there was not very much dialogue among the principals about the 
present pay system. The principal believed that the involvement of the principals in the 
development of a "pay-for-performance" plan would or could result in an effective system. This 
principal claimed tiiat individual salaries were public information, but are not published. 
Principal AA claimed dissatisfaction with having administrators' salary disclosed to the public. 
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Interview of Principal BB of AJUSD 
According to Principal BB, the key purpose of the principal evaluation at AJUSD was for 
professional growth and accountability. This principal described the organization of the district as 
allowing some site-based decisions. Evaluations of principals were "conducted annually" and 
Principal BB's supervisor did not conduct unofficial site visits monthly. Principal BB stated that 
unofficial site visits were "tbjree or four times a year by the superintendent and five or six times 
per year by the associate superintendent." This principal claimed these visits primarily consisted 
of conversations with the supervisors. Principal BB stated that "only sununative conferences" 
were held, with input obtained "only firom the supervisor." This principal felt that the feedback 
received was best described as helpful and goal related. The principal noted that goal-setting in 
the evaluation process included school and district goals only. This principal described 
professional development for principals at the district level as only available by way of "peer 
support groups." Other types of professional development for principals were "workshops, 
conferences, and imiversity courses beyond the district level." 
Principal BB reported that the principal evaluation system had been in place in the district 
for "two years." This principal rated the training received by the supervisor in the present 
evaluation system as "adequate." Principal BB rated the training received by principals in the 
same system as "inadequate." Principal BB stated that the principal evaluation system was 
"developed by the district with input from principals." 
With "one" being ineffective and "five" being highly effective. Principal BB rated the 
district's evaluation system as a "three" for measuring actual principal performance; a "four" for 
identifying problems; a "two" for fostering professional growth; a "four" for fostering ; a "four" 
as a valid reflection of daily responsibilities; a "four" for reflecting what the district expects of 
principals; a "five" for improving principal performance; a "four" for increasing principal/ 
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supervisor communication; and a "four" for monitoring principal accountability. 
"Communication, from the top up to bottom down," was seen by Principal BB as the district's 
greatest drawback to effective principal evaluation. 
Principal BB claimed involvement in the development of the administrators' evaluation 
system and was "asked for input." The principal believed there was a uniform and fair method of 
appraising an individual's performance, but was "not sure" if there was a suitable personnel 
record system for maintaining performance evaluations. This principal believed the present 
evaluation system to be both objective and subjective. Since Principal BB was "not aware of the 
merit awards other principals received," it was "difficult to know" if there was consistency in 
applying assessment measures and providing merit awards to all of the principals. 
"Identifying individual weakness," "help offered by the administration to remediate the 
weaknesses," and "you don't always have to agree with them" were cited by Principal BB, as 
major strengths of the AJUSD merit evaluation system. The "inconsistency of who is doing the 
evaluation" was cited as a major problem of the plan. 
Principal BB offered "more immediate conammication (from the supervisor) on what is 
expected rather than waiting until the end of the year and telling you," as a means to make the 
plan more workable. Principal BB did not believe the supervisor had an adequate perception of 
principals' performance to make a fair and objective judgment. The principal believed all 
principals did not see enough of their supervisor, because "they (the supervisors) are doing so 
many other things." 
Principal BB believes the merit pay plan served as a motivator for better performance. 
When asked for personal views on hooking compensation to performance, this principal said, "I 
feel you need to be compensated if you're doing a good job." Principal BB does not believe there 
is a sense of "competition" among the administrators to obtain additional compensation and thinks 
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that it is a "necessity" to have "sharing ideas, projects, and information with other principals" as 
part of the criteria of a merit pay plan. The principal believes "most of the AJUSD principals are 
doing that." 
Principal BB did not believe there was a specified amount of money available for merit pay 
for principals. More money available would make merit pay more appealing. Principal BB said, 
"There isn't enough money. We've been frozen three out of four years." This principal thinks 
all principals met the criteria for receiving merit pay. 
Principal BB preferred to have merit pay incentives in addition to a cost-of-living 
adjustment because "that would be an incentive." It was this principal's opinion that merit pay is 
motivating, will result in more productivity, and will "very definitely" resuh in a higher quality 
of work. 
This principal believes that the following should determine or influence salary: quality and 
quantity of work, number of hours worked, additional responsibility, type of responsibility, 
seniority, education level/training, and goal completion. The AJUSD principals' fringe benefits 
are believed to be equal to those of the teachers. This principal "very definitely" thinks having a 
comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the surrounding districts would be useful. 
Principal BB did not know if anyone had received merit pay because children were learning 
better. The principal did not think that should be one of the criteria, because "that's why we're 
supposed to be here to start with." However, it was believed that "career ladder teachers in the 
district were rewarded" because children in the district were learning better. 
Knowing that the school district had a merit pay plan for principals did "persuade" this 
principal to come there. Principal BB stated that there was "very much dialogue among the 
principals" about the present pay system. This principal thought that the involvement of the 
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principals in the development of a pay-for-performance plan "could help" in developing an 
effective system. 
This principal stated that "individual salaries were public information and were published." 
When Principal BB was asked, "What are your feelings on having your salary, including merit 
pay, disclosed to the public?" the response was, "I would have no problem at all with it. It would 
help me." 
Interview of Principal CC of AJUSD 
Principal CC was unable to describe the organization of the AJUSD as "centralized," 
"some site-based decisions," or "all site-base decisions." This principal identified professional 
growth, merit pay, promotion, and termination as key purposes of the principal evaluation at 
AJUSD. Accountability was rated as "to some degree, but not specific." 
According to Principal CC, evaluations of principals were conducted annually and this 
principal's supervisor "never conducted official site visits." Principal CC claimed "five 
unofficial" site visits had been conducted by the supervisor during the current school year and 
these visits included conversations and scheduled conferences. This principal stated formal 
observations and shadowing "did not occur" during the visits by the supervisor. Principal CC 
stated that "only summative conferences" were held, widi input obtained "only from the 
supervisor." This Principal felt that the feedback received was best described as "more than" 
helpful, specific, and goal related. 
Principal CC claimed goal-setting in the evaluation process was done "infrequently" and 
occurred "only when initiated by this principal." The principal felt goal-setting was helpful, 
specific, and goal related. Goal-setting included personal/professional goals, school and district 
goals. 
The principal described professional development for principals at the district level as 
available via administrator inservice and peer support groups. Principal CC claimed professional 
development for principals at the district level was "disjointed" and "created by self." Other 
types of professional development for principals were university courses, workshops, and 
conferences. 
This school year was this principal's first year in the principal evaluation system. Principal 
CC rated the training received by the supervisor and by this principal, in the present system, as 
"adequate." This principal stated that the principal evaluation system was developed by the 
district with input from principals. 
With "one" being ineffective and "five" being highly effective. Principal CC was unable to 
rate the district's evaluation system for measuring acmal principal performance. This principal 
gave a rating of "four" for identifying problems; a "four" for fostering professional growth; a 
"four" for fostering ; a "four" as a valid reflection of daily responsibilities; a "three" for 
reflecting what the district expects of principals; a "four" for improving principal performance; a 
"two" for iQcreasing principal/supervisor communication; and a "no rating" for monitoring 
principal accountability. 
"Only one evaluation a year and only at the end of the year," "Lack of continuous 
communication," and "no chance to discuss issues during the year and have an opportunity to 
improve," were seen by Principal CC as the district's greatest drawbacks to effective principal 
evaluation. 
Principal CC claimed no involvement in the development of the administrators' evaluation 
system. The principal believed there was a uniform and fair method of appraising an individual's 
performance, and there was a suitable personnel record system for maiotaining performance 
evaluations. This principal believed the present evaluation system was both objective and 
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subjective, with "a good balance of both." However, the principal "would like to see more 
objective." When Principal CC was asked, "Is there consistency in applying assessment 
measures and providing merit awards?" this principal said, "I don't know. I don't know if I get 
merit pay." 
When this principal was asked the major strengths of the AJUSD merit pay plan, the reply 
was, "I don't know what the plan is." The principal was not able to respond to the questions, 
"What are the major problems of the plan?" "What can be done to make the plan more 
workable?" "Does the superintendent have an adequate perception of your performance to make 
a fair and objective judgment?" and "Does the plan serve as a motivator for better performance?" 
When Principal CC was asked for personal views on hooking compensation to 
performance, the need to tie pay directly to performance was identified. Principal CC does not 
believe there is a sense of "competition" among the administrators to obtain additional 
compensation. This principal thinks that "sharing ideas, projects, and information with other 
principals" should be one of the criteria of a merit pay plan "if tied to performance." 
Principal CC preferred to have merit pay incentives in addition to a cost-of-living 
adjustment "if tied to performance." It was this principal's opinion that merit pay is motivating, 
will result in more productivity, and will result in a higher quality of work. 
This principal believes that the following should determine or influence salary: quality of 
your work, quantity of your work, number of hours you work, additional responsibility, type of 
responsibility, and goal completion. Seniority or education level/training were not identified as 
important in determming or influencing salary. 
Principal CC believes the AJUSD principal's fringe benefits are equal to the teachers. 
Having a comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the surrounding districts was not 
thought to be useful. 
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This principal did not know if anyone had received merit pay because children were 
learning better, or if that should be one of the criteria. However, the principal did believe 
"career ladder" teachers in the district were rewarded because children in the district were 
learning better. 
Knowing that the school district had a merit pay plan for principals would not dissuade or 
persuade this principal to come there. The principal said there was "some, but not a lot" of 
dialogue among the principals about the present pay system. This principal thought that the 
involvement of the principals in the development of a pay-for-performance plan could help in 
developing an effective system. 
Principal CC stated that individual salaries were public information and were published. 
When Principal CC was asked, "What is your feeling on having your salary, including merit pay, 
disclosed to the public?" this principal stated, "I have no opinion, it's law. It's in the board 
minutes, and sometimes in the newspaper." 
Interview of Principal DP of AJUSD 
According to Principal DD, professional growth, "as expressed by intent," was a key 
purpose of the principal evaluation at AJUSD, but the "real purpose" of evaluation is 
accountability. This principal described the organization of the district as allowing some site-
based decisions. Evaluations of principals were conducted annually. 
Principal DD's supervisor did not conduct official site visits, but unofficial visits were made 
"two or three times per week." This principal claimed these visits included conversations with 
the supervisors and an "annual retreat." Principal DD stated that formative and summative 
conferences were "scheduled to occur in August with input to be obtained only from the 
supervisor." This principal felt that the feedback received was best described as helpfiil and 
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specific. The principal noted that goal-setting in the evaluation process is never done. Principal 
DD stated there was no professional development for principals at the district level. Other types 
of professional development beyond the district level for principals were imiversity courses, 
workshops, and conferences. 
This principal reported to have been involved in the present evaluation system for one year. 
The principal rated the training received by the supervisor in the present system as "adequate." 
Principal DD rated the training personally received in the same system as "inadequate." The 
principal stated, "I did not see it (the evaluation system) until the fourth or fifth week before I was 
evaluated." Principal DD "heard" the evaluation system was developed by the district with input 
from principals. 
With "one" being ineffective and "five" being highly effective. Principal DD rated the 
district's evaluation system as a "two" for measuring actual principal performance; a "three" for 
identifying problems; a "two" for fostering professional growth; a "one" for fostering student 
achievement; a "four" as a valid reflection of daily responsibilities; a "four" for reflecting what 
the district expects of principals; a "two" for improving principal performance; a "three" for 
increasing principal/supervisor communication; and a "three" for monitoring principal 
accountability. 
Principal DD identified "the lack of realistic goals for each school," as the district's greatest 
drawback to effective principal evaluation. Other drawbacks this principal identified were: "no 
supervisory time, no time to implement effective observations, and no time for feedback, etc." 
Principal DD claimed not to have been involved in the development of the admuiistrator's 
evaluation system. The principal believed there was a uniform and fair method of appraising an 
individual's performance. "Yes, it's subjective, attributed to the individual rather than the 
system." The principal stated there was a suitable personnel record system for maintaining 
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perfonnance evaluations, but believed the present evaluation system to be subjective. Principal 
DD did believe there was consistency in applying assessment measures and providing merit 
awards to all of the principals. 
Principal DD identified "It is relatively comprehensive" and "There are good indicators of 
performance" as major strengths of the AJUSD administrator evaluation system. "Indicators lack 
clarity, they are open to interpretation," "Not a lot of room for nuance in the system. There are 
only three boxes of choice," "[The plan is] not tied explicitly to school based performance," and 
"I'm not entirely sure what the evaluation is used for other than accountability" were cited by this 
principal as major problems of the plan. 
This principal offered, "Throw out and start over again," "Give examples of unclear 
items," "Make indicators clear and specific," and "Give individual goal statements for the 
individual, teacher and school. This needs to be done explicitly" as ways to make the plan more 
workable. Principal DD believes the supervisor has an adequate perception of principals' 
performance to make a fair and objective judgment. 
Principal DD believes the merit pay plan does not personally serve as a motivator for better 
performance. When asked for personal views on hooking compensation to performance, this 
principal said, "For a professional (educator) it is disastrous if hooked individually. It should be 
hooked to school level, productivity by unit. All should share m that unit," and "Other forms of 
compensation than monetary can be more effective." Principal DD does not believe there is a 
sense of competition among the principals to obtain additional compensation and strongly believes 
that a criterion of a merit pay plan should be the requirement to share ideas, projects, 
information, etc. "Yes, absolutely. That's an area [where] we are strong in our admiriistrative 
teams. We all share. We meet every other week." 
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Principal DD did not believe there was a specified amount of money available for merit pay 
for principals. More money available would not make merit pay more appealing to this principal. 
When asked if all principals who met the criteria receive merit pay, this principal stated, "I don't 
think there is any criteria [sic.]." 
Principal DD preferred not to have merit pay incentives in addition to a cost-of-living 
adjustment. When asked for an opinion whether pay-for-performance is motivating, the principal 
stated, "No. Short term, yes. Long term it becomes a dissatisfier." Principal DD believes pay-
for-performance will not result in more productivity or would encourage a principal to work 
harder. 
This principal believes that the following should determine or influence salary: quality of 
your work, quantity of your work, number of hours you work, additional responsibility, type of 
responsibility, seniority "a little bit," education level/training "a litde bit," and goal completion. 
Principal DD believes the AJUSD principals' fringe benefits exceed those of the teachers and 
having a comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the surrounding districts would 
probably not be useful. 
To this principal's knowledge, no one had received merit pay because children were 
learning better. The principal did think one of the criteria for receiving merit pay should be 
based on children learning better. This principal believes "career ladder" teachers in the district 
were rewarded because children in the district were learning better. 
Principal DD claimed that knowing that the school district had a merit pay plan for 
principals had no impact on the personal decision to come there. Principal DD stated that there 
was no dialogue among the principals about the present pay system. This principal thought that 
the involvement of the principals in the development of a pay-for-performance plan could help in 
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developing an effective system. "If you're going to have a system like that, you need to have 
them involved and buy into it." 
This principal stated that individual salaries were public information and were published. 
Principal DD claimed to "have no problem" having principals' salary, including merit pay, 
disclosed to the public. 
Interview of Principal EE of AJUSD 
Accountability was identified by Principal EE as the key purpose of the principal evaluation 
at AJUSD. The organization of the district was described by diis principal as allowing some site-
based decisions. Evaluations of principals were conducted annually. 
Official site visits were not conducted by this principal's supervisor, but four unofficial 
visits were made. Principal EE stated these visits involved conversations with the supervisors. 
Formative conferences occurred, and summative conferences could also occur, "if I ask." When 
Principal EE was asked to describe the feedback received, the comment was, "No news is good 
news." The principal said that goal-setting in the evaluation process referred to the school goals. 
According to this principal, professional development for principals at the district level was 
available via administrator inservice. Other types of professional development, beyond the 
district level for principals, were university courses. 
This principal reported involvement in the present evaluation system for three years. The 
principal rated the training in the present system received by the supervisor as "intensive." 
Principal EE did not rate principals' training in the same system, but said, "form is the 
orientation." Principal EE claimed the evaluation system was developed by the district with input 
from principals. Principal EE believes the district's evaluation system does measure actual 
principal performance, and monitors principal accoimtability, but "is not very data based." 
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Principal EE identified "lack of research," as the district's greatest drawback to effective 
principal evaluation. 
Principal EE clauned not to have been involved in the development of the current 
evaluation system. The principal believed there was a uniform and fair method of appraising an 
individual's performance, but it was described as "subjective." 
Principal EE did not identify major strengths of the AJUSD merit pay plan. "No 
motivation," "dissatisfaction," and "too few feedback meetings" were cited by this principal as 
major problems of the plan. 
Principal EE believes the merit pay plan does not serve as a motivator for better 
performance. Principal EE, who believes there is a sense of competition among the principals to 
obtain additional compensation, also believes that a criterion of a merit pay plan should be the 
requirement to share ideas, projects, information, etc. 
Principal EE believes there was a specified amount of money available for merit pay for 
principals. More money available would make merit pay more appealing to this principal. This 
principal thinks all principals who met the criteria received merit pay. 
Principal EE preferred to have merit pay incentives in addition to a cost-of-living 
adjustment. This principal believes that "some" seniority and education level/training should 
determine or influence salary. 
Principal EE believes the AJUSD principals' fringe benefits exceed those of the teachers. 
When asked if having a comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the surrounding 
districts would be useful, this principal said, "We are behind other districts but we feel we are 
family." 
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Principal EE stated that there was no dialogue among the principals about the present pay 
system. This principal did not want principals' salaries, including merit pay, disclosed to the 
public. 
Interview of Principal FF of AJUSD 
Principal FF identified professional growth, promotion, and accountability as key purposes 
for principal evaluation at AJUSD. This principal described the organization of the district as 
"centralized." 
Evaluations of this principal were conducted once per year. Principal FF's supervisor 
conducted one official site visit and no imofficial visits. This visit included a conversation with 
the supervisor that was summative only. This principal felt that the feedback received was best 
described as helpfiil. Principal FF noted that goal-setting in the evaluation process was goal 
related and "not helpful enough." The goal-setting referred to school and district goals. The 
principal stated there was professional development for principals at the district level via 
administrator inservice. Professional development, beyond the district level for principals, was 
available through university courses. 
This principal reported to have been involved in the present evaluation system for eight 
years. Principal FF rated the training received by the supervisor in the present system as "too 
politicized." Principal FF did not rate the training received personally in the same system 
because the "expectations were not clear." According to Principal FF, the evaluation system was 
developed by the district without input from principals. This principal believed the district's 
evaluation system for measuring actual principal performance reflects what the district expects of 
principals, and monitors principal accountability. 
Principal FF identified the district's greatest drawback to effective principal evaluation as 
"it takes it too far . . .destroys team work." This principal identified, "We can fly. . . I can take 
risks" as a major strength of the AJUSD administrator evaluation system. No major problems 
with the evaluation system were cited by this principal. This principal offered, "Involve the 
board more" as a way to improve the system. 
Principal FF "appreciated" the merit pay plan, but viewed it as "more of a dissatisfier." 
This principal believes that one criterion of a merit pay plan should be the requirement to share 
ideas, projects, information, etc. "It works for me." 
Principal FF believes there was a specified amount of money available for merit pay for 
principals. When asked if more money available would make merit pay more appealing, the 
response was, "It is always small. We are behind others." Principal FF preferred to have merit 
pay incentives in addition to a cost-of-living adjustment, "but no money." This principal believes 
the AJUSD principals' fringe benefits exceed those of the teachers and does not know if having a 
comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the surrounding districts would be useful. 
Principal FF did not know if any principals had received merit pay because children were 
learning better, or if "career ladder" teachers in the district were rewarded because children in 
the district were learning better. 
Principal FF stated that there was dialogue among the principals about the present pay 
system, "one week after they get our pay raises." This principal did not believe the involvement 
of the principals in the development of a pay-for-performance plan could help in developing an 
effective system. This principal stated that individual salaries were not public information, were 
not published, and should not be disclosed to the public. 
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Interview of Principal GG of AJUSD 
Principal GG describe the organization of the AJUSD as "centralized." This principal 
identified professional growth and accountability as key purposes of principal evaluation at 
AJUSD. 
According to Principal GG, evaluations of principals were conducted annually. Principal 
GG claimed three or four official site visits had been conducted by the supervisor during the 
current school year and these visits included only conversations. This principal stated formal 
observations and shadowing did not occur during the visits by the supervisor. Principal GG said 
a combination formative and summative conference was held. This principal did not know the 
source of input for the summative evaluation. This principal felt that the feedback received was 
best described as helpful. 
Principal GG felt goal-setting was helpful and specific, but contained only school and 
district goals. Professional development for principals at the district level was available via 
administrator inservice, and "each principal was allowed $2,000 for professional development." 
Other types of professional development for principals included professional conferences. 
This principal had been in this administrator evaluation system for nine years. Training in 
the evaluation system received by this principal was rated "adequate." The principal evaluation 
system had been in place for ten years and was developed by the district with input from 
principals. 
"Superintendent should come to the building more," and "Superintendent should look at 
supervisory activities" were seen by Principal GG as the district's greatest drawbacks to effective 
principal evaluation. 
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Principal GG had no opinion on the uniformity and fairness of the method of appraising an 
individual's performance. There was a suitable personnel record system for maint;iiTiing 
performance evaluations. The present evaluation system was subjective. 
"Improvement" was identified by this principal as the major strength of the AJUSD merit 
pay plan. Major problems of the plan are "Need more instructional feedback" and "Does not tell 
me enough." 
Principal GG believes there is a sense of "competition" among the administrators to obtain 
additional compensation. There is a specified pot of money available for merit pay but more 
money would not make it more appealing. "It hurts when others are hired in at a higher salary 
than I earn." There was a preference to have merit pay incentives in addition to a cost-of-living 
adjustment. 
This principal believes that quality of one's work and additional responsibility should 
determine or influence salary, and seniority "should be considered." Principals' fiinge benefits 
are better than those of the teachers. 
Principal GG did not know if anyone had received merit pay because children were learning 
better. However, the principal did believe the district was working toward rewarding "career 
ladder" teachers because children in the district were learning better. 
The principal said there was "not much" dialogue among the principals about the present 
pay system, and thought that the involvement of the principals in the development of a pay-for-
performance plan would not help in developing an effective system. 
Individual salaries were not public information and were not published. Principal GG 
thought it was "okay" to have personal salary, including merit pay, disclosed to the public. 
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Apache Junction Unified School District 
Principal Survey Summary 
The Apache Junction Unified School District Principal Survey is summarized in Table 5. 
This table shows that all seven principals identified "accountability" as a key purpose of principal 
evaluation in this district, and six of the principals identified "professional growth" as a key 
purpose. Two principals identified "promotion," one identified "merit pay," and one identified 
"termination" as a key purpose. 
All seven principals said evaluations were done annually, but only one believed the 
supervisor made an official visit to the school. Unofficial visits were more frequent, four 
principals said visits were monthly, and three said less than monthly. The seven principals agreed 
that the visits included conversations with the supervisor, and claimed the conferences were 
scheduled. One principal said the conferences were formative only, four declared they were 
summative only, and two said they were formative and summative. Five of the principals 
affirmed that input for their fmal evaluations was obtained only from their supervisor. Feedback 
from the supervisor was described as "helpful" by five principals, "specific" by three, and "goal 
related" by two. In the evaluation process, five principals said goal-setting included school goals, 
four said they included district goals, and two believed they included personal and/or professional 
goals. Professional development at the district level was claimed to be available by five principals 
via inservice, two claimed availability via peer support group, and one said professional 
development was not available for principals. 
Principals' involvement in the present evaluation system ranged from one to nine years, 
with a mean of 4.7 years. The system was thought to have been in place from two to ten years. 
Six principals said the evaluation system was developed by the district and three said principals 
had input m the development. One principal claimed involvement in the development of the 
principals' evaluation system. 
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Table 5. Apache Junction Unified School District Survey responses summarized: Principal 
Question 
1. How many years have you been a 
principal? 
• How many years a principal in 
your current building? 
2. What is your education level? 
3. What was your age at your last 
birthday? 
4. Gender 
5. What is die enrollment of your 
school? 
6. What are the grade levels in your 
school? 
7. What percentage of the students in 
your school receive firee or reduced 
lunch? 
8. How would you describe the 
organization of your district? 
• Centralized 
• Some site-based decisions 
• All site-based decisions 
9. Is the key purpose of the principal 
evaluation in your district for: 
• Professional growth 
• Merit pay 
• Promotion 
• Termination 
• Accountability 
10. How frequent are principal evaluations 
conducted? 
Response 
Responses ranged fi-om 1 to 16 with a mean of 
8 years. 
Responses ranged firom 1 to 9 with a mean of 
6.4 years. 
MS, MS-f-15, MS4-30, Ed.D. or Ph.D. (3) 
Ages ranged from 33 to 50 with mean age of 
43 years. 
All seven principals were male. 
Enrollment ranged from 150 in the alternative 
school to 1,100 in the high school, with a mean 
of 638. 
Four K-6 schools, a 7-8 junior high school, a 
7-12 alternative school, and a 9-12 high 
school. 
Percentages ranged from 37% to 70% with a 
mean of 51%. 
3 
4 
0 
(Multiple responses allowed) 
6 
1 
2 
1 
7 
All seven principals agreed that evaluations 
are done annually. 
Table 5. Continued 
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Question Response 
11. How frequent are official site visits 
conducted by your supervisor? 
Once a year 
No response 
None 
12. How frequent are unofficial site 
visits conducted by your supervisor? 
13. Do these visits include: 
• Conversations 
• Scheduled conferences 
• Formal observations 
• Shadowing 
14. Do conferences occur: 
• Never 
• Summative only 
• Formative only 
• Formative and summative 
15. Summative input is obtained from: 
• Supervisor 
• Peers 
• Teachers 
• Smdents 
• Parents 
• Portfolio 
• Unknown 
Monthly 4 
Less than monthly 3 
No response 0 
(Multiple responses allowed) 
7 
2 
0 
0 
(Number of responses) 
0 
4 
1 
2 
(Nimiber of responses) 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
16. The feedback you receive can best be 
described as: 
• None 
• Seldom 
• Unclear 
• Helpful 
• Specific 
« Goal related 
(Multiple responses allowed) 
0 
0 
0 
5 
3 
2 
17. Goal-setting in the evaluation process 
is; 
• Never done 
• Seldom 
(Multiple responses allowed) 
2 
1 
Table 5. Continued 
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Question Response 
• Unclear 
• Helpfiil 
® Specific 
• Goal related 
18. Goal-setting in the evaluation process; 
• Includes personal/professional goals 
• Refers to school goals 
• Refers to district goals 
19. Professional development for principals 
at the district level is: 
• Not available 
• Available via administrator inservice 
• Available via peer support group 
20. Other types of professional development 
for principals are: 
• University courses 
• Professional workshops 
• Conferences 
21. How many years have you been 
involved in the present system of 
principal evaluation? 
22. How would you rate the training your 
supervisor received in the present 
evaluation system? 
• Inadequate 
• Adequate 
• Intensive 
• No response 
23. How would you rate the training you 
received in the present evaluation 
system? 
• Inadequate 
• Adequate 
• Intensive 
• No response 
1 
3 
2 
3 
(Multiple responses allowed) 
2 
5 
4 
(Multiple responses allowed) 
1 
5 
2 
(Multiple responses allowed) 
5 
5 
4 
Responses ranged from 1 to 9 years with a 
mean of 4.7 years. (One principal had no 
response.) 
(Number of responses) 
0 
4 
1 
2 
(Number of responses) 
0 
5 
1 
1 
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Question 
24. The principal evaluation system was 
developed; 
• By the state 
• By the district 
• With principal input 
25. How many years has the principal 
evaluation system been in place in 
this district? 
26. With "one" being ineffective and "five" 
being highly effective, how would you 
rate the following; 
• This system measures actual principal 
performance. 
• This system identifies problems. 
• This system fosters professional 
growth. 
• This system fosters student 
achievement. 
• This system is a valid reflection of 
daily responsibilities. 
• This system reflects what the district 
expects of principals. 
• This system improves principal 
performance. 
• This system increases principal/ 
supervisor communication. 
• This system monitors principal 
accountability. 
27. What do you see as the greatest 
drawback to effective principal 
evaluation in this district? 
Response 
(Multiple responses allowed) 
0 
6 
3 
Responses ranged from 2 to 10 years with a 
mean of 6.2 years. (One principal did not 
know and one did not respond.) 
(Rating means) 
3.00 
3.75 
3.00 
2.75 
3.75 
4.00 
3.75 
3.00 
3.33 
(See interview summary) 
SECTION B: 
1. Were you involved in the development 
of Apache Junction's administrator 
evaluation system? 
No 6 
Yes 1 
No response 0 
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Table 5. Continued 
Question Response 
2. Is there a uniform and fair method of Yes 5 
appraising an individual's performance? No 0 
No response 2 
» Is there a suitable personnel records Yes 3 
system to maintain performance No 1 
evaluations? Undecided 1 
No response 2 
• Is the present system objective or Objective 0 
subjective? Subjective 3 
Both 3 
No response 1 
• Is fliere consistency in applying Yes 1 
assessment measures and providing No 2 
merit awards? Don't know 4 
3. What are die major strengths of the 
plan? 
4. What are the major problems of the 
plan? 
5. What can be done to make the plan 
more workable? 
(See interview summary) 
(See interview summary) 
(See interview summary) 
6. Does the superintendent have an 
adequate perception of your 
performance to make a fair and 
objective judgment? 
7. Does the plan serve as a motivator 
for better performance? 
Yes 2 
No 1 
Don't know 4 
Yes 1 
No 2 
Don't know 4 
8. What are your views for hooking 
compensation to performance 
(i.e., merit pay)? 
(See interview summary) 
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Table 5. Continued 
Question Response 
9. Is there a sense of competition among Yes 
the administrators to obtain additional No 
compensation? 
3 
4 
9 Should one of the criteria be the 
requirement to share ideas, projects, 
information, etc. with the other 
principals? 
Yes 6 
Don't know 2 
10. Is there a specified "pot" of money Yes 4 
available for pay-for-performance No 1 
(merit pay)? Don't know 2 
11. Would more money in the "pot" 
make pay-for-performance more 
appealing (is there adequate 
financing)? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
12. Do all who meet the criteria 
receive merit pay? 
Yes 
Don't know 
3 
4 
13. Would you prefer to have merit 
pay incentives in addition to a 
cost-of-living adjustment (COLA)? 
Yes 
14. In your opinion is pay-for-performance Yes 4 
motivating? Don't know 3 
• Will pay-for-performance result 
in more productivity (i.e., will 
you work harder)? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
• Will pay-for-performance result 
in a higher quality product (i.e., 
will you produce a higher quality 
of work)? 
Yes 
Don't know 
3 
4 
15. Do you believe that any of the 
following should determine or 
influence your salary? 
a. Quality of your work 
b. Quantity of your work 
(Multiple responses allowed) 
Yes 6 
Yes 4 
Table 5. Continued 
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Question Response 
c. Number of hours you work Yes 3 
d. Additional responsibility Yes 6 
e. Type of responsibility Yes 4 
f. Seniority Yes 4 
g. Education level/training Yes 2 
h. Goal completion Yes 5 
16. Are the principals' fringe benefits Yes 
equal to the teachers'? 
17. Do you thinlc having a comparison of Yes 2 
salaries and benefits of the principals No 1 
in the surrounding districts would Don't know 4 
be useful? 
No 1 
No 2 
No 2 
18. Has anyone received an allotment 
(merit pay) because children are 
learning better? 
No 1 
Don't know 6 
• Should that be one of the criteria? Yes 
No 
Don't know 
2 
1 
4 
• Are Career Ladder teachers 
rewarded because children are 
learning better in your district? 
Yes 5 
Don't know 2 
19. Do you think that knowing Apache 
Junction's compensation plan would 
dissuade or persuade you to come here? 
Dissuade 
Persuade 
Neutral 
Don't know 
0 
1 
3 
3 
20. Has there been very much dialogue Yes I 
among the principals about the No 3 
present pay system? Some 3 
21. Would or could the involvement of 
the principals in the development of 
a pay-for-performance plan result 
in an effective system? 
Yes 
No 
5 
2 
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Tables. Continued 
22. Are individual salaries public Yes 3 
information? No 4 
• Are salaries published? Yes 3 
No 4 
• What are your feelings on having Yes 3 
your salary, including merit pay. No 3 
disclosed to the public? No opinion 1 
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Supervisor training in this system was rated as "adequate" by four principals, and intensive 
by one. Training received by the principals in the same system was rated the same, five said 
"adequate," and one said "intensive." 
With "one" being ineffective and "five" being highly effective, the mean rating by the 
principals for the evaluation system actually measuring principal performance was 3.00; the mean 
rating for the system to identify problems was 3.75; a mean rating of 3,00 was given for the 
system to foster professional growth; for the system to foster student achievement, the mean 
rating was the lowest, 2.75; a mean rating of 3.75 was given for the system is a valid reflection of 
the principals' daily responsibilities; the highest mean rating was 4.00 for the system to reflect 
what the district expects of principals; a rating of 3.75 was given for the system improves 
principal performance; for the system increases principal/supervisor commimication, the principal 
gave a mean rating of 3.00, and principals gave a mean rating of 3.33 for the system monitors 
principal accountability. 
Five principals believed the evaluation system was a uniform and fair method of appraising 
an individual's performance. Only two prmcipals believed the superintendent had an adequate 
perception of their performance to make a fair and objective judgment on their evaluation, one 
principal did not believe this, and four principals did not know. Only one principal thought the 
evaluation plan served as a motivator for better performance, two principals did not believe it did, 
and four principals did not know. 
Three principals thought there was a sense of competition among the principals to obtain 
additional compensation, and four did not believe this. Six principals believed one of the criteria 
to receive merit pay should be the requirement to share ideas, projects, information, etc. with the 
other principals. 
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A specified amount of monies for merit pay was believed to be available by four principals, 
and three principals said more money available would make merit pay more appealing. Three 
principals said more money would not make merit pay more appealing for them. All seven 
principals preferred to have merit pay in addition to a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA.) Three 
principals believed merit pay was received by all those principals meeting the criteria, and four 
principals did not knov/. 
It was the opinion of four principals that pay-for-performance was motivating, and three 
principals did not know. Three principals believed that merit pay would result in more 
productivity, one principal did not think it would, and three principals did not know. Three 
principals thought merit pay would result in a higher quality of work, and four did not know. 
Six principals believed quality of work and additional responsibility should determine or 
influence salary. Five principals believed that goal completion should determine or influence 
salary. Four principals thought quantity of work, type of responsibility, and seniority should 
determine or influence salary. Three principals believed number of hours worked should 
determine or influence salary. Two principals thought education level should determine or 
influence salary. None of the principals had any knowledge of anyone receiving merit pay 
because children were learning better, and two of the principals thought that should be one of the 
criteria and one did not think it should be a criterion. One of the principals felt persuaded to 
come to this school district because of the merit pay plan, and one said merit pay would actually 
dissuade principals from coming there. Three principals were neutral on the issue, and two did 
not know. 
Five principals believed their involvement in the development of a merit pay plan would or 
could result in an effective system, and two did not share this belief. Three principals said 
mdividual salaries were public information and were published, and four principals said individual 
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salaries were not public information and were not published. Three principals were in favor of 
publishing individual salaries, three were not in favor, and one had no opinion. 
Interview of an Expert on Merit Pay in Education 
An interview of Lynn M. Comett, of the Southern Regional Education Board Career 
Ladder Clearinghouse, was conducted in August 1994. Ms. Comett is a nationally recognized 
authority on merit pay and career ladders in education. She is in favor of hooking merit pay to 
performance and is eligible for merit pay in her current position. Table 6 summarizes the 
interview of Ms. Comett. 
Ms. Comett believes "merit pay in education will be more important in the future as 
schools place more and more focus on student results." Major problems she identified with merit 
pay are "the perception of fairness in present evaluation systems," and "the culture of schools is 
not to reward performance or to differentiate among staff." Also, a specified pot of money has to 
be designated for merit pay. Ms. Comett did not know if merit pay serves as a motivator for 
better performance and believed "the result of smdies report both positive and negative. Recent 
smdies on Arizona career ladder programs are positive." 
Ms. Comett perceived professional growth, merit pay, promotion, termination, and 
accountability as key purposes of performance evaluation. The greatest drawback to effective 
principal evaluation was, "Those who are doing the evaluation don't have enough information to 
make fair judgements. The evaluators don't take into consideration all of the factors and all of 
the constituents the principal is involved with from outside the school," and "evaluators need to 
include more variety of input on performance." Having a uniform and fair method of appraising 
an individual's performance "can be a problem if a fair and reliable system is not in place." 
Having a suitable personnel records system to maintain performance evaluations is not a problem 
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Table 6. Survey responses summarized: Lynn M. Comett 
Question Response 
1. What is your present position/title? 
• Have you ever worked for merit pay? 
• How long ago? 
2. What are your views on hooking merit 
pay to performance? 
3. What are the major strengths of merit 
pay? 
4. What are the major problems of merit 
pay? 
5. Does merit pay serve as a motivator 
for better performance? 
6. What do you see as the key purpose 
of performance evaluation; 
• Professional growth 
• Merit pay 
• Promotion 
• Termination 
• Accoxmtability 
7. What do you see as the greatest 
drawback to effective principal 
evaluation? 
8. Is having a uniform and fair method 
of appraising an individual's performance 
a problem with merit pay? 
9 Is having a suitable personnel records 
system to maintain performance 
evaluations a problem with merit 
pay? 
Editor, Southern Regional Education Board 
Career Ladder Clearinghouse 
Yes 
Currently 
In favor of 
Places focus on student results 
• Evaluation systems 
• Perception of fairness 
• Culture of schools is not to reward 
performance 
Studies report both ways 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Insufficient information to make fair judgment 
Need more variety of input 
Can be 
Can be 
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Table 6. Continued 
Question 
• Should the evaluation system for 
merit pay be objective or 
subjective? 
® Is there consistency in applying 
assessment measures and providing 
merit awards? 
9. Is there a sense of competition among 
teachers/administrators to obtain 
merit pay? 
• Should one of the criteria be the 
requirement to share ideas, projects, 
information, etc. with the o&er 
principals? 
10. Should there be a specified "pot" of 
money available for pay-for-
performance (merit pay)? 
11. Would more money in the "pot" make 
pay-for-performance more appealing 
(is there adequate financing)? 
12. Is it a problem that all who meet the 
criteria to receive merit pay are not 
receiving it? 
13. Should there be merit pay incentives 
in addition to a cost-of-living 
adjustment (COLA)? 
14. In your opinion is pay-for-performance 
motivating? 
• Will pay-for-performance result 
in more productivity (i.e., will 
principals work harder)? 
Response 
Both 
Getting better 
Yes, when individually based 
Yes 
Yes, has to be designated 
Depends 
Yes 
Must be done 
Don't have enough information, some say 
"yes" and some say "no" 
Same as above 
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Response 
Same as above 
Table 6. Continued 
Question 
• Will pay-for-performance result 
in a higher quality product (i.e., 
will principals produce a higher 
quality of work)? 
15. Do you believe that any of the 
following should determine or 
influence principals' salary? 
a. Quality of their work 
b. Quantity of their work 
c. Number of hours they work 
d. Additional responsibility 
e. Type of responsibility 
f. Seniority 
g. Education level/training 
h. Goal completion 
16. Should student learning be a criterion 
for merit pay? 
17. Would or could the involvement of 
the principals in the development of 
a merit pay plan result in an 
effective system? 
18. What are your feelings on having 
salary, including merit pay, disclosed 
to the public? 
19. What can be done to make merit pay 
more workable? 
20. What are your feelings on group pay? 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Somewhat 
Yes 
Yes, if based on student progress, not only 
test scores 
Must be involved 
Yes, for every educator 
• Include more in development 
• Enough money 
• Wide variety of indicators 
Direction new programs are going, solves the 
problem of divisiveness 
® Could it be workable for principals? Yes, if part of a school team 
21. Do you think merit pay is a dead 
issue in education? 
No 
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with merit pay "unless there isn't a system for documenting and keeping track of performance." 
Ms. Comett advises tiiat "a comprehensive system must include both objective and subjective 
information." 
When merit pay is individually based, she believes there is a sense of competition among 
teachers or administrators. She thinks a criterion should be the requirement to share ideas, 
projects, information, etc. with the other principals. "This is most difficult to evaluate. There is 
very little consistency and reliability on instruments that have attempted to do it." She also 
believes "evaluation should be driven by school goals." 
When Ms. Comett was asked if more money in the pot would make pay-for-performance 
more appealing, she said, "If too many receive merit pay, outsiders don't see it as merit pay. If 
too few are rewarded then serious problems arise. Those meeting criteria are not being 
compensated and will cause mistrust and discontentment. Merit pay will always be controlled by 
money. Research says about 20 percent receiving merit pay is reasonable; 10 percent too thin 
and over 30 percent too many." 
Ms. Comett believes there is a problem that all who meet the criteria to receive merit pay 
are not receiving it. She said that "a couple of state programs failed because of this." She also 
believes there must be a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) in addition to having merit pay 
incentives. "I don't know of any programs that don't have merit pay without additional increases. 
This must be done." 
She did not have enough information to give an answer to the question, "Is pay-for-
performance motivating?" She said, "Some studies say 'yes' and others say 'no'." Ms. Comett 
believes quality of work, additional responsibility, type of responsibility, and goal completion 
should determine or influence principals' salary. Education level or training should be 
"somewhat but not a major factor." Quantity of work, number of hours worked, and seniority 
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should not determine or influence principals' salary. Student learning should be a criterion for 
merit pay. "If based on student progress, not absolute standard. A district must take into 
consideration how much students progress rather than only a limited test score." 
When Ms. Comett was asked, "Would or could the involvement of the principals in the 
development of a merit pay plan result in an effective system?" she said, "That has been a 
problem with merit pay programs for teachers where they didn't have input or involvement in the 
planning or implementation. Principals must be involved at the early stages." 
Ms. Comett thinks the salary of every public educator, including merit pay, should be 
disclosed to the public. One suggestion to make merit pay more workable is to "include more 
persons in the development of the merit pay plan." Other suggestions are to "have enough 
money to reward those that meet the criteria, enough to not create divisiveness, and a wide 
variety of indicators to capture the essential components of the job." 
When Ms. Comett was asked about personal feelings on group incentive pay, she said, 
"That's the direction new programs are going. It solves the problem of divisiveness." She also 
believes group incentive pay could be workable with principals if they are a part of a school team. 
When asked the question, "Do you think merit pay is a dead issue in education?" Ms. 
' r 
Comett said, "No, it will be around. Most programs that have failed did not give it a fair test as 
they were too short-lived. There have not been good evaluations of the programs. Arizona 
seems to be doing a good job of evaluating its programs. There needs to be more group incentive 
programs." 
Interviews Summarized 
Table 7 is a recap of the interviews summarized in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6. Table 7 identifies 
questions asked the interview groups. 
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Table 7. Surveyed groups' responses summarized 
Question 
SCSD AJUSD AJUSD 
principals principals supervisors Comett 
1. The key purpose of the principal 
evaluation is for: 
• Professional growth 
• Merit pay 
• Promotion 
• Termination 
• Accoimtability 
2. How frequent are principal evaluations 
conducted in your district? 
• Annually 
• Never 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
3. How frequent are official site visits 
conducted by your supervisor? 
• Annually 
• Frequently 
• Never 
• As needed X 
4. How frequent are unofficial site visits 
conducted by your supervisor? 
• Monthly 
• Less than monthly 
• More than monthly 
• Never 
• Occasionally 
5. Do these visits include: 
• Conversations 
• Scheduled conferences 
• Formal observations 
• Shadowing 
6. Do conferences occur: 
• Never 
• Summative only 
® Formative only 
• Formative and summative 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
a 
No opportunity to respond. 
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Table 7. Continued 
SCSD AJUSD AJUSD 
Question principals principals supervisors Comett 
7. Summative input is obtained from: 
• Supervisor X X 
• Peers 
• Teachers X 
• Students X 
• Parents X 
• Portfolio 
• Productivity report X 
8. The feedback you receive can best be 
described as: 
• None 
• Seldom 
• Unclear 
• Helpful X 
• Specific X 
• Goal related 
9. Goal-setting in the evaluation process is: 
• Never done X 
• Seldom 
® Unclear 
• Helpful X 
• Specific X 
• Goal related X 
10. Goal-setting in the evaluation process: -
• Includes personal/professional goals X X 
• Refers to school goals X X 
• Refers to district goals X X 
11. Professional development for principals 
at the district level is: 
• Not available X X 
• Available via administrator inservice 
• Available via peer support group X X 
12. Other types of professional development 
for principals are: 
• University courses X X 
• Professional workshops X X 
• Conferences X X 
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Table 7. Continued 
SCSD AJUSD AJUSD 
Question principals principals supervisors Comett 
13. How many years have you been 
involved in the present system of 
principal evaluation? 
1-9 yrs. 
mean 6.4 
14. How would you rate the training your 
supervisor received in the present 
evaluation system? 
• Inadequate 
• Adequate 
• Intensive X 
15. How would you rate the training you 
received in the present evaluation 
system? ~ 
• Inadequate 
• Adequate 
• Intensive X 
16. The principal evaluation system was 
developed: 
• By the state 
• By the district 
• With principal input X X 
17. How many years has the principal 2-10 yrs. 
evaluation system been in place in mean 6.2 
this district? 
18. With "one" being ineffective and "five" 
being highly effective, how would you 
rate the following: ~ 
• This system measures actual 
principal performance. 3.00 
• This system identifies problems. 3.75 
• This system fosters professional growth. 3.00 
» This system fosters stodent achievement. 2.75 
• This system is a valid reflection of daily 
responsibilities. 3.75 
• This system reflects what the district 
expects of principals. 4.00 
X 
X 
12 yrs 
4.00 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
I l l  
Table 7. Continued 
Question 
SCSD 
principals 
AJUSD 
principals 
AJUSD 
supervisors Comett 
• This system improves principal 
performance. 
• This system increases principal/ 
supervisor communication. 
• This system monitors principal 
accountability. 
3.75 
3.00 -
3.33 
4.50 
4.00 
4.50 
19. Were you involved in the development 
of the principal evaluation system? No Yes 
20. In your district, is there a uniform and 
fair method of appraising an 
individual's performance? No Yes Yes 
• Is there a suitable personnel records 
system to maintain performance 
evaluations? No Yes Split 
• Is the present system; 
Objective 
Subjective 
Both 
__a 
X 
_^a 
X 
Is there consistency in applying 
assessment measures and providing 
merit awards? Unknown Yes 
21. Does the superintendent have an 
adequate perception of your performance 
to make a fair and objective judgment? Yes Yes Yes 
22. Does the plan serve as a motivator for 
better performance? No 
23. What are your views for hooking 
compensation to performance (i.e., 
merit pay)? 
Split Yes Undecided 
Against Split Favor Favor 
24. Is there a sense of competition among 
the administrators to obtain additional 
compensation? Yes No Split 
Table 7. Continued 
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Question 
SCSD AJUSD AJUSD 
principals principals supervisors Comett 
• Should one of the criteria be the 
requirement to share ideas, projects, 
information, etc. with the other 
25. 
26. 
28. 
30. 
principals? Yes Yes Yes a 
Is there a specified "pot" of money 
available for pay-for-performance 
(merit pay)? Unknown Unknown No 
Would more money in the "pot" 
make pay-for-performance more 
appealing (is there adequate 
fiimcing)? Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Do all who meet the criteria receive 
merit pay? Unknown Yes No a 
Would you prefer to have merit pay 
incentives in addition to a cost-of-
living adjustment (COLA)? Yes Yes Yes Yes 
In your opinion is pay-for-performance 
motivating? Yes Yes Yes Undecided 
• Will pay-for-performance residt in 
more productivity (i.e., will you 
work harder)? No Yes Yes Undecided 
• Will pay-for-performance result in 
a higher quality product (i.e., wDl 
you produce a higher quality of 
work)? No Undecided Yes Undecided 
Do you believe that any of the 
following should determine or 
influence your salary? 
a. Quality of your work 
b. Quantity of your work 
c. Number of hours you work 
d. Additional responsibility 
e. Type of responsibility 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Split 
Split 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
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Table 7. Continued 
Question 
SCSD AJUSD AJUSD 
principals principals supervisors Comett 
f. Seniority 
g. Education level/training 
h. Goal completion 
31. Are the principals' fringe benefits 
eaual to the teachers'? 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Undecided 
Yes 
Yes 
Split 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
32. Do you think having a comparison 
of salaries and benefits of the principals 
in the surrounding districts would be 
useful? Yes Yes Yes 
33. Has anyone received an allotment (merit 
pay) because children are learning better? Split Unknown Yes 
• Should that be one of the criteria? No Yes Yes Yes 
• Are Career Ladder teachers rewarded 
because children are learning better 
in your district? 
34. Do you think that knowing school 
district's compensation plan would 
dissuade or persuade you (principals) 
to come here? 
Unknown/ 
no factor 
Yes 
Neutral 
Yes 
Persuade 
35. Has there been very much dialogue 
among the principals about the 
present pay system? 
36. Would or could the involvement of 
the principals in the development of 
a pay-for-performance plan result 
in an effective system? 
37. In this district, are individual salaries 
public information? 
• Are salaries published? 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Split 
Split 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Split 
Yes 
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Table 7. Continued 
SCSD AJUSD AJUSD 
Question principals principals supervisors Comett 
• What are your feelings on having 
your salary, including merit pay, 
disclosed to the public? Neutral No No/neutral Must 
38. How would you describe the 
organization of your district? 
• Centralized 
• Some site-based decisions X X 
• All site-based decisions 
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Accountability was chosen by all ten (100%) of the interviewees asked to identify key 
purposes of the principal evaluation. Nine of the ten subjects (90%) identified professional 
growth; five of the ten (50%) selected promotion; and four of the ten (40%) identified merit pay 
and termination as key purposes for principal evaluation. 
Seven of the fourteen respondents (50%) favored hooking merit pay to performance. One 
of the SCSD principals (25%) favored hooking merit pay to performance, three of the seven 
AJUSD principals (57%) were in favor, and the two AJUSD supervisors and Ms. Comett were in 
favor. There was slightly more support on the issue of pay-for-performance is motivating, with 
eight of the fourteen respondents (57 %) saying it is. It was the opinion of both AJUSD 
supervisors, two of the four SCSD principals (50%), and four of the seven AJUSD principals 
(14%) that pay-for-performance is motivating. Ms. Comett was undecided if pay-for-
performance is motivating. Six of the fourteen respondents (43%) believed merit pay would be 
reason to work harder, and the same number thought merit pay would produce a higher quality of 
work. 
Thirteen of the fourteen surveyed (93%) were in favor of requiring individuals to share 
ideas, projects, information, etc. as a criterion for merit pay. Eight of the fomteen interviewed 
(57%) agreed that there is not enough money currently available for merit pay and more money 
would make it more appealing. All fourteen of the mterviewees (100%) preferred to have merit 
pay incentives in addition to a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA.) 
On the issue of what should determine or influence salary, twelve of the fourteen surveyed 
(86%) believed quality of work should and nine of fourteen (64%) believed quantity of work 
should. Seven of the fourteen interviewed (50%) believed number of hours worked should 
determine or influence salary. Eleven of fourteen (79%) thought additional responsibility, type of 
responsibility, and goal completion should be an influencer of salary. Eight of the fourteen (57%) 
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believed seniority and education level/training should determine or influence salary. Student 
achievement was favored by eight of the fourteen interviewed (57%) as a criterion for receiving 
merit pay. 
Eleven of the fourteen surveyed (79%) thought the involvement of principals in the 
development of a merit pay plan would or could result in an effective system. Disclosing 
individual salaries to the public was opposed by five of the fourteen respondents (36%). 
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CHAPTER V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter focuses on the summary statements reviewing the steps in the research, 
conclusions drawn from the results of the research, a final model merit pay plan, limitations of 
the study, a discussion of the implications of the study, recommendations for practice, and 
recommendations for further research. 
Summary of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to analyze data obtained via interviews and written 
documentation inductively and design a merit pay plan for principals intended to improve 
priQcipal effectiveness in school leadership, while indirectly increasing student performance. 
Qualitative research and case stody methods were used to conduct the study. 
This study reviewed the current literatore on merit pay, determined a rationale and 
justification for it, and developed a final model merit pay plan for principals. This case smdy was 
initiated with Saydel Community School District, Saydel, Iowa, a district under contract with the 
School Improvement Model, Iowa State University for assistance in developing a merit pay plan 
for administrators. Permission was granted this researcher to conduct face-to-face interviews of 
the SCSD principals. An interview instrument was administered to the SCSD principals in June 
and July 1991. Before the analysis of the data was completed, the superintendent resigned and 
the new superintendent discontinued SCSD's involvement with Iowa State University's School 
Improvement Model and with this study. 
The School Improvement Model, Iowa State University, was contracted by Apache Junction 
Unified School District, Arizona, for assistance in developing a school improvement project. 
Permission was granted this researcher to conduct face-to-face interviews of the AJUSD 
F' 
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administrators. Initial surveys were administered in July 1993 and the final survey was 
administered in July 1995. In August 1994 a survey instrument was administered to Lynn M. 
Comett, a recognized expert on career ladders and merit pay in education. 
The review of literature served to verify theoretical, social, and professional bases for the 
development of a model merit pay plan for principals. The literatore revealed twelve objectives 
of merit pay in education (Educational Research Services, Inc., 1994; Garland, 1989; Herman & 
Herman, 1995; Russell, 1985): 1) to recruit and retain qualified employees who will provide the 
type of service expected by the public; 2) rewarding excellence in teaching and school 
performance is the best way to improve schools; 3) superior educators should receive a larger 
salary than those who are less effective; 4) justifying it paying poor performers the same rate as 
superior performers is difficult; 5) merit pay for administrators not only improves performance 
but sets an example for other employees such as teachers; 6) merit pay for principals strengthens 
the rationale of merit pay for teachers; 7) merit pay can be used to discriminate between excellent 
and less than average principals while giving direction for improvement; 8) incentive pay allows 
schools to compensate employees according to the effectiveness of their performance, which 
grants more motivation for improvement; 9) motivated administrators will work harder toward 
improving their schools and incorporating interventions to improve student achievement; 
10) merit pay plans can substantially increase salaries of principals to levels much higher than 
cost-of-living increases; 11) obtaining even higher salaries is possible for outstanding principals 
than those on much higher salary scales; 12) merit pay could provide a performance evaluation 
system that will identify those with outstanding performance and help terminate the employment 
of those who should not be in education. (The list of widely-accepted objectives of merit pay 
from principals interviewed can be found in Table 8.) These objectives were supported by 
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Table 8. Widely accepted objectives of merit pay for principals (derived from interviews) 
® Merit pay attracts and retains qualified employees who will provide the type of services 
expected by the public. 
• Rewarding excellence in teaching and school performance is the best way to improve schools. 
• Superior educators should receive a larger salary than those who are less effective. 
» It is difficult to justify paying poor performers the same rate as superior performers. 
• Merit pay for administrators not only improves performance but sets an example for other 
employees such as teachers. 
• Merit pay for prmcipals strengthens the rationale of merit pay for teachers. 
• Merit pay can be used to discriminate between excellent and less than average principals while 
giving direction for improvement.. 
• Incentive pay allows schools to compensate employees according to the effectiveness of their 
performance which grants more motivation for improvement. Motivated administrators will 
work harder toward improving dieir schools and incorporating interventions to unprove 
student achievement. 
• Merit pay plans can substantially increase salaries of principals much higher than cost-of-living 
increases. 
• It is possible for outstanding principals to obtain even higher salaries than those on 
significantly higher salary scales. 
• Merit pay could provide a performance evaluation system that will identify those with 
outstanding performance and help terminate the employment of those who should not be in 
education. 
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interviews of school administrators, an expert on incentive pay in education, and members of a 
judgment panel who have developed or operated a merit pay system in education. 
A proposed merit pay plan model for principals was designed to satisfy the widely accepted 
objectives of merit pay. The proposed plan intended to include widely accepted criteria while 
avoiding widely accepted objections to merit pay. 
The proposed model contained an introduction, rational for a philosophy statement, core 
elements to include in the policy statement, items to be considered for inclusion in the model's 
performance evaluation plan, and a merit pay policy statement for the "Model School District" 
(Appendix C). 
A validation questionnaire for the proposed model merit pay plan was designed to 
determine if the key items had been identified that need to be either included or excluded from the 
model to make it work. The judgment panel was asked to respond to specific questions hooked to 
diose items to see if the new plan will overcome the shortcomings found in other plans. 
The validation questionnaire and the proposed model merit pay plan were submitted to the 
nine members of the judgement panel. All members of the panel have developed and operated a 
merit pay system in education. 
Responses from the judgment panel were analyzed and used to revise the proposed merit 
pay plan model. The final merit pay plan model was compared with the Apache Junction Unified 
School District's merit pay plan. The final merit pay plan model and the AJUSD merit pay plan 
were evaluated using The Personnel Standards of The Joint Committee on Standards for 
Educational Evaluation. 
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Conclusions of the Study 
Based upon the findings of this study, the following conclusions can be made regarding the 
research questions posed at the commencement of this study; 
The researcher was surprised that all seven of the AJUSD principals thought the key 
purpose of principal evaluation was for accountability, and only two of them thought the key 
purpose was for merit pay. Most principal performance evaluations are designed for 
accountability. The stated purpose of the AJUSD principal performance evaluation, however, 
was to identify principals to receive merit pay. 
Merit pay for principals can be workable if certain conditions occur in the development of a 
merit pay plan. The merit pay plan must include and exclude specific items. 
The information gleaned from the research of the literature and the results of the interviews 
were used to answer the set of questions asked in Chapter I. The answers were the basis for 
formulating a model merit pay plan and questions to be submitted to the judgment panel. These 
answers constitute the contribution to the literature of this investigation. 
Question 1. Should the plan include a professional development program? 
Yes. Professional growth was identified by nine of the ten (90%) interviewees asked, 
"What is the key purpose of evaluation?" A professional development program was determined 
to be a component of the plan and should be funded by the school district. Principals' 
professional development plans should be based on district and building goals, and the principals' 
performance evaluations. 
Question 2. Should the amount of merit pay for individual principals be made public? 
The literature contained very little discussion regarding making the salaries of principals or 
educators public. It appeared that state law was a primary determiner for making or not making 
individual salaries public. Five of die fourteen asked (36%) opposed, and nine of the fourteen 
(64%) were neutral or favored disclosing individual salaries to the public. The merit pay model 
will not include the issue of publishing individual salaries, as the determinations should be either 
state law or existing practices in the district. 
Question 3. Should the evaluation of the merit pay plan be done at the local or the state level? 
Again, there was very little discussion in the literamre on this issue. Even in those states 
that have merit pay fimded by the state, the local districts evaluate their own programs. Specified 
parameters may be included in the merit pay program evaluation as conditions for receiving state 
fimds. The evaluation of merit pay plans should be done at the local level, unless specifically 
required by state law or regulation. 
Question 4. Is rigorous training required of the evaluator? 
Yes. The seven AJUSD principals and both supervisors said that the principals' supervisor 
had adequate or intensive training in the evaluation system and the merit pay system. Rigorous 
training for the evaluator on principal performance evaluation and on the merit pay plan is 
crucial. The evaluator's training should be specific to the process of evaluating each criterion 
established for the principals. The training should also include all of the elements contained in 
the principals' annual performance evaluation, to include gathering a portfolio for multiple data 
set. The principals should receive this training along with the principals' evaluator. Training 
should occur before the evaluation cycle begins or the merit pay plan is implemented. 
Question 5. Should the performance evaluation of the principal be conducted by an individual or 
by a team? 
The literature contained limited discussion on performance evaluations conducted by a 
team. Support was for team evaluations when certain standards are followed (Hetzel, 1992). 
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However, the team approach to principal evaluation is preferred, but not always possible. Ms. 
Comett believed an evaluation by a team was preferable to one evaluator and could have very 
positive results. The final model plan leaves this for the school board or superintendent to decide. 
Question 6. Who should be involved in the development of a merit pay plan for principals? 
The literature was very definite in the need to include all stakeholders in the development of 
a merit pay plan (Alexander & Manatt, 1992; Burkett & McElrath, 1992). Eleven of the fourteen 
interviewed (79%) believed the involvement of the principals in development of a pay-for-
performance plan would or could result in an effective system. Any who can or will be affected 
by a merit pay plan will be directly involved or represented in the development of the final merit 
pay plan. The plan calls for a policy advisory committee of stakeholders, chaired by the district 
superintendent, to make policy recommendations to the school board. One-half the stakeholders' 
committee includes central office staff, teachers, and parents appointed by the superintendent, and 
one-half are principals selected by the principals. 
Question 7. Are there criteria for such a plan that are widely accepted by principals, upper-level 
administrators, and school boards? 
Yes. The research of the literature and response from the interviews suggest sixteen criteria 
for inclusion in the merit pay plan for principals (National Commission for the Principalship, 
1990; Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 1984). A criterion was determined to have 
wide acceptance and included on the list if 75 percent or more of the subjects interviewed agreed 
on its inclusion. Criteria were included on the list that were not presented to all of the subjects. 
If a criterion had unanimous support of those respondents asked, and strong support from the 
literature, that criterion was included on the list. The sixteen criteria that had wide acceptance by 
principals, assistant superintendents, superintendents, and school boards were: 1) clearly defined 
job description; 2) valid, reliable, and legally discriminating evaluation system; 3) adequate 
funding; 4) rewards for all who meet the criteria; 5) multiple criteria; 6) stakeholders involved in 
development of evaluation system and merit pay plan; 7) pre-implementation training for 
principals and evaluators; 8) professional development; 9) Cost-of-Living-Adjustment (COLA); 
10) performance rating appeal process; 11) process to review on a routine cycle the merit pay 
policy and plan; 12) increased student learning promoted; 13) employee acceptance and 
satisfaction; 14) school board and management commitment to the plaain time and resources; 
15) pay equity; and 16) preserving a team concept. (Table 8 contains the list of widely accepted 
criteria for merit pay for principals.) 
Question 8. What will be the criteria for deciding who will get merit pay and how much will they 
get? 
The literature and the interviewees consistently referred to the following nine criteria as 
conditions for receivmg merit pay: principals' progress toward meeting personal and building 
goals; principals' progress toward meeting district goals; works cooperatively and shares 
knowledge, information, projects, etc. with other principals; teacher performance and evaluation 
of teachers and staff; school climate; community relations; additional responsibility; educational 
leadership; and student achievement measured in gain scores obtained from pre- and post-
criterion-based tests (Manatt, 1988; National Association of Elementary School Principals, 1991; 
National Commission for the Principalship, 1990). These criteria were included in the final merit 
pay model. Table 9 contains the widely accepted criteria included in a merit pay plan. Table 10 
contains the widely accepted objections to merit pay for principals'. These items should not be 
included in a merit pay plan for principals. 
Merit pay awards of 10 to 30 percent of the base salary are cited in the literamre as enough 
to motivate workers significantly to improve performance (Brandt & Gansneder, 1992; Winston, 
1993). Ten percent was used in the final merit pay model for the maximum amount of merit pay 
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Table 9. Widely-accepted criteria to include in a merit pay plan (from the literature and 
interviews) 
• Clearly defined job description 
• Valid, reliable, and legally discriminating evaluation system 
• Adequate fimding 
• Rev/ards for all who meet the criteria 
• Multiple criteria 
• Multiple sets of data—not just supervisor's rating 
• Stakeholders involved in development of evaluation system and merit pay plan 
• Pre-implementation training for principals and evaluators 
• Professional development 
• Cost-of-Living Adjustment (COLA) 
• Appeal process 
• Review process 
• Increased student learning promoted 
• Employee acceptance and satisfaction 
® School board and management commitment to the plan in time and resources 
• Pay equity 
• Preserving a team concept 
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Table 10. Widely-accepted objections to merit pay for principals (from the literature and 
interviews) 
• Artificial cutoffs limit mmiber receiving merit pay. 
• Competition is stressed rather than cooperation. 
a Evaluation systems are inadequate. 
® Limited criteria 
• Poorly trained evaluators 
« Criteria are unclear or are based on hypothetical beliefs that are difficult to observe and 
measure. 
• Principals' performance is extremely difficult to assess accurately. 
• Directly hooking financial rewards to percentage increases in student achievement 
• Arbitrary awards 
• Excluding stakeholders in the development of the plan 
• Nonexistent or limited professional development 
• Periods of severe budget cuts tend to reduce or eliminate monetary incentives. 
• Perceptions of pay inequity can have negative results. 
• Money does not serve as a motivator for many principals. 
• Finding a fair and reliable way of identifying who will receive merit pay 
• Merit pay does not guarantee an improvement in student achievement. 
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some principals could receive. Comett (1994) suggests the target of 20 to 30 percent of 
employees receive merit pay. 
Question 9. How frequently should performance evaluations be conducted? 
An abundance of evidence exists supporting the inclusion of both formal and informal visits 
by supervisors in principals' performance evaluations (Manatt, 1988; National Commission for 
the Principalship, 1990; Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 1984). The final model 
merit pay plan requires a minimum of four school visits with a conference during the year by 
each principal's supervisor. The time problem can be reduced by using multiple appraisers and 
360 degree feedback. 
Question 10. What should be the length of the evaluation cycle? 
Common practice and the literature revealed the standard length of the evaluation cycle for 
prmcipals was one year (Herman, 1991; National Association of Elementary School Principals, 
1991). The final model plan contained a one school year cycle. 
Question 11. Should salary increases for principals be tied to prevailing increases in the area or 
to a cost-of-living index? 
The interviewees had considerable interest in having a comparison of salaries and benefits 
of the principals in the surrounding districts. There was, however, even more interest, especially 
by the principals, for an annual cost-of-living-adjustment (COLA) besides merit pay. The final 
model merit pay plan calls for a locally calculated adjustment that truly reflects the cost-of-living 
increase for that area. 
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Question 12. Should merit pay be hooked to a salary index? 
The literature did not suggest any preference to this issue. The salary index is the 
traditional method used for maintaining equity among employees and will be used in the final 
merit pay model. 
Question 13. Should the amount of the merit pay be a percentage of the salary index or a specific 
dollar amount? 
Yes. The literature indicates that a percentage of the salary index and a specific dollar 
amount are equally popular forms of merit pay (Educational Research Service, 1993). The merit 
pay model will use a percentage of the salary indexes as a method for determining the amount of 
the merit award. 
Question 14. Should student achievement be a determining factor in merit pay for the principal? 
Yes. The preponderance of literature supports having students' achievement as an influence 
on merit pay, especially if measuring student gains (Comett, 1992; Manatt & Daniels, 1990; 
Morrow, 1992). Although 57 percent of those interviewed agreed that student learning/ 
achievement should be a criterion, only 21 percent opposed including it as a criterion, and 22 
percent were neutral. The final model merit pay plan had student achievement measured in gain 
scores as a major factor for determining merit pay. 
Question 15. Should school climate be a factor for merit pay for principals? 
Yes. A school climate was identified in the literature review and the interviews as a 
condition for receiving merit pay (National Commission for the Principalship, 1990; Northwest 
Regional Educational Laboratory, 1984). A school climate was a criterion for receiving merit 
pay m the final model merit pay plan. 
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In conclusion, the study provided a final merit pay model for principals designed to be 
acceptable to principals, upper-level administrators, and school boards. This model included 
criteria that had wide acceptance for merit pay for principals while avoiding widely accepted 
objections to merit pay for principals. Finally, this model was determined to meet The Personnel 
Standards of The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation. The results of this 
study suggest that developing a merit pay plan for principals that can serve as a model for school 
districts is possible. It is also concluded that many factors must be present for merit pay for 
principals to attain wide acceptance and to achieve the intended objectives. 
Final Merit Pay Plan Model 
Judgment panel survey results 
The judgment panel findings are simimarized in Table 11. Five members of the judgment 
panel believed there was enough money in the model to nuke a difference and four members 
believed the plan allowed for too much money. Concerns cited were, "Funding is a problem," 
"Would the public support this?" "Does this mean that an exemplary principal could double their 
salary in five years time?" and "Twenty percent and 10 percent are excessive amounts over and 
above a COLA." 
Six of the nine members did not think there was enough detail in the model. Comments 
made were "More specifics," ""Who evaluates?" "Percent of base pay or formula?" "More 
specific on rating categories," "The stakeholder committee should recommend to the 
superintendent. Appeals [should be made] to the superintendent," and "The job description must 
reflect acmal duties of the principal and be annually reviewed for accuracy. Additionally, 
relating program expectations to job responsibilities will be important and select critical 
performance indicators tied to set standards." 
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Table 11. Model merit pay plan: Judgment panel critique summary 
Question Response Comments 
1. Do you think the 
amount of money will 
be enough to make a 
difference? 
Enough 5 
Not enough 0 
Too much 4 
Funding is a problem. 
Would the public support this? 
Does this mean that an exemplary 
principal could double their salary 
in five years' time? 
Twenty percent and 10 percent are 
excessive amounts over and above a 
COLA. 
2. Is there enough detail 
in the model? 
Enough 3 
Not enough 6 
Too much 0 
More specifics. 
Who evaluates? 
Percent of base pay or formula? 
More specific on rating categories. 
The stakeholder committee should 
recommend to the superintendent. 
Appeals [should be made] to the 
superintendent. 
The job description must reflect actual 
duties of the principal and be 
annually reviewed for accuracy. 
Additionally, relating program 
expectations to job responsibilities 
will be important and select critical 
performance indicators tied to set 
standards. 
3. Do you think there 
are additional criteria 
for obtaining merit 
pay that should be 
included? 
Yes 6 
No 2 
No response 1 
Student growth, school climate, 
professional development, and 
school improvement. 
Student and parent feedback, system 
leadership. 
Extra responsibility, community 
relationship, knowledge of 
curriculum/instruction. 
Lacks specificity . . . related how to 
teacher performance, evaluation, 
school climate, smdent 
performance. 
Student performance should weigh 
heavier. 
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Table 11. Continued 
Question Response Comments 
4. Is the amount of input 
by principals enough? 
Enough 6 
Not enough 1 
Too much 1 
Undecided 1 
5. Should there be 
weight added to the 
criterion? 
Yes 4 
No 2 
Undecided 3 
6. Should student 
achievement count 
more than supervisor 
rating? 
Yes 4 
No 4 
No response 1 
Except for references to conferences 
and/or written feedback, I do not 
see much in the way of supporting 
data supplied by the principals. 
Principals should have supporting data 
provided to give evidence. 
More definition as to what is minimal 
input expected from building 
principals. 
Yes, if they traly have time to be a 
part of the stakeholders' team. 
Best decided by the stakeholders with 
input from the governing board and 
superintendent. 
That could be determined by the local 
school district, based upon district 
goals. 
Some items on job description may not 
be as important as say staff 
development or student 
performance. 
More categories. 
Why are we here? 
No, some might change their overall 
educational focus. 
Student achievement should be tracked 
over time. A base needs to be 
established. Smdent achievement 
should be a percent of supervisor 
rating. 
No, if the performance evaluation 
system is well balanced, you need 
data from multiple sources to see 
the whole picture. 
Should be equal. 
Local decision! Demographics, quality 
of supervisor traming, and district 
focus will all play a role in this 
weighting. We must remember— 
student achievement is why we are 
in this business. 
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The need for additional criteria was identified by six members. Specific criteria identified 
were "Student growth, school climate, professional development, and school improvement," 
"Student and parent feedback, system leadership," "Extra responsibility, community relationship, 
knowledge of curriculum/instruction," "Lacks specificity . . . related how to teacher 
performance, evaluation, school climate, student performance," and "Student performance should 
weigh heavier." 
Six members thought the input by principals was enough, one thought not enough, one 
thought too much, and one was undecided. Comments made were, "Except for references to 
conferences and/or written feedback, I do not see much in the way of supporting data supplied by 
the principals," "Principals should have supporting data provided to give evidence," "More 
definition as to what is minimal input expected from building principals," and "Yes, if they truly 
have time to be a part of the stakeholders' team." 
Adding weight to the criteria was favored by four members, not favored by two members, 
and three members were undecided. One member said, "Best decided by the stakeholders with 
input from the governing board and superintendent." Others commented, "That could be 
determined by the local school district, based upon district goals," "Some items on job description 
may not be as important as say staff development or student performance," and others requested 
"more categories." 
Panel members were split on counting student achievement more than supervisor rating and 
one member did not respond. Responses were, "Why are we here?" "No, some might change 
their overall educational focus," "Student achievement should be tracked over time. A base 
needs to be established. Student achievement should be a percent of supervisor rating," "No, If 
the performance evaluation system is well balanced, you need data from multiple sources to see 
the whole pictore," "Should be equal," and "Local decision! Demographics, quality of 
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supervisor training, and district focus will all play a role in this weighting. We must remember— 
student achievement is why we are in this business." 
Final merit pay plan model 
Results of the judgement panel questioraiaire were analyzed to identify components of the 
mode! merit pay plan to be retained, eliminated, revised or added. Changes in the merit pay plan 
model occurred in three areas: philosophy, introduction, and policy. The addition to the 
philosophy area was the school district's commitment to providing high quality education for all 
children and youth. 
Major change in die introduction area was the addition of a statement of the school board's 
recognition of the need for intensive training for principals and dieir supervisors on the 
performance evaluation plan and the merit pay plan. This statement was inadvertently omitted 
from the proposed merit pay plan. 
The most significant changes in the final merit pay plan model occurred in the policy 
section. Allocations for merit pay were reduced from 20 percent of the base to 10 percent of the 
base for a "superior" rating, and from 10 percent of the base to 5 percent of the base for a 
"conmiendable" rating. Ten criteria were added: principals' progress toward meeting personal 
and building goals; principals' progress toward meeting district goals; works cooperatively and 
shares knowledge, information, projects, etc. with other principals; teacher performance and 
evaluation of teachers and staff; school climate; community relations; additional responsibility; 
educational leadership; and student achievement. Each criterion, except student achievement, 
was assigned a maximum value of ten points. Student achievement was assigned a maximum 
value of 20 points and the total points possible were 100. Student achievement is measured in 
gain scores obtained from pre- and post-criterion-based tests. Subjective and objective methods 
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were presented for use by the principal's supervisor to determine points assigned for each 
criterion. 
A statement was added that the principal is encouraged to give the supervisor information 
and documentation to help in the evaluation. This information could be in a portfolio. Another 
item added was the requirement that a minimum of four school visits during the school year will 
be made by each principal's supervisor and each visit will include a conference between the 
principal and supervisor. An additional conference will be held during the last three weeks of the 
school year to review the evaluation report and the principal's final performance rating. The final 
major change was that an appeal of the performance rating must be submitted to the 
superintendent rather than the school board. Following is the final version of the merit pay plan 
model for principals, followed by a flow chart of the merit pay process (Figure 1). 
MERIT PAY PLAN FOR PRINCIPALS (FINAL VERSION, 1996) 
A MODEL 
INTRODUCTION 
This model merit pay plan for principals is based on data resulting from interviews of administrators 
of two schools districts involved in merit pay for principals, concepts gleaned from a literature review, and 
an interview of a recognized authority on merit pay. The model contains the most desired elements for 
principal acceptance and avoids those elements &at are most distasteful to principals. School districts 
considering merit pay for principals can use this model as a tool for planning and establishing policy and 
procedures. 
PEDDLOSOPHY 
A statement of philosophical and financial commitment to merit pay is developed by the school 
board. The statement includes: 
• rationale for establishing a merit pay policy 
purpose or intent of merit pay 
• financial commitment 
* an adequate budget for merit pay is designated 
POLICY STATEMENT 
Merit pay policy is developed with input from all stakeholders, especially principals. Core elements 
of the policy are: 
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• clearly defined job description 
performance plan based on job description 
• equitable salary index 
all principals meeting criteria will receive fmancial compensation 
all principals receive basic cost of living adjustment (COLA) 
consequences for unsatisfactory performance 
• stakeholder involvement (Stakeholders are an ad hoc group making recommendatioiis to the board of 
education. The board must make the final policy decisions.) 
* principal's performance/evaluation plan 
^ merit pay plan 
merit pay compensation is in addition to cost of living salary increases 
>• criteria for determining amounts of merit pay 
* percentage of principals' base pay; or 
* formula; or 
* specific amount 
>• performance rating appeal process. 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PLAN 
A Performance Evaluation Plan, based on the principal's job description, is established. These items 
should be required by the school board or district superintendent. 
performance evaluation plan mutually developed by an ad hoc group of principals and representative(s) of 
the school board 
performance evaluation plan based on Principal Job Description 
• performance evaluation plan is research based 
principal's behaviors are clearly identified and stated 
multiple criteria 
* principal's progress toward meeting personal, building and district goals 
^ related to teacher performance and evaluation of teachers and staff 
^ school climate 
A community relations 
^ additional responsibility 
A educational leadership 
'• linked to student performance/achievement 
• norm referenced assessment: compared to national norms, state norms, district norms or school 
norms 
• criterion-based assessment 
•> based on smdent achievement gain scores 
• weight of criteria 
" each criterion assigned weight value 
• weight assigned dependent on importance to the district 
• principals' evaluator(s) 
* assistant superintendent for personnel; or 
* co-evaluators: assistant superintendent for personnel and assistant superintendent for instruction 
process for providing feedback on principal's performance 
* conferences 
» frequency 
* written andyor verbal 
>• unsatisfactory performance 
* does not result in pay decrease 
* written improvement plan 
* continued unsatisfactory performance may result in termination 
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• principals' professional development 
i funded by school district 
* detefmiaed by performance rating 
• pre-implementation training 
* principals and evaluators will receive rigorous training on the evaluation system and the merit pay plan 
before the plan is implemented 
• annual review of performance evaluation plan 
• publishmg merit pay recipients 
* determined by state law, or 
preference of school board 
• annual review of merit pay plan 
PHILOSOPHY 
The Model School District is committed to providing the highest quality education for all its children 
and youth. The district schools must be organized, managed, and led in ways which support the philosophy 
and mission of the district. It is recognized that the quality of education in each school is directly related to 
the effectiveness of its principal. 
The Model School District believes that attracting and retaining ^ective principals requires a 
competitive compensation system that rewards high performance and productivity, and a working 
environment which encourages professional growth. The Model School District is willing to reward ^ective 
principals with additional monetary compensation in the form of merit pay. The board will assure adequate 
funding when budgeting for merit pay compensation. 
INTRODUCTION 
This Merit Pay Policy was established by the Model School District Board of Education with 
recommendations from a policy advisory committee of stakeholders. The advisory committee was chaired by 
the district superintendent. One half of the stakeholders' committee included central office staff, teachers, 
and parents appointed by the superintendent and one-half are principals selected by the principals. The 
assignment of the advisory committee is to recommend to the board a Merit Pay Policy, Principal's Job 
Description, and a Principal Performance Evaluation Plan. The Principal Performance Evaluation Plan 
will be based on the Principal's Job Description, individual, building and district goals. Individual and 
building goals are mutually determined by the principal and the principal's supervisor/evaluator. 
The board recognizes the need for iruensive training on the performance evabiation plan for principals 
and their supervisors. Principals and supervisory personnel who will implement the plan will participate in 
training on the plan. Supervisors will receive rigorous training on evaluating principals on the plan's 
criteria. 
POUCY 
Model School District principals are eligible to receive merit pay each year in addition to the 
established base salary. Individual merit pay allocation will be based on the principal's final performance 
rating recorded on the evaluation report. Final performance ratings will be Superior, Commendable, 
Satisfactory, or Needs Improvement. A final performance rating may be appealed to the Model School 
Superintendent. The appeal must be in writing and submitted to the superintendent within two weeks 
following the final evaluation conference. The superintendent's decision will be final. 
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Principals will be evaluated on the following criteria: 
• principal's progress toward meeting personal and building goals (10points) 
' principal's progress toward meeting district goals (10points) 
• works cooperatively and shares knowledge, information, projects, etc. with other principals (10 
points) 
• teacher performance and evaluation of teachers and staff (10 points) 
• school climate (10 points) 
• community relations (10 points) 
• additional responsibility (10 points) 
• educational leadership (10 points) 
• student achievement measured in gain scores obtained from pre- and post-criterion-based tests (20 
points) 
Each criterion, except student achievement, is worth a maximum of 10 points. Student achievement is 
worth a maximum of 20 points and the total points possible are 100. Subjective and objective methods will 
be used by the principal's supervisor to determine points assigned for each criterion. The principal is 
encouraged to provide the supervisor with irtformation and documentation to assist in the evaluation. A 
minimum of four school visits during the school year will be made by each principal's supervisors. Each 
visit will include a conference between the principal and supervisor. An additional conference will be held 
during the last three weeks of the school year to review the evaluation report and the principal's final 
performance rating. 
Base pay will be adjusted each year as determined by a cost of living adjustment (COLA.) The merit 
pay allocation will be a percentage of the principal's base pay as follows: 
Points Rating Percentage of Base Salary 
90-100 Superior 10% 
80-89 Commendable 5 % 
70-79 Sati^actory 0% 
69 and less Needs Improvement 0% 
Principals receiving a performance rating of less than commendable are not eligible for merit pay. 
Principals receiving less than a satirfactory rating will be required to follow a written Performance 
Improvement Plan. The plan will be jointly developed by the principal and the immediate supervisor. 
Continued performance ratings of less than satisfactory may result in termination. 
All principals are expected to pursue professional growth. A variety of professional growth 
opportunities for principals will be funded by the school district. 
The Merit Pay Policy, Principal's Job Description, and Principal Performance Based Evaluation 
Plan will be reviewed annually by the policy advisory committee. Recommendations of the committee will 
be submitted to the Board of Education. 
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Figure 1. Merit pay for principals model (final version, 1996) 
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Final merit pay model compared with the Apache Junction merit pav plan 
Table 12 summarizes the comparison of the final merit pay model widi the AJUSD merit 
pay plan. Major elements that were in the model merit pay plan, but were lacking in the AJUSD 
plan were: stakeholder involvement in the plan development; written school board merit pay 
policy; a comprehensive written merit pay plan; consistent financial commitment by school board; 
clearly defined principals' job description; all principals meeting criteria-receiving merit pay; 
cost-of-living adjustment for all principals; an equitable salary index for principals; established 
number of evaluation visits and follow-up conferences by the principals' evaluator; and pre-
implementation training on evaluation plan and merit pay plan for principals and evaluators. 
Significant common elements of the plans were: a written performance evaluation plan; 
consequences for unsatisfactory performance; multiple criteria; criteria for determining amounts 
of merit pay; process for providing feedback on principals' performance; professional 
development opportunities; performance rating appeal process; annual review of a performance 
evaluation plan; and annual review of the merit pay plan. 
Comparison of evaluation/merit pav plans with The Personnel Evaluation Standards 
This study originally focused on Saydel Community School District, a district attempting 
merit pay for principals. Since this district discontinued involvement in merit pay, and did not 
develop an evaluation system or a merit pay plan, comparing their evaluation system for 
compliance with the Joint Committee on Personnel Evaluation Standards was not possible. 
The Apache Junction Unified School District's Competency-based Evaluation Model 
(Appendix E) was compared with The Personnel Evaluation Standards of The Joint Committee on 
Standards for Educational Evaluation. Table 13 summarizes the comparison of AJUSD's 
evaluation plan with the 21 standards. The comparison was conducted by this researcher and is 
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Table 12. Merit pay model (final version, 1996) compared with the Apache Junction Unified 
School District merit pay plan 
Elements 
Merit pay plan 
(final version) AJUSD merit pay plan 
1. Stakeholder involvement Yes 
in plan development 
2. School board policy on Yes 
merit pay 
3. Written merit pay plan Yes 
4. Financial commitment 
by school board 
5. Clearly defined job 
description 
6. Written performance 
evaluation plan 
7. Performance evaluation 
plan based on job 
description 
8. All principals meeting 
criteria receive merit 
pay 
9. All principals receive 
cost-of-living adjustment 
(COLA) 
10. Consequences for 
unsatisfactory 
performance 
Yes 
Yes, called for in plan 
Yes, called for in plan 
Yes, called for in plan 
Yes, called for in plan 
Yes, called for in plan 
Yes 
No 
Not as a written document 
Some components are 
written 
No, amount varies year to 
year; some years no fimds 
for merit pay 
No written job description 
Yes 
Yes, implied 
No 
No 
Yes 
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Table 12. Continued 
Elements 
Merit pay plan 
(final version, 1996) AJUSD merit pay plan 
11. Multiple criteria Yes, 9 criteria 
a. Personal and a. 
building goal b. 
completion c. 
b. District goal 
completion 
c. Working 
cooperatively 
d. Staff evaluation 
e. School climate 
f. Community 
relations 
g- Additional 
responsibilities 
h. Educational 
leadership 
i. Student achievement 
Yes, 3 criteria 
Teacher evaluation 
Professional growth 
Student achievement 
12. Weighted criteria 
13. Criteria for determining 
araoimts of merit pay 
14. Salary index 
15. Process for providing 
feedback on principal's 
performance 
16. Established number of 
evaluation visits by the 
principal's evaluation 
and follow-up 
conferences 
Yes 
Yes, exceptional -10% 
of base; commendable -
5% of base 
Yes, determined by 
board of education 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes, 33% of merit award for 
commendable rating on each 
criterion 
No, each principal negotiates 
separately 
Yes 
No 
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Table 12. Continued 
Merit pay plan 
Elements (final version, 1996) AJUSD merit pay plan 
17. Pre-implementation Yes No 
training on evaluation 
plan and merit pay plan 
for principals and 
evaluators 
18. Professional Yes Yes 
development 
opportunities 
19. Performance rating Yes Yes 
appeal process 
20. Annual review of Yes Yes 
performance evaluation 
plan 
21. Annual review of merit Yes 
pay plan 
Yes 
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Table 13. Comparison of AJUSD competency-base evaluation model with The Personnel 
Evaluation Standards 
AJUSD competencv-base evaluation model 
Addressed Addressed and Addressed Not 
The Personnel Evaluation Standards and met partially met and not met addressed 
PROPRIETY STANDARDS 
PI; Service orientation X 
P2: Formal evaluation guidelines X 
P3; Conflict of interest X 
P4: Access to personnel evaluation 
reports X 
P5: Interactions with evaluatees X 
UTILITY STANDARDS 
Ul: Constructive orientation X 
U2: Defined uses X 
U3: Evaluator credibDity X 
U4: Functional reporting X 
U5; Follow-up and impact X 
FEASIBILITY STANDARDS 
F1 
F2 
F3 
Practical procedures X 
Political viability X 
Fiscal viability X 
ACCURACY STANDARDS 
Al: Defined role X 
A2: Work environment X 
A3: Documentation of procedures X 
A4: Valid measurement X 
A5: Reliable measurement X 
A6: Systematic data control X 
A7: Bias control X 
A8: Monitoring evaluation systems X 
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subject to misinterpretation due to lack of access to all AJUSD documents about their evaluation 
system. A second possibility of misinterpretation is the subjectivity in the comparison. The Joint 
Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation recommended a format for assessing the 
extent to which each standard had been satisfied. The format used four categories for 
determining the effectiveness of each standard: addressed and met; addressed and partially met; 
addressed and not met; and not addressed. Each standard contained an explanation, rational 
guidelines, common errors, and illustrative cases to show how the standard could be applied. 
Standards judged to be "addressed and met" were: service orientation; formal evaluation 
guidelines; conflict of interest; access to persoimel evaluation; defined uses; evaluator credibility; 
fimctional reporting; fiscal viability; and work environment. Standards to be judged "addressed 
and partially met" were: interactions with evaluatees; constructive orientation: follow-up and 
impact; practical procedures; a defined role; documentation of procedures; valid measurement; 
reliable measurement; systematic data control; and monitoring evaluation systems. There were 
not any standards judged to be "addressed and not met." The standard's political viability and 
bias control were judged to be "not addressed." 
The final merit pay model was compared with The Persoimel Evaluation Standards of The 
Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation. Table 14 summarizes the final merit 
pay model with the 21 standards. The comparison was conducted by this researcher and all 21 
standards were judged to be "addressed and met." 
Joint Committee median ratings of each standard's applicability to evaluations related to merit pav 
Another identified use of The Personnel Evaluation Standards of The Joint Committee on 
Standards for Educational Evaluation is "to help assure that new policy initiatives—e.g., incentive 
pay . . . can accomplish their objectives and are appropriately assessed." Table 15 displays The 
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Table 14. Comparison of the model merit pay plan (final version, 1996) with The Personnel 
Evaluation Standards 
Addressed Addressed and Addressed Not 
The Personnel Evaluation Standards and met partially met and not met addressed 
PROPRIETY STANDARDS 
PI: Service orientation X 
P2: Formal evaluation guidelines X 
P3: Conflict of interest X 
P4: Access to personnel evaluation 
reports X 
P5: Interactions with evaluatees X 
UTILITY STANDARDS 
Ul: Constructive orientation X 
U2: Defined uses X 
U3: Evaluator credibility X 
U4: Functional reporting X 
US: Follow-up and impact X 
FEASIBILITY STANDARDS 
F1 
F2 
F3 
Practical procedures X 
Political viability X 
Fiscal viability X 
ACCURACY STANDARDS 
Al: Defined role X 
A2: Work environment X 
A3: Documentation of procedures X 
A4: Valid measurement X 
A5: Reliable measurement X 
A6: Systematic data control X 
A7: Bias control X 
A8: Monitoring evaluation systems X 
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Table 15. The Joint Committee's median ratings of each standard's applicability to evaluations 
related to merit pay 
Rating 
The Personnel Evaluation Standards High Median Low 
PROPRIETY STANDARDS 
PI 
P2 
P3 
P4 
Service orientation X 
Formal evaluation guidelines X 
Conflict of interest X 
Access to personnel evaluation 
reports 
P5: Interactions with evaluatees X 
UTILITY STANDARDS 
Ul: Constructive orientation X 
U2: Defined uses X 
U3: Evaluator credibility X 
U4; Functional reporting X 
U5; Follow-up and impact X 
FEASIBILITY STANDARDS 
F1 
F2 
F3 
Practical procedures X 
Political viability X 
Fiscal viability X 
ACCURACY STANDARDS 
Al: Defined role X 
A2: Work environment X 
A3: Documentation of procedures X 
A4; Valid measurement X 
A5: Reliable measurement X 
A6: Systematic data control X 
A7: Bias control X 
A8: Monitoring evaluation systems X 
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Joint Committee's median ratings of each standard's applicability to evaluations related to merit 
pay. Standards receiving a median rating of "high" were: formal evaluation guidelines; conflict 
of interest; interactions with evaluatees; constructive orientation; evaluator credibility; practical 
procedures; political viability; fiscal viability; a defined role; documentation of procedures; valid 
measurement; systematic data control; bias control; and monitoring evaluation systems. 
Standards receiving a median rating of "median" were: service orientation; access to personnel 
evaluation reports; defined uses; fiinctional reporting; follow-up and impact; work environment; 
and reliable measurement. No standards received a median rating of "low." 
Limitations of the Study 
The conclusions derived in this study are constrained by the following limitations: 
1. This study was limited to two school districts, one in Iowa considering merit pay for 
principals and one in Arizona with an active merit pay plan for principals. The final 
model might be generalized to other school districts in the United States. 
2. During the study, one district had a change in superintendents and withdrew from the 
study. 
3. The subjects were limited to nine principals, two supervisors of principals, and one 
nationally recognized authority on merit pay in education. 
4. Members of the expert jury were not randomly selected and all were, or had been 
school administrators. All jury members were currently involved in merit pay for 
principals and had vested interests in the success of merit pay in education. 
5. Although examined by a judgement panel, the merit pay model was not field tested. 
6. The fmal model merit plan assumed an ongoing financial commitment by the school 
board to maintain an adequate level of funding for merit pay. 
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7. The final model assumed the stakeholders had the desire and ability to work 
cooperatively to design a workable performance evaluation plan that would be accepted 
by the school board and a iopted into policy. 
8. It is assumed school districts can adequately measure the nine criteria listed in the merit 
pay model. 
9. Saydel Community School District and Apache Junction Unified School District did not 
have a written merit pay plan to compare with the final model merit pay plan. 
Descriptions of those plans by the researcher may have some misinterpretations. 
10. Instruments used to collect data were not pilot tested. 
11. Five different instruments were used to collect data. 
12. No use was made of merit pay systems from private industry. 
Discussion of the Study 
This study appears to have accomplished the objective to develop a model merit pay plan 
that met The Personnel Evaluation Standards while incorporating criteria that were widely 
accepted by principals, upper-level administrators, and school boards, and avoided those 
components that were distasteful to principals. Finally, the model withstood the scrutiny of a 
judgment panel. The result was a viable model for use by school districts considering merit pay 
for principals or desiring to improve an existing merit pay plan. 
Much insight into the components of a model merit pay plan for principals was obtained 
from the significant work of Comett. She identified the serious difficulties frequently faced with 
merit pay and offered solutions to the problems. Her findings and ideas were very usefiil in the 
development of the final model merit pay plan. 
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The early withdrawal of Saydel Community School District from the study was completely 
unexpected. When this study was initiated with SCSD, some members of the school board were 
employed by Bridgestone-Firestone Tire Company, a major employer of the commimity. Those 
board members employed by the tire company had an interest in merit pay. The superintendent 
was reported to have had conflicts with some members of the school board. In an effort to 
maintain his position with the SCSD, the superintendent proposed introducing merit pay for the 
principals. During this process of designing and implementing a merit pay plan, the membership 
of the board changed. The new board did not favor merit pay and the superintendent was 
dismissed. A new superintendent was hired, and is often the case, new programs come with a 
new boss. The new superintendent had interests other than merit pay and, consequently, 
discontinued merit pay for principals and involvement in this study. 
Table 12 compared the merit pay model with the Apache Junction Unified School District 
plan and identified differences and commonalities. The literature reveals that a critical element of 
an effective merit pay plan is the involvement of stakeholders in the development of the plan 
(Alexander & Manatt, 1992; Brandt & Gansneder, 1992; Famsworth, Debenham, & Smith, 
1991). The researcher was surprised that the Apache Jimction merit pay plan had support of most 
of the principals when their plan conflicted with best practices reported in the literature. 
Although Apache Junction Unified School District did not involve their principals in the 
development of their plan, the district is satisfied with their current merit pay plan and is staying 
with it. It is the speculation of the researcher that this success is due to the leadership credibility 
of the district's superintendent and assistant superintendent. The principals believed the 
superintendent and assistant superintendent were fair and had the principals' best interest in mind 
when they made performance evaluations and merit pay decisions. Another speculation of the 
researcher for this success is the teachers at AJUSD have merit pay, and this puts pressure on the 
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principals also to have merit pay. Dissatisfaction with the plan by some principals was directed at 
the idea of merit pay rather than at the assistant superintendent or superintendent. This 
dissatisfaction could be attributed to the lack of involvement by the principals in the development 
of then: performance evaluation system or the merit pay plan. 
Some principals had limited knowledge of the major components of the merit pay plan, 
which also contributed to some negative attitudes toward merit pay. This could be resolved, or 
greatly reduced, with their involvement in the plan's development. 
Another difference was the lack of a written board policy. Again, this seemed to have been 
overcome because of the faith of the principals in the fairness and ability of the assistant 
superintendent and the superintendent. Another surprise to the researcher was the inequity of pay 
among the principals. One principal was hired at a higher salary than other principals were 
receiving after several years of experience in the district as principals. This was a result of no 
salary index and salaries negotiated by individual principals. Also, there were years when there 
were no salary increases due to budget constraints. This was mentioned by only one principal 
and by the assistant superintendent. The researcher was astonished that this was not a bigger 
issue with the principals, especially for those that met the criteria for receiving merit pay. 
It was also very surprising that one principal who met the criteria for merit pay did not 
receive an incentive when other principals did get merit pay. This principal was hired at a higher 
salary than other principals and there was a fear by the administration that additional salary would 
cause discontent with the other principals. 
AJUSD accepted merit pay fimds for student gain scores from the state. As a result, there 
was strong support by the Apache Junction principals to include student achievement as a 
criterion for principals to receive merit pay. Apache Junction included student achievement 
measured by student gain as a criterion for merit pay. Pretests and posttests of students were 
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compared by a complex equation to determine student gains and to avoid as much bias as 
possible. 
The researcher shares with Comett and Deming a concern for preserving a team concept 
along with a merit pay system that identifies winners and losers. The potential for discouraging 
team work is high, rivalry is encouraged, and the attimdes and emotional well being of those 
involved can be damaged. 
The question still needs to be answered, "Should a district use merit pay for principals?" 
Yes. Perhaps no single system is best for everyone or meets die needs of all. However, the 
researcher is not promoting this final model merit pay plan for all school districts, but for those 
districts that share a philosophy in merit pay. 
In summary, this study appears to have accomplished the objective to develop a model 
merit pay plan that met national standards while incorporating criteria that were widely accepted 
by principals, upper-level administrators, and school boards, and avoided those components that 
were distasteful to principals. The result was a viable and practical model for use by school 
districts considering merit pay for principals or desiring to improve an existing merit pay plan. 
Concluding firom the reaction of the judgment panel, this study appears to have accomplished its 
objective. 
Reconmiendations for Practice 
Based upon the earlier stated conclusions, the following recommendations for school 
districts considering merit pay for principals include: 
1. Involve stakeholders as early as possible in the development of a merit pay system. 
2. Develop a philosophy and board policy on performance evaluation and merit pay. 
3. Make a financial commitment for ongoing merit pay. 
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4. Use the 21 Personnel Evaluation Standards as a guide for developing and assessing the 
performance evaluation system and merit pay plan. 
5. Develop a job description for principals as a basis for the performance evaluation plan. 
6. Develop multiple criteria in the principals' performance evaluation as a basis for 
receiving merit pay. Strong consideration should be given to include the following 
criteria: principals' progress toward meeting personal, building, and district goals; 
works cooperatively and shares knowledge, mformation, projects, etc. with other 
principals; teacher performance and evaluation of teachers and staff; school climate; 
community relations; additional responsibility; educational leadership; student 
achievement. These would constitute what the literawre call 360 degree evaluation. 
7. Provide sufficient pre-implementation training to help evaluators to measure criteria and 
the principals to create portfolios. 
8. Include a Cost-of-Living-Adjustment (COLA) for principals besides merit pay. 
9. Conduct an annual review of the merit pay plan and performance evaluation system to 
identify problems and recommendations for change. Recommendations are sent to the 
school board through the superintendent. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The focus of this study was based primarily on principals and supervisors of principals. 
Futare studies could include the views of school board members and teachers concerning the 
design and implementation of a merit pay plan for principals. 
Another main focus of this study was on nine principals and two supervisors of principals of 
two small districts in rural communities. Future smdies could involve principals from larger 
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districts or districts in urban areas. The study should pilot test and use one interview instrument 
to collect data. The expert jury should be randomly selected from a sufficiently large base group. 
A future study could be a field test of the proposed merit pay model in a school district. 
Since this study involved two school districts from rural communities, the field test could be done 
in a medium size district of 15 to 25 administrators. The district should have a well-established 
written merit pay plan cooperatively developed by stakeholders, accepted by the school board, 
and adopted into policy. The plan should have multiple measurable criteria along with an 
adequate level of fimding. The estimated cost to start the model for a district of 15 to 25 
administrators is $18,000 to $29,000. This estimate includes merit pay for 20 percent of the 
principals with a mean salary of $60,000, and training in the plan. The estimate does not include 
fimds for development of a performance evaluation system or to conduct smdent testing to 
determine gain scores. The results of the field test could be used by other districts considering a 
merit pay system for principals. 
This study focused solely on merit pay for principals. A suitable area of smdy for a 
dissertation would be to focus on merit pay for all members of a team within the school, or all 
staff members of a school. If the team or school meets the established criteria, then all members 
of the team or school staff receive merit pay. 
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APPENDIX A. INTERVIEW INSTRUMENTS 
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PRINCIPAL INTERVTEW OTmSTTONS 
1. Were you involved in the development of Saydel's administrator evaluation system? 
2. Is there a uniform and fair method of appraising an individual's performance and a suitable 
personnel records system to mamtain performance evaluations? 
-Is the present system objective or subjective? 
-Is there consistency in applying assessment measures and providing merit awards? 
3. What are the major strengths of the plan? 
4. What are the major problems of the plan? 
5. What can be done to make the plan more workable? 
6. Does the superintendent have an adequate perception of your performance to make a fair and 
objective judgment? 
7. Does the plan serve as a motivator for better performance? 
8. What are your views for hooking compensation to perfonaance (i.e. merit pay)? 
9. Is there a sense of "competition" among the administrators to obtain additional 
compensation? 
-Should one of the criteria be the requirement to share ideas, projects, information, etc. with 
the other principals? 
10. Is there a specified "pot" of money available for pay for performance (merit pay)? 
11. Would more money in the "pot" make pay for performance more appealing (is there 
adequate financing?) 
12. Do all who meet the criteria receive merit pay? 
13. Would you prefer to have merit pay incentives in addition to a cost of living allowance 
(COLA)? 
14. In your opinion is pay for performance motivating? 
-Will pay for performance result in more productivity (i.e. Will you work harder)? 
-WUl pay for performance result in a higher quality product (i.e. WUl you produce a higher 
quality of work)? 
15. Do you believe that any of the following should determine or influence your salary? 
a) quality of your work 
b) quantity of your work 
c) number of hours you work 
d) additional responsibility 
e) type of responsibility 
F" 
1^ 
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f) seniority 
g) education leveiytraining 
h) goal completion 
16. Are the principal's fringe benefits equal to the teachers? 
17. Do you think having a comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the 
surrounding districts would be useful? 
18. Has anyone received an allotment (merit pay) because children are learning better? 
-Should that be one of the criteria? 
19. Do you think that knowing Saydel's compensation plan would dissuade or persuade you to 
come here? 
20. Has there been very much dialogue among the principals about the present pay system? 
21. Would or could the involvement of the principals in the development of a "pay for 
performance" plan result in an effective system? 
22. Are individual salaries (open salaries) public information? 
-Are salaries published? 
-What are your feelings on having your salary, including merit pay, disclosed to the public? 
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APACHE JUNCTION UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
SUPERVISOR SURVEY 
SECTION A: 
1. What is your present position/title? 
2. How many years have you been in this position in this district? 
-How many years of experience do you have as a principal or supervisor? 
3. What is your education level? 
4. What was your age at your last birthday? 
5. Gender: male female 
6. What is the student enrollment of your district? 
7. Is this district: 
-rural 
-urban 
-suburban 
8. What percentage of flie students in your school receive free or reduced lunch? 
9. How many principals are in this district? 
-elementary 
-middle/jr. high 
-high 
-other 
10. How would you describe the organization of your district: 
-centralized 
-some site-based decisions 
-all site-based decisions 
11. Is the key purpose of the principal evaluation in your district for: 
-professional growth 
-merit pay 
-promotion 
-termination 
-accountability 
12. How frequentiy do you conduct evaluations for each principal you evaluate? 
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13. How frequently do you conduct official site visits for each principal you evaluate? 
14. How frequently do you conduct unofficial site visits for each principal you evaluate? 
15. Do these visits include: 
-conversations? 
-scheduled conferences? 
-formal observations? 
-shadowing? 
16. Do conferences occur: 
-never? 
-suimnative only? 
-formative and summative? 
17. Summative input is obtained from: 
-supervisor 
-peers 
-teachers 
-students 
-parents 
-portfolio 
18. The feedback you provide can best be described as: 
-none 
-seldom 
-unclear 
-helpfiil 
-specific 
-goal-related 
19. Goal-setting in the evaluation process is; 
-never done 
-set by you 
-set by the principal 
-set by both 
20. Goal-setting in the evaluation process: 
-mcludes personal/professional goals 
-refers to school goals 
-refers to district goals 
21. Professional development for principals at the district level is: 
-not available 
-available via administrator inservice 
-available via peer support group 
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22. Other types of professional development for principals are: 
-university courses 
-professional workshops 
-conferences 
23. How many years have you been involved in the present system of principal evaluation? 
24. How would you rate the training the principals received in the present evaluation system? 
-inadequate 
-adequate 
-intensive 
25. How would you rate the training you received in the present evaluation system? 
-madequate 
-adequate 
-intensive 
26. The principal evaluation system was developed: 
-by the state 
-by the district 
-with principal input 
27. How many years has the principal evaluation system been in place in this district? 
28. With one being ineffective and five being highly effective, how would you rate the 
following: 
-This system measure actual principal behavior. 
-This system identifies problems. 
-This system fosters professional growth. 
-This system fosters smdent achievement. 
-This system is a valid reflection of daily responsibilities. 
-This system reflects what the district expects of principals 
-This system improves principal performance. 
-This system increases principal/supervisor communication. 
-This system monitors principal accountability. 
29. What do you see as the greatest drawback to effective principal evaluation in this district? 
SECTION B: 
1. Were you mvolved in the development of Apache Junction's administrator evaluation 
system? 
2. Is there a uniform and fair method of appraising an individual's performance? 
-Is there a suitable personnel records system to maintain performance evaluations? 
-Is the present system objective or subjective? 
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-Is there consistency in applying assessment measures and providing merit awards? 
3. What are the major strengths of the plan? 
4. What are the major problems of the plan? 
5. What can be done to make the plan more workable? 
6. Does the superintendent have an adequate perception of your performance to make a fair and 
objective judgment? 
7. Does the plan serve as a motivator for better performance? 
8. What are your views for hooking compensation to performance (i.e. merit pay)? 
9. Is there a sense of "competition" among the administrators to obtain additional 
compensation? 
-Should one of the criteria be the requirement to share ideas, projects, information, etc. with 
the other principals? 
10. Is there a specified "pot" of money available for pay for performance (merit pay)? 
11. Would more money in the "pot" make pay for performance more appealing (is there 
adequate financing?) 
12. Do all who meet the criteria receive merit pay? 
13. Would you prefer to have merit pay incentives in addition to a cost of living allowance 
(COLA)? 
14. In your opinion is pay for performance motivating? 
-Will pay for performance result in more productivity (i.e., Will principals work harder)? 
-Will pay for performance result in a higher quality product (i.e.. Will principals produce a 
higher quality of work)? 
15. Do you believe that any of the following should determine or influence principal's salary? 
a) quality of their work 
b) quantity of their work 
c) number of hours they work 
d) additional responsibility 
e) type of responsibility 
f) seniority 
g) education level/training 
h) goal completion 
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16. Are the principal's fringe benefits equal to the teachers? 
17. Do you think having a comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the 
surrounding districts would be useful? 
18. Has anyone received an allotment (merit pay) becatise children are learning better? 
-Should that be one of the criteria? 
-Are Career Ladder teachers rewarded because children are learning better in your district? 
19. Do you think that knowing Apache Jimction's compensation plan would dissuade or persuade 
principals to come here? 
20. Has there been very much dialogue among the principals about the present pay system? 
21. Would or could the involvement of the principals in the development of a "pay for 
performance" plan result in an effective system? 
22. Are individual salaries (open salaries) public information? 
-Are salaries published? 
-What are your feelings on having your salary, including merit pay, disclosed to the public? 
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APACHE JUNCTION UNIFIED SCHOOT. DISTRICT 
PRINCIPAL SURVEY 
SECTION A: 
1. How many years have you been a principal? 
-How many years a principal in yoiu: current building? 
2. What is your education level? 
3. What was your age at your last birthday? 
4. Gender: male female 
5. What is the enrollment of your school? 
6. What are the grade levels in your school? 
7. What percentage of the students in your school receive free or reduced lunch? 
8. How would you describe the organi2ation of your district: 
-centralized 
-some site-based decisions 
-all site-based decisions 
9. Is the key purpose of the principal evaluation in your district for: 
-professional growth? 
-merit pay? 
-promotion? 
-termination? 
-accountability? 
10. How firequent are principal evaluations conducted? 
11. How frequent are official site visits conducted by your supervisor? 
12. How frequent are unofficial site visits conducted by your supervisor? 
13. Do these visits include: 
-conversations? 
-scheduled conferences? 
-formal observations? 
-shadowing? 
14. Do conferences occur: 
-never? 
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-sununative only? 
-formative only? 
-formative and sunmiative? 
15. Summative input is obtained from: 
-supervisor 
-peers 
-teachers 
-students 
-parents 
-portfolio 
16. The feedback you receive can best be described as: 
-none 
-seldom 
-unclear 
-helpful 
-specific 
-goal-related 
17. Goal-setting in the evaluation process is: 
-never done 
-seldom 
-unclear 
-helpftil 
-specific 
-goal-related 
18. Goal-setting m the evaluation process: 
-includes personal/professional goals 
-refers to school goals 
-refers to district goals 
19. Professional development for principals at the district level is: 
-not available 
-available via administrator inservice 
-available via peer support group 
20. Other types of professional development for principals are: 
-university courses 
-professional workshops 
-conferences 
21. How many years have you been involved in the present system of principal evaluation? 
22. How would you rate the training your supervisor received in the present evaluation system? 
-inadequate 
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-adequate 
-intensive 
23. How would you rate the training you received in the present evaluation system? 
-inadequate 
-adequate 
-intensive 
24. The principal evaluation system was developed: 
-by the state 
-by the district 
-with principal input 
25. How many years has the principal evaluation system been in place in this district? 
26. With one being ineffective and five being highly effective, how would you rate the 
following: 
-This system measures actual principal performance. 
-This system identifies problems. 
-This system fosters professional growth. 
-This system fosters student achievement. 
-This system is a valid reflection of daily responsibilities. 
-This system reflects what the district expects of principals. 
-This system improves principal performance. 
-This system increases principal/supervisor communication. 
-This system monitors principal accountability. 
27. What do you see as the greatest drawback to effective principal evaluation in this district? 
SECTION B: 
1. Were you involved in the development of Apache Junction's administrator evaluation system? 
2. Is there a uniform and fair method of appraising an mdividual's performance? 
-Is there a suitable personnel records system to maintain performance evaluations? 
-Is the present system objective or subjective? 
-Is there consistency in applying assessment measures and providing merit awards? 
3. What are the major strengths of the plan? 
4. What are the major problems of the plan? 
5. What can be done to make the plan more workable? 
6. Does the superintendent have an adequate perception of your performance to make a fair and 
objective judgment? 
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7. Does the plan serve as a motivator for better performance? 
8. What are your views for hooking compensation to performance (i.e. merit pay)? 
9. Is there a sense of "competition" among the administrators to obtain additional compensation? 
-Should one of the criteria be the requirement to share ideas, projects, information, etc. with 
the other principals? 
10. Is there a specified "pot" of money available for pay for performance (merit pay)? 
11. Would more money in the "pot" make pay for performance more appealing (is there adequate 
financing?) 
12. Do all who meet the criteria receive merit pay? 
13. Would you prefer to have merit pay incentives in addition to a cost of living allowance 
(COLA)? 
14. In your opinion is pay for performance motivating? 
-Will pay for performance result in more productivity (i.e.. Will you work harder)? 
-Will pay for performance result in a higher quality product (i.e.. Will you produce a higher 
quality of work)? 
15. Do you believe that any of the following should determine or influence your salary? 
a) quality of your work 
b) quantity of your work 
c) number of hours you work 
d) additional responsibility 
e) type of responsibUity 
f) seniority 
g) education level/training 
h) goal completion 
16. Are the principal's fringe benefits equal to the teachers? 
17. Do you think having a comparison of salaries and benefits of the principals in the surrounding 
districts would be useful? 
18. Has anyone received an allotment (merit pay) because children are learning better? 
-Should that be one of the criteria? 
-Are 'Career Ladder' teachers rewarded because children are learning better in your district? 
19. Do you think that knowing Apache Junction's compensation plan would dissuade or persuade 
you to come here? 
20. Has there been very much dialogue among the principals about the present pay system? 
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Would or could the involvement of the principals in the development of a "pay for 
performance" plan result in an effective system? 
Are individual salaries (open salaries) public information? 
-Are salaries published? 
-What are your feelings on having your salary, including merit pay, disclosed to the public? 
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APACHE JUNCTION UNIFIED SCHOOL DTSTRTCT 
Supervisor Interview #2 
July 13, 1995 
1. Will Merit Pay continue at Apache Junction schools? 
2. Are the students achieving better after merit pay for principals was introduced? 
3. What other things besides merit pay are you doing different? 
3a. Do you think the teachers teaching differently now and focusing on what is important? 
4. Do you have pre & post test data? 
5. How do you differentiate the amount of money that is awarded? 
5a. Is the formula on how much money you can give set by the state? 
5b. How does that compare with the surroimding schools? 
5c. So, if they don't meet any of the components, they are frozen? 
6. Do you have any administrators that did not receive merit pay? 
7. Is there a set amount that you are allowed to give? 
8. Did you have to revise your evaluation system to coincide with the merit pay plan? 
8a. Is it built into the plan where you reevaluate automatically and make any refinements? 
8b. Is that due to input from the administrators? 
9. Is the plan designed to reward only the select few or improvement of all administrators? 
10. Is being a superior administrator considered being an individual activity or a team effort? 
11. Is there are "menu" of rewards to be selected firom, i.e. on the spot money, benefits, 
attendance at a workshop, release time? 
12. Does the plan include an appeal process (can principals appeal their evaluation)? 
12a. The primary evaluator of the principals is the assistant superintendent? 
13. Is student achievement a component of the plan? 
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13a. Are the schools pretty well equal or are there some schools that have different types of kids 
who would perform differently on exams? 
14. Is there a way to compensate for external factors? 
15. Does the administration and management of the merit pay plan required much additional time 
and effort (on the part of the principals' evaluator?) 
16. What were the original goals of the plan? 
16a. What benefits did you expect to attain? 
17. Are the goals being met? 
18. Does the plan attract and retain better principals? 
18b. Are they encouraged to present at national conventions? 
18c. Are you an Outcomes Based district? 
19. Is the plan cost effective? 
20. Do the board and community still support the plan? 
21. Has competition among the principals replaced collegiality? 
22. Are all principals thoroughly knowledgeable of the plan, the objectives, criteria, specific 
incentives etc.? 
23. Is there a process for evaluating the effectiveness of the plan? 
24. Is ongoing refinement allowed or built into the plan? 
24a. Are the award substantive or symbolic? 
25. Is the budget/fimding source adequate? 
26. Is staff development and inservice a component of the plan? 
27. Do you have different principals than you had two years ago? 
27a. If "no," was that a result of merit pay? 
28. Is there a process to provide assistance to principals? 
29. Can you think of anything I haven't asked but you would like to respond to? 
r b 
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INTERVIEW OF AN EXPERT IN THE FIELD OF MERIT PAY 
Date; Name: 
1. What is your present position/title? 
-Have you ever worked for merit pay? 
-How long ago? 
2. What are your views on hooking merit pay to performance? 
3. What are the major strengths of merit pay? 
4. What are the major problems of merit pay? 
5. Does merit pay serve as a motivator for better performance? 
6. What do you see as the key purpose of performance evaluation: 
-professional growth 
-merit pay 
-promotion 
-termination 
-accountability 
7. What do you see as the greatest drawback to effective principal evaluation? 
8. Is having a uniform and fair method of appraising an individual's performance a problem with 
merit pay? 
-Is having a suitable personnel records system to maintain performance evaluations a problem 
with merit pay? 
-Should the evaluation system for merit pay be objective or subjective? 
-Is there consistency in applying assessment measures and providing merit awards? 
9. Is there a sense of competition among teachers/administrators to obtain merit pay? 
-Should one of the criteria be the requirement to share ideas, projects, information, etc. with 
the other principals? 
10. Should there be a specified "pot" of money available for pay for performance (merit pay)? 
11. Would more money in the "pot" make pay for performance more appealing (is there adequate 
financing?) 
12. Is it a problem that all who meet the criteria to receive merit pay are not receiving it? 
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13. Would having merit pay incentives in addition to a cost of living allowance (COLA)? 
14. In your opinion is pay for performance motivating? 
-Will pay for performance result in more productivity (i.e. Will principals work harder)? 
Will pay for performance result in a higher quality product (i.e. Will principals produce a 
higher quality of work)? 
15. Do you believe that any of the following should determine or influence principal's salary? 
a) quality of their work 
b) quantity of their work 
c) number of hours they work 
d) additional responsibility 
e) type of responsibility 
f) seniority 
g) education level/training 
h) goal completion 
16. Should student learning be a criteria for merit pay? 
17. Would or could the mvolvement of the principals in the development of a "merit pay" plan 
result in an effective system? 
18. What are your feelings on having salary, including merit pay, disclosed to the public? 
19. What can be done to make merit pay more workable? 
20. What are your feelings on group incentive pay? 
-Could it be workable with principals? 
21. Do you think merit pay is a dead issue in education? 
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APPENDIX B. PERMISSION TO PARTICIPATE IN STUDY/ 
INFORMED CONSENT 
Apachc 
Junction 
Unified 
School 
District 
Post Office Box 879 
Apache Junction, AZ 
85217-0879 
602-982-1110 
FAX 602-671 0191 
Suoerintenaeit of Schools 
Dr. William F. Wright 
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July 6,1993 
Dr. Richard Manatt 
Director, School Improvement Model 
College of Education 
Iowa State University 
N239 Lagomardno Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50011 
Dear Dr. Manatt; 
As our district continues to strive for excellence, it is with great 
pleasure that we form a partnership agreement with your School 
Improvement Model Project to provide research data. The 
information obtained by your team will be used to develop future 
plans with a basis for school improvement. 
This letter will authorize the use of interview data, student criterion-
referenced tests, climate surveys and district reports by your research 
team for the purpose of completing the Apache Junction Unified 
School District School Restructuring Study. You may also use these 
materials and findings in Mr. Larry Sessions' dissertation, subsequent 
reports to the Apache Junction Unified School District Governing 
Board, and in research journal articles. 
It is our understanding that confidentiality will be maintained for all 
administrators, teachers, and students via code numbers in the place of 
student names and euphemisms such as Principal "A," "B," "C," and 
"D." This approval will continue through the duration of the project, 
with an anticipated termination date of Jime 1, 1995. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. William F. Wright, 
Superintendent of Schools 
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LAWRENCE E. SESSIONS 
INFORMED CONSENT 
Prior to conducting the interview each subject will be told; '1 am conducting a research 
study under the ^proval of the Superintendent of the i^ache Junction Unified School District I 
am gathering data to design a model merit pay plan for principals that will be acceptable to 
principals, upper level administrators and school boards. The identity of subjects will be kept 
confidential wife individuals being referred to as Principal "A," "B," "C," and'T)." Study results 
will be provided to tiie Apache Junction Unified School District Superintendent 
You have the ri^ to refiise to participate in fee interview. Respondmg to the interview 
questions will be construed as a modified consent to participate. If you do not choose to participate 
please tell me now." 
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APPENDIX C. PROPOSED MERIT PAY FOR PRINCIPALS MODEL 
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MERIT PAY PLAN FOR PRINCIPALS 
PROPOSED MODEL 
INTRODUCTION 
This model merit pay plan for principals is based on data resulting from interviews of 
administrators of two schools districts involved in merit pay for principals, concepts gleaned 
from a literature review, and an interview of a recognized authority on merit pay. The 
model contains the most desired elements for principal acceptance and avoids those elements 
that are most distasteful to principals. School districts considering merit pay for principals 
can use this model as a tool for planning, and establishing policy and procedures. 
PHILOSOPHY 
A statement of philosophical and financial commitment to merit pay is developed by 
the school board. The statement includes; 
• rationale for establishing a merit pay policy 
• purpose or intent of merit pay 
• financial coramitment 
• an adequate budget for merit pay is designated 
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POLICY STATEMENT 
Merit pay policy is developed with input from all stakeholders, especially principals. 
Core elements of the policy are: 
• clearly defined job description 
• performance plan based on job description 
• all principals meeting criteria will receive financial compensation 
• all principals receive basic cost of living adjustment (COLA) 
• unsatisfactory performance does not result in pay decrease (improvement plan) 
• continued unsatisfactory performance may result in termination 
• stakeholder involvement in policy development (Stakeholders are an ad hoc group 
makmg recommendations to the board of education. The board must make the final 
policy decisions.) 
• merit pay compensation is in addition to cost of living salary increases 
• criteria for determining amounts of merit pay 
• percentage of base pay 
• formula 
• performance rating appeal process 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PLAN 
A Performance Evaluation Plan, based on the principal's job description, is 
established. The following are items for considerations for inclusion in the Performance 
I l l  
Evaluation Plan. These items could be required by the school board, or district 
superintendent. 
• performance evaluation plan mutually developed by an ad hoc group of principals and 
representative(s) of the school board 
performance evaluation plan based on Principal Job Description 
performance evaluation plan is research based 
principal's behaviors are clearly identified and stated in written form 
principal's progress toward meeting personal, building and district goals 
related to teacher performance and evaluation of teachers and staff 
school climate 
educational leadership of the principal 
linked to student performance 
• standardized assessment: Compared to national norms, state norms, 
district norms or school norms 
• criterion-based assessment 
• based on student growth 
• process for providing feedback on principal's performance 
• conferences 
• frequency 
• form: written and/or verbal 
• principal's professional development 
• funded by school district 
I 
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• determined by performance rating 
• annual review of performance evaluation plan 
PHILOSOPHY 
The Model School District is committed to providing the highest quality education for 
all its children and youth. The district schools must be organized, managed and led in ways 
which support the philosophy and mission of the district It is recognized that the quality of 
education in each school is directly related to the effectiveness of its principal 
The Model School District believes that attracting and retaining effective principals 
requires a competitive compensation system that rewards high performance and productivity, 
and a working environment which encourages professional growth. The Model School District 
is willing to reward effective principals with additional monetary compensation in the form of 
merit pay. The board will assure adequate funding by budgeting for merit pay compensation. 
INTRODUCTION 
This Merit Pay Policy was established by the Model School District Board of Education 
with recommendations from a policy advisory committee of stakeholders. The advisory 
committee was chaired by the district superintendent One half of the stakeholders committee 
included central office staff, teachers and parents appointed by the superintendent and one half 
are principals selected by the principals. The assignment of the advisory committee is to 
recommend to the board a Merit Pay Policy, Principal's Job Description and a Principal 
Performance Based Evaluation Plan. The Principal Performance Based Evaluation Plan will 
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be based on. the Principal's Job Description, individual, building and Strict goals. Individual 
and building goals are mutually determined by the principal and the principal's 
supervisor/evaluator. 
POLICY 
Afodel School District principals are eligible to recsvfs tnsnt pay each year m addition 
to the established base salary. Individual merit pay allocation will be based on the principal's 
overall performance rating recorded on the evaluation report The overall performance ratings 
will be Superior, Commendable, Satisfactory, or Needs Improvement The overall performance 
rating may be appealed to the Model School District Board of Education. The appeal must be 
in writing and submitted to the board within two weeks following the final evaluation 
conference. The board's decision will be final 
Base pay will be adjusted each year as determined by a cost of living adjustment 
(COLA.) The merit pay allocation will be a percentage of the principal's base pay as follows: 
RATING PERCENTAGE OF BASE SALARY 
Superior 20% 
Commendable 10% 
Principals receiving a performance rating of less than Commendable are not eligible for 
merit pay. Continued performance ratings of less than Satisfactory may result in termination. 
Professional growth training will be funded by the school district and available to all 
principals. Professional growth training will be based on the performance evaluation and 
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mutually determined by the principal and the evaluator. 
The Merit Pay Policy, Principal's Job Description and Principal Performance Based 
Evaluation Plan will be reviewed annually by the policy advisory committee. Findings of the 
committee will be submitted to the Board of Education. 
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APPENDIX D. VALIDATION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PROPOSED 
MERIT PAY FOR PRINCIPALS MODEL 
CRITIQUE OF MODEL MERIT PAY PLAN 
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After reviewing the Model Merit Pay Plan for Principals, please respond to the 
following questions and offer any suggestions: 
1. Do you think the amount of money will be enough to make a difference? 
2. Is there enough detail in the model? 
3. Do you think there are additional criteria for obtaining merit pay that should be included? 
4. Is the amount of input by principals enough? 
5. Should there be weight added to the criterion? 
6. Should student achievement count more than supervisor rating? 
Please return this form to me in the enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope. If you have any questions 
183 January 13, 1996 
Dear Administrator: 
I am a doctoral student at Iowa State University and am working with Richard Manatt 
on a research study on merit pay for school administrators. A significant basis of the study 
is data obtained from several site visits I made to two school districts, one in Iowa and one 
in Arizona. 
Tne study involves designing a model merit pay plan for principals with the intent to 
improve principal effectiveness in school leadership while indirectly increasing student 
performance. Ideally, the model will be acceptable to principals, upper level administrators 
and school boards. It is designed to contain the most desired elements for principal 
acceptance and avoid those elements that are most distasteful to principals. 
I am requesting your assistance by asking you to be a member of a judgment panel to 
review and evaluate my model merit pay plan for principals. Please review the plan, answer 
the questions on the attached response form, and return the form to me. For your 
convenience, I have included a self-addressed stamped envelope. 
Upon completion of my study, I will send you a copy of the completed model. If you 
want, I will also provide you a complete copy of my study. I hope to finish my study by 
April 1996 so am soliciting a timely response to my request. I realize the value of your 
time and hope the results of my study will be of some value to you. 
Thank you for your consideration and assistance. 
Sincerely, 
Lawrence E. Sessions 
CMR 454, Box 2747 
APO AE 09250 
FAX: 011-49-9802-1496 
Richard P. Manatt 
Program Coordinator, Educational Administration 
Iowa State University 
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APPENDIX E. APACHE JUNCTION UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
COMPETENCY-BASED EVALUATION MODEL 
Apachc 
unction 
Jnificd 
School 
District 
Post Office Box 879 
Apache Junction, AZ 
85217-0879 
602-982H10 
FAX 602-671 0191 
Superintendent of Schools 
Dr. William F. Wri3ht 
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To: Dr .  Wr igh t  
From:  Dr .  Su t t e r  
Date: June 15, 1993 
Subj: Evaluation/Con\pensation Recommendations 
I recommend that two factors are considered in this year's 
administrative compensation packages: 
* Performance-based on evaluations which include leadership skills 
such as communication, curriculum and teamwork. 
*• Task equalization based on differences in areas of responsibility, as 
well as necessary market recruitment. Many of our most recently 
employed administrators have been brought in at a higher rate than 
those who have served successfully for a number of years. 
It is also important that increases in administrative salaries reflect 
approximately the same percentage rates that were given to our 
certified and classified employees. The overall increase should be 
approximately 2.8%. It is recommended that a range from 0% to 4% be 
used to stay within these budgetary limits. See the attached breakdown 
for specific evaluations and recommendations. 
BLS: srw 
SnAjLfifcbiq 
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Apache Junction Unifled School District 
Competency Based Evaluation Model 
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Administrative Evaluation 
for 
Building-Level Administrators 
Administrator 
Position 
Evaiuator 
Date 
The administrator will be evaluated on a rating scale as follows: Commendable (COM); Satisfactory 
(SAT); Needs to Improve (NTI); and Unsatisfactory (U/SAT) on the performance tasks listed below. 
"Commendable" indicates that an administrator is performing without any deficiencies. "Satisfactory" is 
defined as having minor deficiencies. "Unsatisfactory" means fails to meet district standards. Any 
problem area or commendation should be specified in the "Comment" box. The setting of goals is 
considered a part of the evaluative process. Goals may be initiated either by the administrator or ev^uator, 
but are expected to be mutually understood as part of the evaluation conference. 
Section I. Job Performance Tasks 
A. Management and Organization 
The Administrator - COM SAT NTI U/SAT 
1. Planning and Organizing - Effective in planning and orga­
nizing one's activities and those of one's staff. G G Q Q 
2. Management Control - The appreciation of the need for 
control and the abihty to exercise maintenance of control Q1 Q G G 
over process. 
3. Use of E>elegation - The ability to effectively use subordi­
nates, colleagues, and superiors, and to understand where a G G G G 
decision can best be made. 
B. Communication 
1. Written Communication Skills - The ability to write a read-
aUe, persuasive document that conceptualizes issues and G G G G 
problems, is complete, and is appropriate for the intended 
audience. 
2. Oral Communication Skills - The ability to respond to 
questions in public, think clearly on one's feet, think behind 
questions, be articulate in defense of programs, define mis- G G G G 
sions, explain complex issues, deal with a problem in public 
without preparation, and relate to all levels of audience. 
Administrative Evaluation 
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C. Problem Solving 
COM SAT NTI U/SAT 
1. Problem Analysis - The ability to read or listen and pick out 
critical infomiation or iss'jss underlying the material; to seek 
out peitinentinfonnation; to weigh alternatives and their con- • • • • 
sequences. 
2. Judgment - The ability to evaluate situations and peisons, and 
to reach logical conclusions based on the evidence at hand. Q Q • • 
3. Poliiical Behavior - Pne ability to identify what can be accom­
plished and how it can be accomplished, and to use resources 
to control the situation so that it is accomplished; sensitivity Q Q • • 
to the political implications of vaiiou£i acts. 
4. Decisiveness - Readiness to make decisions and render judg­
ment. • • • • 
5. Risk-Taking - The extent to which calculated risks are taken 
based on sound judgment. * Q Q Q O 
6. Creativity- The ability to come up with imaginadve solu­
tions to management situations. • • • • 
7. Educational Perspecdve-The extent of knowledge and under­
standing of fundamental as well as cmrent educational princi­
ples and issues, and their inteireladonships with educational • • • • 
and non-educational issues. 
D. Task Orientation 
1. Persistence - The tendency (o stay with a problem or line of 
thought until the matter is setded. G • • G 
2. Initiative - Active efforts to influence events rather than pas­
sive acceptance. G Q G G 
3. Stress Tolerance - Stability of peifonnance under conditions 
of pressure, opposition and uncertainty. G G G G 
4. Groiq) Leadership - Effectiveness in bringing a group to 
accomi^sh a task and in getting new ideas accq>ted. G G G G 
5. IndividualLeadership-Ability to motivate individuals on a 
one-to-one basis to accomi^sh a task. G G G G 
6. Adaptability - The ability to modify behavioral style and 
management approach to reach a goal. G G G G 
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E. Interpersonal Qualities 
COM SAT NTI U/SAT 
1. Flexibility-Being receptive to new ideas or arguments. Q Q • • 
2. Considerateness - Showing concern for others and appreciation 
for their work; treating others with respect and politeness; dis- • • G • 
playing thoughtfulncss toward others. 
3. Team Player - Willingly participates as a member of the 
Administrative Team; refrains from unjust criticism of G G Q G 
colleagues and supervisors. 
F. Curricuium 
1. Is knowledgeable in the area of curriculum development. Q G G G 
2. Works coqieratively with faculty, colleagues, and district 
level administrators to develop and implement effective G G G G 
curriculum. 
3. Participates in the orientation of all new faculty members to 
ensure that they understand the district's adopted curriculum G G G G 
and make use of it in the classroom. 
4. Actively supervises the implementation of the cunicuculum 
and holds the teachers strictly accountable for teaching the G G G G 
adopted curriculum. 
5. Actively participates in the selection of textbooks and support 
materials. Ensures that the textbodcs and materials are used as G G G G 
intmHj-H 
6. Actively siq)eTvises the teachers to ensure that special services 
such as gifted education, special education, and etc. are used by G G G G 
the faculty. 
7. Is able to assist in the evaluation of the district's curriculum in 
order to facilitate changes or adjustments that need to be made G Q G Q 
in order to keep the curriculum current 
G. Instruction 
1. Willingly participates in teacher orientation activities. G G G G 
2. Is effective in the training of teachers in the Teaching Edge 
Model. G G G G 
3. Possesses a thorough understanding of the district's Career 
Ladder and its requirements. Is able to effectively manage the G G G G 
program. 
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G. Instruction (Continued) 
COM SAT NTI U/SAT 
4. Effectively supervises all teaching activities to ensure that 
teachers follow the Teaching Edge Model in the delivery of Q G • Q 
the cuniculum adopted by the district 
5. Is an effective evaluator of the teaching act, knows the Teach­
ing Edge, and possesses the ability to assist teachen in up- • • • Q 
grading teaching skills. 
6. Is able to objecdveiy document strengths and weaknesses 
possessed by teachers for tbc purpose of improving instruc- Q Q Q Q 
tion. 
7. Carefully documents weaknesses and develops apprcpiiate 
action plans to help hold teachers accountable. • G • • 
8. Possesses the ability to document inadequate teacher perfor­
mance for the purpose of conducting an accurate summative • • • G 
evaiuatioa 
9. Possesses the courage to hold teachers stricdy accoimtable for 
their perfonnance, behavior and actions in dealing with stu- G G G G 
dents, parents and colleagues. 
H. Plant and Facilities 
I. Mmitors building and ground maintenance; cooperatively 
develops a replacement and renovaticHi schedule. G G G G 
2. Engenders a piide in the appearance of the school among 
students and staff. Works actively to keep vandalism to a G G G G 
minimum. 
3. Woiks cooperatively with district support services in maint­
enance and operations for the school. G G G G 
4. Is effective in supervision and evaluations of all certified and 
classified personnel assigned to his/her department G G G G 
5. Works to promote a jiosidve climate at both the building and 
district level. G G G G 
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Section III. Merit Factors (00 - .01) 
Job Perfonnance Ta^ 
Professional Growth 
Student Gains 
Total % Increase 
Supervisor Administrator 
Osts 
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